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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to identlfy and descrlbe the

perceptions that Nigerlan etudent teachePs held of the Nlgerian

Technical Teacher Trainlng Progran (NTTTP) ln Canada elth respect to

selected aspects of the undergraduate Bachelor of Education (B Ed)

vocational degree prograns which rere implenented ln tÍo Canadian

universities.

SpecificallY, the study sought:

1. To describe Nigerian student teachers in terns of selected

denographic varlables, including: level of formal education in Nigeria'

state of origin, age, sex;

2. To determine the perceptions of Nlgerian student teachers

regarding NTTTP in the following areas: aspects of adnlnlstration'

knowledge and skllls, industrial nork experience, student teaching

experÍence, program focus, ove¡seas training concerns' professional

goals, occupatÍonal teacher educat I on ;

3.TodeterminedÍfferencesexlstlngbetileentheperceptfonsof

UNB and UIiIAN Nlgerian student teachers concerning each area (as

enumerated in Obiective *2) of the NTTTP; and

4. To dêternine the strengths and weaknesses of the NTTTP as

percelved by U¡ilAN and UNB student teachers'

A franerdork for the study was provided' It conprised a structural

(evaluation) approach, and a theoretlcal perspective (perceptlon)

Triangulatlon nethodological design was enployed at tno levels:

first, des cr l pt ive,/comparat f ve,/eval uat i ve trlangulatlon of survey

techniquesi and second, quantitative-quaìitative triangulation

- lv -



technlque.

The data were collected through a personal , on-site intervieH t{ith

a 163-item, nlne-part, lnvestigator-designed schedule. A nlne-henber

panel of experts valjdated the instrument whjch Has then pllot-tested

i{1th previous NTTTP graduates. A conbined response rate of 84.6 percent

was obta.ined (N=31) . Inductive, qualitative data categorization

complemented the quantified classification. Data collected from the

intervieH was analysed in two ways: (1) frequency /percent age comparison

and chi squared (x2) test and (2) nat¡ix categorization of unjvariate

concepts content analysis

On the basis of data collected and the findjngs of this study, the

fol lowi ng conclusions were drawn:

1. NTTTP students strongly supported the need for availabiljty of

program implementation guidelines and the direct invol.venent of Nigerian

Federal lrlinistry of Education, Nigerian High commission and when

feasible Nigerian Universities, in overseas program inplementatlon.

2. There Has a high concensus for a need to involve student

participants in program decislon making and for a more effective

selection of potential program student participants

3. ?here was dissatisfaction among UNB participants with regards

to the adequacy of advance credits awarded for previous work completed

prior to NTTTP registration.

4. There was consensus concerning the need for Nigerian related

courses nhlch could provlde a basis for students to link Canadian

training to Nigerian si tuatlons.

5. t{hile there was agreement that the UMAN B.Ed program prepared

participants relatively nore adequately for vocational teaching in



secondary school, UNB program prepared then mo¡e for post-secondary

teaching or training in lndustry'

6. Though a large number of students indicated that their lnitial

occupational plans had changed due to the overall NTTTP Preparation' a

,substantiai nu¡rber of the respondents felt the change was due to nelther

student teaching nor lndustry work experiences'

7. While no signlficant difference was obtained in the percentages

of graduates who opted for classroom teaching' students at Lq{AN tended

to report a greater lnclination toHards secondary school teaching'

8. Though a substantial number of NTTTP students indicated that

they felt the 24-month B.Ed degree program was resource-efficient and

satisfactory a sizeable nurnber of the respondents indicated that it Has

too intensive and stressf ul

9'EvidenceshoHedavitaìneedforindustryworkandstudent

teaching (school lnternship) placements for B Ed preparation' and also

indicated that a number of poJicies, regulatjons' and factors adversely

affected their inplenentation in various ways

10. Although all the students interviewed indjcated that they

achieved the objectives for which they accepted the NTTTP award' only a

minorjty Hould accept teaching as a career ' o¡ be avallable for teaching

on graduatlon from NTTTP; a greater number plan to further studies

primarily in technology areas or work in industries '

11. Though a substantial number of respondents felt the B Ed

(vocational) degree was important to their long term professional goaìs

and that they had occupatlonal advantage as vocational teachers due to

ltsdua]focus,almostallrespondentsindicatedapreferencefora

degree in their technology a¡eas'

- vl -



12, General agreenent a¡nong respondents lndlcated that with

approprlate rodificatlons, tbe B.Ed degree programs tn both unlversities

sere sultabl.e for accelerated vocatlonal teacher preparatlon in

Nlgeria'

. 13. It ïas revealed that co,¡munity college graduates Here a

suitable clientele for the B.Ed degree teacher education program and

that the Judgenents of these student participants on the adequacy of

NTTTP preparatlon for vocational teaching in Nigeria were based, at the

time, on limited previous experience o¡ training in teacher education in

Niger ian context.

- vii -
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The lack of adequate training facilities and numerous other

probìems require developing nations to sponsor many higher education

program students in industrialized countries (Greenberg, 1980;

Schoeneberger & Odynak, 1974). These problems arise from general

development needs, population patterns, rapid technologicaì development,

industrial expansion, changed vaLues, and the need for specialists in

schools and other sectors of the economy (Wouter,1974; Mjller, 1982).

Societal val.ue shifts and governmental policies affect employment trends

and call for varied approaches to education.

All these factors are evident in Nigeria. The rapid socioeconomic

changes in Nigeria brought about by the oil boom of the seventies,

accounts in part for renewed concern about the educational needs of

youth to improve their income-earning power (Briggs, 1969; Ikoku, 1981;

Segal, 1981). Concerns about local community employment, inprovement of

rural. areas and the need to curb the influx of unenployable youth from

rural to urban areas demand changes in the focus of education system

(Blaug, 1980; Hopkins, 7574; Sinmons, 1980; Todaro, 1980). These

concerns underl.ie the need for a dynamic education and training programs

to keep pace with these rapid organizational. changes (Ministry of

Information, 1977; Grove, 1979; Taylor, 1981 ) . These needs often

result in increased effort to seek overseas training by third world

countries.

International. education is considered by many developing countries
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as one of the fastest means of meeting the needs for trained nanpower

(Cook, 1981). Major problems can occur in applying at home the skills

and knowledge acquired in industrialized countries as Canada by students

from developing nations (Nigerian students) (Kuhn, 1983; Lackey, 1981;

Moock, 1984). These probJ.ems arise because of the differences in

conditions which are environnental and include the technologicaL and

cultural (Joshi, 1984; Lee, 1981; Segal, 1981). The problems are more

pronounced with undergraduate programmes which are in nost part

culture-based (Rogers, 1983 ) . Thus, as Lackey ( 1981 ) observed:

. In many instances foreign training is not only
irrelevant and inappropriate to the needs of the Less
developed countries (Phillips, 1976; Schmidt and
Scott, 1971), but in some cases international
training nay be even harmful. Students learning
sophisticated computer-based research techniques,
capital intensive agricultural practices, Western
concepts of health care value laden community
development, and other Western democratic and,/or
industrialized approaches to development, may help to
perpetuate the international denonstratjon effect by
attempting to install technology which is
inappropriate to their own environment.
Transplanting "institutions and processes from one
cu.lture to another is often hjghly disfunctional".
(p' 2).

The problem of irrelevence of foreign training has become a serious

concern to aid donors and assistance agents (Lackey, 1981), volunteer

organizations (Matheis & Shute, 1983), and sponsoring developing

countries (Court, 1979; Moock, 1984). Where more students study

overseas than at hone, debate ranges over the national implications of

foreign education that many consider to be largely irrelevant (Barber,

Altback & Myers, May 1984). Court (1979) contends that the questionable

relevance with increasing cost of much overseas training has, in Africa,

raised questions about the extent to which scholarship provisions has



adapted to changing circumstances and development needs

The rationale underlying overseas training is that the language of

education is universaL and that professionaL, vocational and technicaL

education can transcend long established national and cultural

boundaries (Sharma, 1984). Going overseas for advanced education would

lead to higher accomplishments in vocational and technical professions.

It would also "provide a wide range of generaL knowledge in social,

cuLtural and political areas (Fraser & Brickman, 1979) necessary for

living in a world rapidly made smaller by technological advancements"

and reguiring global cooperaton (Sharma, 19S4).

The purpose of training for technoJ.ogical development everywhere,

especially in the third worl.d is to provide a trained labour force to

neet immediate and future occupational needs in industry, agricuJ"ture,

governnent, communities, health services, communications and household

(Miller, 7982; Segal, 1979). To obtain overseas education that is

appropriate to meet these development needs at home, cutting across the

technoJ.ogicaJ. gaps, many third world countries have resorted to

programtned contracted education. Contracted training programs provide

adequate flexibility in their curricuLar approaches through the design

of taiìor-made program experiences in an effort to increase the

relevance and transferability of the acquired skills and knowledge

(Williams, 1984; CBIE, 1983).

Nigeria is one of those countries that has carried out nany

contracted international educational programs with Canada often on a

large scale (CBIE, 1983; CUSO, 1984; Symons & Page, 1984). In its place

as a developing country (Fruehling, 1981;0biakor, 1980; Staley, 1963),
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Nigeria awards many schoJ.arships for overseas education (Craig, 1981;

High Commission, 1983) and sponsors severaÌ contracted international

education programs often at high cost to supplement internaJ. production

of necessary manpower (Ehikhamatalor, 1982). To fuÌfil its

responsibility Nigeria through its education partners must continual.ly

appraise its training efforts and update them to meet the changing needs

of its society.

The 1974 Adebo Commission, as 0bjakor (1980) recalled, identified

serious shortages of technicians and aLl.ied workers for the expanding

Nigerian narket. For long term relief, there was a need for the

education system to produce more technically-oriented personnel

(Aderalegbe, 1969; Briggs, 1969; Ministry of Information, 7977). In

this regard so¡ne immediate solutions proposed included the production of

an adequate number and appropriate calibre of technicians and technicaL

teachers within and outside of Nigeria.

Notwithstanding its high cost, international technical education

was seen as a fast means of increasing both the short term need and a

preparation for long tern technologicaì demands of Njgeria's development

(Nigeria Signs, 1981). The NigerÍa Technical Teacher Training Program

(NTTTP) in Canada was one of the internatjonal technjcal education

programs sponsored to assist in the production of Nigeria's technicaL

manpower needs (Cap & Judt, 1983; CBIE, 1983). It evolved from the

Nigerian Crash Technical Education Program (NCTEP).



Background and Setting

The NTTTP was an internationaL education program carried out

between a developed Western and a developing Third World country.

Because of the general lack of studies in the field of international

education there were nany issues of concern to warrant a systematic

study of the NTTTP. There were issues about the lack of relevance of

overseas training in developed countries to satisfy the need of

developing nations of the Third World. This concern was partìcuJ.arly

applicable for this study due to the nature of NTTTP as a contracted

international technical teacher education program, experimental as it

was for fresh community college graduates. Many writers and educators

do agree that a new education program should often be continuously

assessed, to examine its impacts on the various participants and the

community (Enelish and Kaufman, 1975; Patton, 1980). The effectiveness

of a new program, curricular or other innovations are best determined by

obtaining usefu.l information which assesses the worth of the program

from actual participants (Saracho, 1982, p. 74). NTTTP was a new

program in that it was the first time Nigeria had trained secondary

school teachers as a group in the two university departments in Canada.

NTTTP had been implemented for the entire program period of three

years with no formative evaluation. This Lack of continuous assessment

of the implementation strategies prompted this study. A final report on

the study of selected program participants was developed at the end of

the three years of the program (LeBlanc, Cap, Porozny, Mitchell, Bacal &

Etuk, 1986, May).



Lack of Studies

There is an acute lack of studies in the field of international

education (Barber, Altback and Myers, 1984, May). 0nly few studies

exist in this field that address the concern of appropriateness of

overseas training to the development needs of third world countries and

their students (Court, 1979; Kuhn, 1983; Lee, Abd-Ella & Burks, 1981;

Moock, 1984). Contracted education studies that address their relative

effectiveness are also not available in Canada (Shore, 1936). This

dearth of studies is surprising especially when contracted education and

training has been on the increase in Canada since the 1970s (Symons &

Page, 1984). There is also the nature of contracted international

programmed education as a group-study involving students from one

country in particular settings of another country. Such programs carry

some related issues and concomittant problems that need to be studied

(Synons & Page, 1984; NAFSA, 1979).

The few studies that exist at present in the field of international

education are general in nature, not specific to particular programs

and clientele (Cunningham & Burge, 1984) in the context of sponsoring

country and cross-cultures. For example, no study was found by this

investigator which was directed at the issues of cross-cultural transfer

of technology on any of the Nigerian Manpower "Crash" programs. That

najor program was carried out in about twenty-five (25) countries of the

world. In Canada, the Crash Programme grew within two years to involve

about 800 students (Morton, 1983) "at over 50 coÌìeges and universities

in all ten provinces of Canada" (Morton, 1983, p. 4). The programs were

not evaluated in any of the settings, nor were the differences



identif ied. Lack of know.ledge

setting brought about problens

certificate equivalency (CBIE,

Call for More Studies

of the program characteristics at each

in transfer of education, including

1982a).

Since very few studies exist, a number of writers and investjgators

in the fiel.d of international education have call.ed for systematic

investigation in this area to guide decision-naking. In the larger

context, Barber, Altbach and Myers (1984) in their "Introduction:

Perspective on Foreign Students" in the May 1984 speciaÌ issue of

Comparative Education Review concluded that:

More generally, the seemingly inevitable flow of
students from deveJ.oping countries to industrialized
nations is now very much part of the North-South
debate and the quest for a new educational order.

. Alnost aIl the articles (in this issue)
suggest, directly or indirect"ly, the need for a
considerable amount of further research not in the
conventional sense that all studies invariably points
the way to further problems but, rather, because
there is a genuine lack of good data and good studies
on which to build. Several of the authors clearly
reaLized that they were taking a first cut at a
problem, often asking questions rather than providing
answers, and providing answers that would surely need
to be refinecì as the questions became more precise
(p. 166).

Many more frequent studjes, they feJt, wilL enable decision makers

to understand the underlying dynamics and rationales in this fieId.

This study was to investigate the Nigerian student teachers'

perceptions of their Canadian NTTTP experiences. It was assumed that

investigating students' perceptions would generate useful infor¡ration to

understand the way the NTTTP was implemented (Patton, 1980; Saracho,

1982). Such data could guide further progran planning and



impJ.enentat ion .

Need for the Study

Nigeria is sponsoring an extensive number of technical training

prograns in many countries. With the trend in international education

market - a continued flow of students from Third World countries to the

developed nations - there is the likelihood that overseas training will

continue from Nigeria. This is axiomatically inevitable, given

Nigeria's resource base and population. Besides, NigerÍa realizes that

with the UnÍversal Primary EducatÍon (UPE) expansion

government will continue to welcome international aid
and cooperation in higher technical education. Such
aid and cooperation could be in the form of exchanges
of personnel, exchanges of ideas, curriculun,
development and staff development (Federa1 Ministry
of Information , 7977 , p. 20 ) .

Therefore, a study on ways to relate experiences in overseas education

training assistance to deveLopment needs at home becomes appropriate.

Various factors created the need to investigate the perceptions of

the Nigerian student teachers towards the NTTTP effort. First, overseas

training in developed nations, especially in technology and vocational

education areas, presents a problem regarding transferability of

learning to and applicability of skills in developing nation situations.

Such a problem arises because of the technological differences between

industrialized and developing nations.

0f all the gaps that separate Africa from the rest of
the world, the science and technology gap is probably
the most critical and the most profound (Segal, 1979,
p. 4184).

It became vital, then, to determine what aspects of the individual
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vocational teacher education (B.Ed) programs at the university of

Manitoba and the university of New Brunswick the Nigerian students

considered reLevant and usefuL for working in Nigeria.

Second, NTTTP was one of several contracted international education

programs between Nigeria and Canada managed by various Canadian agencies

or institutions.

Third, NTTTP was experimental to all parties. It is the first time

such a program was undertaken between Nigeria and Canada for technical

teacher training. As with the NCTEP certificate equivalency issues

(CBIE, 1982b), some uncertainties were bound to exist with NTTTP which

woul.d benefit from some clarification based on systematic data

coÌlection from a study of thÍs nature. Also, graduates of colleges of

technology in Nigeria are not usually recruited directly for training

in universities for B.Ed in vocational teaching. Thus, the NTTTp jn

canada represented a new concept of B.Ed teacher training in the

Nigerian international education narket. It was, as well, a potential

"alternative vocational teacher training program" approach that,

presumably, if perceived to be effective, could be adopted for use in

Nigeria internally.

Besides, the short 24-month duration demanded continuous

concentrated and hard work from most program students for successful

compJetion of the B.Ed requirenents. This intensive preparation could

be one way of accelerating the production of vocationaL teachers for and

in Nigeria. As well, it could be a neans of building desired work

ethics, and planning and organization skills in Nigerian vocational

teachers. These graduates, therefore, are a new calibre of vocatjonal
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teachers that may be produced within Nigeria. Their perceptions of the

NTTTP (B.Ed programs) could become very useful to Nigerian planners of

educational programs both internationally and internally.

Fourth, since the NTTTP seemed to have no written and specified

program objectives to guide program implementation, it was felt this

study could help generate some suggested feasible objectives, at least

from the part of the participating students.

Fifth, even wjth the lack of specified NTTTP objectives, certain

necessary components, such as practical experience for students in

industry and the classroom (Ministry of Information, 7977; NAFSA, 19?9),

needed to be assessed. The feasibility of these contracted education

"special requests" presented a challenge which was resolved in different

ways in the two provinces. student participant perceptions of such

individually modified program features were thought of as being

beneficial for program planning and scheduJ.ing. Both B.Ed programs

could benefit fron the opinions of the student teachers who actually

went through the placenent program experiences. The actual

participating students could react to the effects and usefulness of

these placement experiences.

The need for this study was reinforced by a lack of pertinent data

and information regarding perceptions of Nigerian vocational education

student teachers attendihg their training programs in Canada. How these

training experiences gained overseas affected NTTTP graduating students'

future occupational goals would provide useful information to vocational

teacher education program planners in Nigeria.

Developnent needs for foreign training and for more technical
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teachers still persist in Nigeria. More students could be expected to

continue Ín the NTTTP sometime. Knowledge of the useful aspects of the

UMAN and UNB B.Ed degree programs that are relevant to the needs of

Nigerian student teachers would help participating institutjons arrange

suitable B.Ed program experiences for future NTTTPs or similar

clientele. Such appropriate program structuring would make the

institutions able to provide satisfactory service to program students.

Possession of an approach to studying students' perceptions would

place the institution in a better position to study systematically the

views and concerns of foreign student clientele. The result of this

study couLd shed some light on the concerns about overseas learning

experiences fron international students' standpoints. This

understanding could help institutions provide satisfactory assistance to

developing countries like Nigeria who seek their (universities')

expertise. Also, they would be able to provide appropriate training

through a flexible curriculum (Shore, 1986) to these foreign students as

individuals who have to make their education adequateJ.y functional in

work situations in their hone countries. The educational institutions

would thus satisfy sponsorsrneeds and continue to remain competitive in

the international education market.

Finally, the investigator believed that data obtained through this

study would prove to be useful in the development of future vocational

technical teacher education programs

It was also believed that student teachers could help to determine

overlooked NTTTP student teachers' concerns. The investigator hoped

that perceptions of Nigerian student teachers regarding the NTTTP could
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be measured, and some factors and characteristics related to their

perceptions could be deternined. Based upon such results, efforts could

be made by authorities concerned (Canadian and Nigerian) to improve the

vocational technical teacher program. In addition, it could guide the

implementation of similar vocational teacher training programs within

Nigeria.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to identify and describe the

perceptions that Nigerian student teachers hel,d of the NTTTP in the

Facul.ty of Education at the University of Manitoba (UI{AN) and at the

Unirrersity of New Brunswick (UNB).

Specific 0bjectives

The specific objectives of this study were:

1. To describe Nigerian student teachers in terms of selected

demographic variables, including: level of fornal education in Nigeria

state of origin, age, sex;

2. To determine the perceptions of Nigerian student teachers

regarding NTTTP in the following areas: aspects of administration,

knowledge and skills, industrial work experience, student teaching

experience, program focus, overseas training concerns, professional

goals, occupational teacher education;

3. 1o determine differences existing between the perceptions of

UNB and UI'IAN Nigerian student teachers concerning each area (as

enumerated in Objective #2) of the NTTTP; and
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4. To determine the strengths and weaknesses of the NTTTp as

perceived by lJlt'tAN and UNB student teachers.

Research Approach

h¡hen conducting a study in a particular area, it is important from

the onset to estabLish a framework to be used as a basis for the study

(Burkett, 1980). McNamara (19?3) has suggested the location and

placement of a framework for a study. He wrote:

After stating his problem or phenonenor) ...
researcher should then describe the conceptual.
perspective or model which provides the framework for
the collection and interpretion of data (p. 19).

This section presents in sketch the concepts, approaches and techniques

which collectively provide a framework for this NTTTP student teachers'

perception study.

The approach to this study is comprised of two conceptual

perspectives: the structural and the theoreticaL. It also employed a

mixture of survey strategies (triangulation) approach for its design of

method. Triangulation, as applied to this study, is the use of nultiple

approaches of survey research to gathering data.

It is conventionalLy assumed that triangulation is
the use of multiple methods in the study of the sane
object (see Campbell and Fiske, 1959; Webb et al. ,

1956). Indeed this is the generic definition I have
offered, but it is only one form of the strategy. It
is convenient to conceive of triangulation as
involving varieties of data, investigators, and
theories, as well as methodologies (Denzin, 1978,
pp. 2s4-295).

This study enployed triangulation in two ways - variety (mixture) of

survey strategies and variety of data. Firstly, triangulation strategy

involving three varieties of survey techniques (descriptive,
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comparative, and evaluative) was used for its methodological design.

Secondly, triangulation involving two types of data gathering procedures

was utilized. Quantitative and qualitative data were collected through

interview to complement each other for analysis (Meyers, 1981, p. 762).

Figure 1 shows the illustrative framework of the research approach.

The strategy used here was the variation Denzin (1981) refers to as

"within-method" triangulation .

This form is most frequently enpJ.oyed when the
observational units are viewed as mu.l,tidimensional.
The investigator takes one method (the survey) and
employs multiple strategies within that method to
examine data. A survey questionnaire might be
constructed that contains different scales measuring
the same empi ri cal uni t (Denzin, 1981 , p. 301 ) .

For this study of student perceptions the questionnaire contained five

different types of scaled itens and responses. It studied

multidimensional issues of NTTTP implementation, ranging from aspects of

administration, curricular issues, international technoJ.ogical and

cultural. factors to student characteristics.

Quantitative and Qualitative Dat,a Trjangulation

Investigators and readers cannot adequately understand quantitative

variables unless the research is founded on qualitative analysis of the

meaning of those variables. As Meyers (1981) puts it:

Qualitative and quantitative studies are not so much
complementary or convergent as inseparabJ.e.
Quantitative ¡nethods often cannot be understood
unless qualitative data are used to inform the
interpretation of the design and the variables
(p. 762).

Qualitative data were sought for greater details in order to explain the

quantitative scaling. The use of two types of data to complement one
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another was necessary since this area of study of student perceptions in

international technical teacher education in general and NTTTP, a

24-month teacher preparation program in Canada for Nigerian students was

very little explored. Also the program was essentially new. It also

apparently lacked stated objectives. Again, based on the use of

information sought it was necessary to generate the two types of data.

A little expÌored area of study (Meyers, 1981, p. 161) of unfamil.iar and

¡nultidinensional nature (Denzin, 1978, p. 295) such as this required at

least generating the two kinds of data to obtain useful information for

decision naking.

Li mi tat i ons

Apart from the concerns of ex-post-facto study (Kerlinger, 1964),

this study has two considered linitations:

1. It was limited by the responses supplied by the interviewees to

the investigator during the interview; and

2. The interviewer was dependent upon respondentsr willingness to

participate voluntarily in the study.

De I imi tat i ons

Two major delimitations were also considered necessary for this

study as designed:

1. The investigator chose to exanine the perception of only

Nigerian student participants enrol.led in NTTTP since 1983 in the

participating Canadian universitjes; and

the

two

2. The student participants were identified from the master List
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of selected NTTTP candidates for 1983 supplied by the program

adnÍnistrator, the Canadian Bureau for International Education

(cBrE, 1984 ) .

Organization of the Thesis

The first of five chapters (Introduction) of this thesis has

presented the issues of concern that gave impetus for thjs study. It

presented the problem as a study of student perceptions in the context

of international education between Nigeria and Canada and a novel

technical teacher education progran carried out in two Canadian

universities. Specific objectives, research approach, and definitions

of terms were provided. Each of the next four chapters will focus on

the review of rel.ated literature; the methodological design of the

study; triangulation data analysis; and the sunmary, conclusions, and

recommendations of the study.

Definition of Terms

Nigerian Technical Teacher Training Program: a 24-month teacher

training program for selected gradutes of Canadian Community CoJ,leges in

any field of technical specialization. The program was contracted to a

Canadian administrative agency (CBIE) through the Canadian Department of

Trade and Commerce by the Nigerian Federal Ministry of Education (FME)

for a fee. It was operated at the University of New Brunswick and at

the University of Manitoba, cooperating with Red River Community

College. Graduates were to return to work in Nigeria after their

education in Canada. The acronym NTTTP was often used to refer to this
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program. The NTTTP continued for a few B.Ed graduates to a Master of

Education progran (CBIE, 1985).

Nieerian Canada (Crash) Technical Educational Program (NCTEP): was

the Community College program from which the NTTTP evolved (CBIE, 1984).

It was also contracted from Nigeria to Canada in 19?8, through which 770

students were provided with technical education. It was phased out in

1984.

Industrial lfork Experience : a component of NTTTP wbereby program

students were placed in industries and work sites for supervised

practicaÌ experiences reìating to their technology area.

Industrial Suoervisor: representative from the industrial

enterprise assigned to guide and evaluate students jointly with

coordinator and student during the industriaL work experience.

CooÞerating Teacher: school/college teacher in a subject area whc-¡

worked with and evaluated the student's teaching practice experience

jointly with the industrial coordinator and student.

Professional Education Courses: aIl professionaL teacher education

courses for knowledge or skilIs, incltding sinilar courses offered in

more than one institution within Canada for transfer credits.

Academic Courses: training in a teaching subject other than the

technology-related courses. Minor subject or teachable area referred to

the sum total of such academic courses.

Universal Primary Education (UPE): a nation-wide primary education

Launched in Nigeria in 1976. This education was free in nearly all the

states. A new "6-3-3-4" education structure was adopted by the UPE

systen. Six years to be spent in secondary school would be split into a
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S-year junior and 3-year senior secondary levels. The rationale was to

enphasize the teaching of technology/technical subjects at both stages,

each with terminal graduation preparation for those who so desire

(Ministry of Information, 7977; Taylor, 1981).

Triangulation: The use of a mixture or variety of survey

techniques (descriptive, comparative, and evaluative) and data

(quantitative and qualitative), employing scaled, open-ended and free

response interview items.

Dual-Focus B.Ed Approach: The NTTTP fclrmat offered in both

settings without a deliberate and purposefully focussed preparation for

work in industry or teaching at the secondary technical school Ievel.

For this approach, the community colJ.ege education formed one part of

the preparation, with the university forming the second component,

giving it the dual component.

Bi-Focal B.Ed Approaçh: NTTTP B.Ed program fornats incorporating

reordered components with a deliberate and purposefuL attempt to focus

the preparation to either work in industry or secondary technical school

teaching. The college component also formed the core which determined

the type of additional academic and technical components in the

university preparation to focus the B.Ed to either work settings.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to identify and examine the

literature relevant to NTTTP implementation as limited to Canada. Both

primary and secondary sources of information were used for the review of

the literature. The review discusses the sources of information and the

issues in the context of NTTTP implenentation and the study of students'

perceptions. The concept of NTTTP description sees NTTTP as the

umbrella program comprising the B.Ed degree prograns of Ul'fAN and UNB.

The context of implementation consists of the international. context and

the administration of NTTTP in Canada. Perception study approach

discusses both the structural framework (evaluation) and the theoreticaL

perspective of perception.

Sources of Information

Program docunents obtained from NTTTP administrators and related

agencies Ín person, by correspondence (Appendix A), informal interviews,

in person, and by telephone constituted the prinary sources of

information, The universities, CBIE, CIDA, and Nigerian FME-related

agencies were contacted for information. These information sources were

used mainJ.y for NTTTP description.

Secondary sources of information were available through the

Educational Resources Information Centre (ERIC) system and CLearinghouse

for information on international, vocational teacher education and

related programs. Dissertations, theses, abstracts, journals, and

periodicals served for initial research in conceptualizing and
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establishing the framework for the investigation. Some of these

docunents were found locally. Others were obtained through interlibrary

loan facilities at the University of Manitoba library system.

NTTTP Implenentation: Concept of Program Description

This section on the concept of NTTTP description discusses the

"oneness" of NTTTP as inplemented in Canada. It presents NTTTP first in

an international education developing and developed nation. It provides

a description of the Canadian program as distinct from NTTTP in other

countries such as the USA. A framework was considered useful to focus

the description. Finch and Crunkilton (1979, p. 256) suggested an

appLicable framework for content of the description of such a program.

Part III of the suggested "Content of an evaluation pJ.an: curriculun

description" was nodified for this study. This program description

"guide" contained program ob.iectives, philosophy and content, .WBr,4

procedures, student popul,ation and progran setting (Finch & Crunkilton,

7972). Figure 2.1 shows NTTTP concept used to describe the program in

this literature review chapter.

The "oneness" of NTTTP, its international context, the Canadian

setting and training contextual descriptions are provided. The contract

to administer the NTTTP in Canada was signed between CBIE and FME.

Student participants were selected from within Canada by CBIE and placed

in the two B.Ed degree prograns at the University of Manitoba (LlMAN) and

the University of New Brunswick (UNB). On graduation the perceptions of

the two groups of students were studied to deternine the respective

judgements of their B.Ed prograns.
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Sel ection Process
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tn
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universities

Figure 2.1. NTTTP description concept

NTTTP is conceptualized as the umbrella program consisting of two

separate B.Ed degree programs in two university settings in Canada

(Figure 2.7). By assessing the individual B.Ed. programs' provisions,

the participating Nigerian student respondents are in effect assessing

the impìementation of the NTTTP in Canada. The implied notion here is

that from Nigeria the NTTTP in Canada is more likely to be viewed as a

single program rather than two, as distinct from the NTTTP in USA

(US Signs, New York Times, 1981 ) , which fron Nigeria wouLd also be

viewed as a single progran. Each of USA or Canadian NTTTP graduates

would likely be identified as having different preparation as a result

of various input factors including the entry backgrounds to the programs

of student the participants and the duration of the program of study.

This assumption is also supported by the fact that nost program

\

Popuì.ation of
Nigerian students

FME: Nigeria
CBIE: Canada
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correspondences often identified the NTTTP participants as a group and

nere treated as such; and different fron the "¡nother" progra¡r NCTEP

participants.

The adninistrative conditions or progran input factors of the NTTTP

award also lent credence to this concept. Key common factors were the

program duration (two years) and terminal degree (B.Ed) which were

similar unlike the NCTEP where certificates, diplomas and degrees could

be awarded.after any number of years of satisfactory completion of

requirements for graduation.

Participatin! students''penceptions were collected based on this
I

concept of NTTTP to assess each B.Ed degree program in their individual

settings. Interviewees' perceptions were also meant to bring out the

differençes and similarities between the implementation strategies of

the two degree programs. In conceptualizing the study based on that

description it was possibLe to make suggestions about each of the B.Ed

prograns in the two settings and conseguently the entire Canadian NTTTP.

NTTTP: International Context

The NTTTP in Canada was undertaken as one of the programs to

facilitate effective inpJ.ementation of technology-based school

curriculum in Nigeria. The development of fornal education in Nigeria

began with the advent of missionary schools. The curriculum of these

schools were largely shaped by the desires of the proprietors and the

then existing employnent opportunities in colonial government offices

and trading agencies. Soon after independence, and especially after the

Nigeria Curriculum Conference in 1969, efforts were made to restructure
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the school curriculum. Rapid expansion of the school system in the

1970s, coupled with the need for technical teachers to Ímplement the new

education curriculum led to the NTTTP in Canada. As conceptualized,

without its larger context, NTTTP in Canada was an international

technical education program between a developing Third World nation and

developed nations. The issues of concern to Nigeria as a Third World

sponsor of international training "point to the need for nore systematic

information than we now have about the pattern of scholarship and its

relationship to training needs and job performance" (Court, 1979).

Lack of Training Plan

NTTTP did not appear to have its own goals. Many programs,

according to Patton (1980) do not often have specified objectives for

many reasons which nay include the time constraints to planning.

Nigeria is among the few countries of the Third World that have no

guideline for training overseas. Such guidelines do help students

select appropriate programs they could practise back home. Nigeria's

training overseas also lacks basis on well-defined development needs.

As Craig ( 1981 ) contents:

Nigeria has no manpower planning of the kind that
other Third World nations use to direct their
students into appropriate academic prograns (Craig,
1981, p. 42) .

For effective overseas progran implenentation, Nigeria in its situation

needs to know more about the kinds of training, institutions, programs,

and time periods overseas which relate to particular skÍI1 needs and how

they can be integrated into its national and regional programs (Court,

1979). I{ith such infornation students could be adequately informed and
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prepared for overseas studies. Program administrators overseas also

need to know which of their college/university prograns do and do not

satisfy the needs of their clientele and to improve their programs

accordingly for effective program offerings and to remain effective in

the international education marketplace.

Overseas Education and Third World Development Need

Writing on the U.S. educational experiences, which are similar to

Canadian, for foreign Third World students Rogers (1983) noted:

The U.S. institution's undergraduate and graduate
curricula (courses, readings, research, etc.) are
based primarily on (1) this country's econo¡nic,
politicaJ., and social experience; (2) its
agricultural practices and natural resources for
industrial development; and (3) its unique cultural
heritage and ethnic mix (p. 9).

As a result, he concluded the training offered may not be entirely

applicable in the conditions extant in other countries.

Joshi (1984) has confirned this assertion and also identified a

number of issues of concern in international education. They include

"the question of cost - who pays for what in the education of foreign

students; of relevance - and the appropriateness of studies and

research projects to conditions which face foreign students in the home

country"; and how they relate the needs in their home countries to the

opportunities in the countries of training (p. 69).

The concern about relevance the trend that overseas education will

continue to increase, have suggested a need for better understanding of

the dynamics of foreign study. This understanding will permit a more

effective adaptation to neet the de¡nands of overseas training for Third

I{orld sponsors. After all, the purpose of technological education
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everywhere is to satisfy development of the world's peoples (Sharma,

1984). At the present, this need for adaptation has brought about the

ensuring tendency towards contracted education progfams.

Contracted education programs enable sponsors to ask for special

de¡nands to satisfy their peculiar developnent needs (Wiliiams, 1984).

Such demands are usually in form of admission criteria and training

curricula, and the need to have a faculty member who is knowledgeable in

students' culture (Moock, 1984). flith an understanding faculty member

(Court, 1979), a flexible curricula to incorporate foreign students'

home information (Shoft, 1986; Joshi, 1984), and a weì.1 prepared

student (Rogers, 1984), contracted education could promote reìevance of

learning and effective transfer of knowledge (Schoeneberger & Odynak,

I974). The factors for bringing about this required relationship have

not been clarified in the contracted international education market.

There are nurnerous harmful effects when overseas education

undertaken in a developed nation is not relevant to the needs of

developing nations who are buying the technology, sometimes at high cost

(Lackey, 1981 ; Kuhn, 1983; Court, 1984 ) .

Issues on ReLevance

In the study of self-perceived needs of foreign students, Lee

( 1981 ) showed that the students' greatest concern was related to the

issues of relevance and appropriateness of training, and application of

knowledge to situational needs at home. Important needs were perceived

in the areas of acadenic planning, reLevance of academic training,

training to apply knowledge, extra-curricular learning experiences, and

facilitating course trork (Joshi, 1984). Suggestions were therefore made
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that acadenic programs should be geared to be relevant to the present

needs of the sponsoring country. Also, reconnendations were made that

nore international naterials should be included incourses, and training

for knowledge application should be provided. Other suggestions were

the incLusion in foreign students' program of experiences of nanagement

and Ieadership training, and sone training needed to prepare students to

be change agents in the home country (Joshi, 1984).

Cunningham and Burge (1984) studied international Hone Economics

Students' Critique of U.S. Educational Experiences. They found that the

most frequentJ.y nentioned concern was also relevance of training to

their needs. They suggested that nore studies should be done in this

area in order to find ways of increasing the relevance and value of U.S.

education to these deveJ.oping nations' clientele. While academic

standards should renain unchanged, suggestions have been made for

restructuring of overseas educational experiences to meet the needs of

foreign students, and to take into account the culture and environment

to which students will return to practice (Joshi, 1984). Shore (1986)

has indicated that such flexíb]e curricula is not available in Canada

and should be considered by universities receiving foreign students.

Itloock ( 1984 ) contended that:

Overseas training offers many pitfalls for the
African student. Unless the staff of the host
university is fa¡niliar with the professional climate
and devel.opment circunstances of the students'
country, najor problems can occur in translating the
content of study into practical applications at hone
(p. 231 ) .

Court (1979) also felt, as lrloock (1984), that professors who are

knowledgeable of foreign students' culture are able to structure
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learning experiences that are relevant to the needs of foreign

students. Rogers (1984) felt that academic advisors and professors will

be will.ing to help their students select appropriate electives. But he

added, "it is up to the student to take the initiative in seeking their

advice and assistance" (p. 9). Thus, in addition to the presence of a

professor willing and abl.e to help the student, the student must know

what his needs are.

The quality and relevance of academic advice that the student

obtains will thus depend to a large extent on his oe¡n approach to study

in the overseas settÍng (Henson, 1986). This implies that the student

must know what it is he wants to accomplish through pursuing a

particular academic or professional degree.

UnLess he has carefully defined his long-range
objectives at the outset, he will no be in a position
to clearly articulate his needs and interests to
those fron whom he wishes to obtain advice (Rogers,
1984, p. 5).

For d student to be in a good position to plan, he will depend ]argely

on the availability of program goals and detailed information about the

proposed overseas training. Who should best provide such information?

Itlhen and where? Are matters yet resolved in the education of the

foreign student? How overseas training should be offered to maxinize

its benefits to participants stil.l remains an illusion today.

There appears to be a need for the involvement of student home

information authorities to increase the likel.ihood of student success.

It seens clear, for example, that the probability of
an individual being able to construct a relevant
progranìne is likely to be greatest where he works
with professors who have had experience in his home
country and know the job and conditions to which the
individual will return. An extension of this
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argument suggests the utility of training which is
concentrated in a snall network of overseas
universities which have links with the home
institutions of the country in question (Court, 1979,
p. 543).

That international education prograns benefit their participants depends

greatly on their administrative structures and provisions. In this

respect, Jaffe (1972) concLuded that programs are beneficial to the

participating students, professors, and countries, provided that the

programs are adninistered in a way designed to achieve the objectives

most usefuL ly .

NTTTP: Canadian Context

Vocational teachers were urgentJ.y needed in NigerÍa for the

implementation of the 6-3-3-4 education systen. The Nigerian Federal

Ministry of Education was saddLed with the responsibiì.ity for producing

these required teachers within and outside of Nigeria. In addition to

employing. foreign vocational, teachers, training positions were "bought"

overseas for rapid increase in the number of indigenous Nigerian

vocational teachers avaiLable for the UPE implementation. In North

America, Canada and USA participated in these training programs (NTTTP).

Vocational programs were identified and CBIE administered the NTTTP in

Canada. The CBIE, with FME, was to select appropriate vocational

teacher training programs in Canada, to seLect and place Nigerian

students accordingly and monitor the program progress and implementation

processes. As administered, the participating universities reported

directly to CBIE, which in turn reported to FME.
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CBIE: NTTTP Administrator

CBIE is a natÍonal, non-profit organization, founded
in 1966. The Bureau works to encourage international
involvenent by Canadian educatíonal institutions. It

operates educational exchanges. CBIE also acts
as an agent in developing and administering education
and training programs for foreign governments and
conpanies on a contract basis (CBIE, 1984, p. 1).

The contract Education and Training Services (CETS) Division has the

official responsibitity to administer "contract scholarship programs for

international students" (CBIE, 1983-84, p. 3). The administration of

NTTTP as the NCTEP was, therefore, a responsibility of the CETS Division

of CBIE. It acted on behalf of FME in the matter of students'program

concerns.

CBIE acts on behalf of students "sponsor and is responsible for the

overall training of the students participating in each program" (CBIE,

1983-84, p. 4). Program contract between CBIE and students' sponsor

"specifically outlines the areas of responsibility" (CBIE, 1983-84, p,

4). Thu; CBIE represents the students sponsor in Canada and performs

its duties in this role for sponsor-paid program adninistrative fee.

Regarding program students' adnission, it is the duty of CBIE to

arrange and negotiate training spaces in Canadian institutions on

sponsors'and students'behalf. It is part of the negotiation that CBIE

estabLishes training conditions at each site "and comes to a

satisfactory arrangement in writing with each institution as to the

duties and responsibilities of each institution" (CBIE, 1983-84, p. 4).

By the time students arrived in Canada or registered in their education

and training prograrnmes CBIE has gone through a series of negotiations

and has cone to an agree¡nent as to what training students would receive
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in Canada (CBIE, 1983-84) and under what conditions of terms.

In conjunction with Canadian institutions, CBIE
develops programmes to meet the educational and
training needs of other countries. It works directly
with academic departments on matters of admission of
foreign students and the arranging of tailor-nade
programmes for those students which are suitable to
the needs of their countries (CBIE, p. 5).

In its administrative rol.e, as stated, CBIE's CETS Division has the duty

to structure relevant acadenic programs to satisfy the needs of both its

students and their sponsors. Implied in this role CBIE's contracted

programmes are "custom-made" arranged by CBIE with the educational

institutions who provide the training and with the invoLvement of and

acceptance by the sponsor.

NTTTP: Product of NCTEP

CBIE involvement with the Nigerian project began in 1978.

CBIE's draft making docunent recorded:

the Nigerian Federal Ministry of Education
approached various Canadian NGO's, through ExternaL
Affairs and Industry, Trade and Connerce, for the
training of middle-leveI technical manpower. The
Nigerians were sufficiently inpressed by CBIE
proposals and capabilities to contract for the
Nigeria/Canada Technical Education Prograrnne.

This programme was established to meet Nigeria's
immediate need for a middle-level technology
workforce and called for the pJ.acement of 500
students per year over a period of five years at a
cost of $65 million (sixty-five million dollars).
The Nigerian programme grew to involve over 700
students at 50 universities and technical colleges in
all ten provinces of Canada (Draft Policy, p. 2).

This program was suspended after two of its scheduìed five intakes of

students. NTTTP evolved from and replaced NCTEP in 1982.

As

The NCTEP, the NTTTP parent program, started in 1978. The contract
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agreement for the program was signed on June 6, 1978 "between Nigerian

governnent's Ministry of Education and the Canadian government's

Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce" (Morton, 1983, p. 30). In

terns of magnitude:

The (Nigeria/Canada) Crash Program was the largest
cost-recoverable technical program ever ¡nounted in
Canada. A cost-recoverable progran is different from
an aid program in that a cost-recoverable progran is
paid (for) by the country receiving the training
rather than the donor country (Morton, 1983, p. 30).

NTTTP was implemented under the NCTEP contract. It retained the

cost-recoverable features of NCTEP as implemented in Canada by CBIE.

Again, the NTTTP was suspended after two intakes. The first intake

was September 1982, the second and last was September 1983. At present,

the NTTTP has con'tinued experinentally to graduate studies for seLected

graduates (CBIE, 1985).

The concept of the Technical Teacher Training Program was first

developed with the commencement of the NCTEP. The Nigerian government

realized from the beginning that it was inperative Nigeria had the

schools and especially the teachers capable of teaching technical

subjects rather than be continually dependent on overseas training (Judt

& Cap, 1984). But it was only in April 1982 that approval was given

to proceed with the NTTTP (Morton, 1983).

Consequently a letter was received on April 23, 1982
by the Canadian High Comnission in Lagos from the
Federal Ministry of Education. The letter approved
of the Technical Teacher Training Progranme and it
also instructed CBIE to prepare a List of potential
candidates for the programne (CBIE, 1983, p. 15).

From the students sel.ected, 24 comprised the first intake for the NTTTP

in 1982. The investigator was one of these first group of NTTTP
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participants.

Financial Oblieations of NTTTp

At the end of four years, July 1978 to May 1989, the Nigerian

government spent over g2b (twenty-five) million to train about 200

Nigerian students. The cBIE report covering the period of 19zgl?9 to

7982/83 contends that:

t{hile this is a lot of noney, the Nigerian government
can proudly claim that no Canadian student was
displaced, nor was Canadian taxpayer forced to pay
for the cost of the Nigerians' training. The whole
progranme was done and paid for by Nigerians. The
governnent kept its word that they would be
self-reliant. Moreover, whire many Nigerian students
in the united states and canada have found themseLves
in financial difficulty, over the past five year span
of the Crash programme there have been very few
financial crisis (Morton, 19g3, p. 31).

Implenented as an extention of NCTEP, the NTTTP was free from financial

crises. Even the change of government did not adversely affect its
inpJ.ementation financially, in terms of payment obLigations to the

students, administrators and progran training institution.
CBIE wrote a memorandum addressed "To: Al1 Nigerian/cBlE

students", "From: Floyd Tuzo", the then director of CETS Division of

CBIE on January 5,

Nigeria" regarding

part:

1984 on the "Subject: Change of Government in

implementation. It read inthe financing of NTTTP

In response to the change of Governnent in Nigeria
CBIE would like to assure Nigerian students who are
being supported by the Crash/Technical and the
Teacher Training Scholarship programs of the
fol lowing:

The sudden change of government does not alter
the study programs.

1.)
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2.) The finances, lncluding school fees and living
allowances are already in Canada. CBIE wilt
continue to pay these expenses on time.

Thus the ne¡norandum confirmed that the "coup in Nigeria does not affect

the Nigerian programs administered by CBIE" (CBIE, 1984, p. SB-S9).

This memo was copied to Mr. H. Elabor of Nigeria High connission,

Ottawa.

As a najor input, it does not appear that finances at least up to

the time of the memorandum was a major issue in the fate of NTTTP which

at the time of this study had been suspended in Canada. Both

universities operated under similar contracts with similar cost per

student. The fact that the NTTTP in USA still continues lends credence

to this assertion. Nevertheless other features of the Canadian NTTTP

could have played so¡ne greater role in its suspension or failure to

continue the program.

It was expected that new intake of the students will be received

but selected from Nigeria (CBIE, Notes, 19s2). The NTTTp B.Ed program

has not yet been renewed. But CBIE reported that the NTTTp has

continued in a different forn.

The program has been extended for another year.
Fourteen of the graduates are participating in a
Graduate Program arranged by CBIE, the University of
Manitoba and the University of New Brunswick. The
trainees have been given full graduate scholarships
by CBIE on behalf of the Nigerian Federal Ministry of
Education and graduate fellowships from the two
universities (CBIE, 1985, p. 11).

At this present stage the Nigerian Technical Education Program in Canada

has evolved from technology college diploma programs in 53 colleges to

B.Ed program and onto M.Ed Graduate Education programs in the two

universities. The nu¡nbers have decreased correspondingly from the
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reported 770 in 1978, 60

Further developments nay

1983, to 36 in 1985 and down to 14 in 1986

expected given its process of evolution.

in

be

NTTTP Student SeLection

NTTTP student selection was carried out fron Canada by CBIE as

mandated by FME agreements. Two considerations might have played a part

in NTTTP student selection. Most educational programmes by Nigeria's

Federa.l. government are carried out on specified quotas for all the

nineteen states in addition the Federal territory. So in the selection

of comnunity college graduates for NTTTP, two major factors come into

play. One was the political - the Nigerian state representativeness of

NTTTP students; and the individual - the academic qualification of each

candidate, irrespective of field of study.

It does not appear that the technology program area from which

students graduated played a significant role. Neither is it apparent

that particular deveìopment need for the country was used as a guide for

student selection and placenent (Craig, 1981; Mil-Ler, 1982). Also it

appears students interested in teaching as a career were not directly

assessed in the selection process.

Student Population

The population of Nigerian students selected for the NTTTP were

Canadian community college graduates of the NCTEP. The first badge of

Septenber 1982 and second badge of Septenber 1983 NTTTP entry periods

were sel.ected fron among the 317 students who graduated between May 1982

and up to and including June 1983. Two hundred and ninety-five (295)

graduated from colleges and 22 from universitles (CBIE, 1983, p. 4).
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the 317 graduates represent 41% of the original
77O students who partÍcipated in the Crash Programme.

246 of these graduates received technology
dlplonas, 49 students received diplomas in business
or science programmes and the remaining 22 graduated
from the universities (CBIE, 1983, p. 13).

Only college graduates from among the 295 were selected for the NTTTP.

These students obtained certificates and diplomas in a variety of

programs and represented all the Nigerian states.

Selection of NTTTP students occurred during the two summers within

the period of May 1982 and after June 1983. This impJ.ies that the bulk

of the students selected for NTTTP were from the 295 whose results were

analysed and reported by CBIE (Morton, 1983, p.34; CBIE, 1983, p.

29-30). These results are discussed in this section. The results show

that the students sel.ected were quite above-average in their overall

ranking at college graduation.

Students' Area of Technology Specialization

0f the 295 graduates that forned the population from which NTTTP

students were selected 246 (83%) specialized in technoJ.ogy progranmes

(CBIE, 1983, p. 7). The single largest group was in Civil Engineering

Technology. It accounted for 19% or 47 students. Other technology

programmes with substantial numbers were Mechanical Technology with 27

students and Chemical Technology with 25 students. Architectural

Technology had 18 graduates during the May 1982 to June 1983 graduation

period.

There were 49 students who graduated in non-technologies, mostly in

business or science programmes. Twenty-three students (46f) graduated

in Business Ad¡ninistration. From this report it can be seen that the
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graduates in technology programmes formed the bulk of those selected to

participate in the NTTTP.

Nigerian State Representativeness

Each state had najority of its students graduating in the

technology programmes. According to CBIE report:

Every state Listed (in Appendix KM Ref. p. 30) has
the majority of its students in technology
programmes. As can be seen from the total of
students per state, there is no one state with an
overaLl. najority of students. The t¡r¡o largest
concentration of students came from a state in the
south and a state in the north, yet these groups form
only eight and seven per cent respectively of the
total graduate body (CBIE, 1983, p. 7).

Related to students seLection the deduction from this report are

twofold. One, technology graduates would constitute a great najority if

random selection was used to select qual.ified and suitable candidates.

Two, all but two Nigerian states, one in the north and the second in the

south with greater numbers will. be proportionately represented ceturus

paribus.

The Nigerian college graduates CBIE scrutinized for the May 1982

and June 1983 report "originated from the nineteen Nigerian states and

the Federal District" (CBIE, 1983, p. 9). CBIE study of 1982-83

technology graduates revealed, "the correlation between concise number

of students and their state of origin" (CBIE, 1983, p. 9). The report

indicated satisfaction, that there was little dichotorny between the

numbers of students and the states of origin. This "suggests that no

one state holds an overalJ. najority either in guantity of students or by

numbers of students enrolled in specific progranmes" (CBIE, 1983,

p. 10).
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The inpllcatlon of the representation is that the potential NTTTP

students originated from all parts of Nigeria. If proper selection

applied as noted earlier and awards are accepted accordingly that

population would be representative of the Nigerian Federation.

The attainment of state representativeness in NTTTP was feasible

given the process of student selection for NCTEP.

The selection of candidates for the Crash Program was
done in two stages. There was initial screening of
applicants by a selection committee of the individual
State Ministries of Education. They selected 80 to
100 candidates. From there a selection tean of 6
Canadians from Canadian educational institutions and
6 representatives of the Nigerian Federal Ministry of
Education chose 25 individuals fron each state plus
25 others from the Federal District. In the first
year a total of 500 were selected and 54 others were
put on the waiting Ìist. However when the first
group of students arrived in Canada there were 406,
94 short of. the original number.

Using the same seLection process the following year
another 383 students out of an original 400 arrived
in 1979. (CBIE, 1983, p. 10).

With this process each state wouìd appear to have had the opportunity

be adequately represented. From CBIE anal.ysis of the 295 technology

graduates of May 1982 and June 1983 graduation year the process of

representation appeared to have been achieved. Thus NTTTP student

sample were sel.ected from a population of Nigerian students who

represented probably alì major geographical parts and ethnic cultures

Nigeria.

Morton (1983) confirned this when she discussed the advantage of

Canadian Nigerian program over those in other countries. She stated:

Other programs chose only those students who net
entrance requirenents, this neant some Nigerian
states were not represented. In contrast, the CBIE

to

of
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progran had balanced representation from all states
irrespective of their academic backgrounds. The
colleges designed courses to shore up academic
weaknesses and give credit to academic strengths
p. 32).

The result of this process was students from all the states went through

the NCTEP in canada and chose a wide variety of fields for their

specialization.

Canadian Community ColLege Academic Rating

The Nigerian connunity college graduates perforned acadernicaÌly

weLl at graduation from technology programmes. The program

administrator summarized the students perfor¡nance thus:

As a whol.e, then, the Nigerian college graduates
between the period of May 1982 and June 1983 have
performed remarkably well. The majority of students
in every progranme have graduated with good narks,
regardless of the particular demands of their
courses, which suggests that the attitude and
aptitude of the students involved have contributed
greatìy to the positive results (Morton, 1gBS,
p. 36).

The Nigerian college graduates obtained encouraging academic standing

overal.l. Thus, NTTTP students comprised academically capable NCTEP

graduates.

Seìection Process

The processes for selecting NCTEP graduates for the NCTEp was

simil.ar. The selection was usually carried out in the summer after

confirnation have been received as to who was graduating fron the

college and as such eligible to be considered for the NTTTp.

For selection of students three related agencies were involved.

The college from which student graduated, CBIE the program
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administrator, and the university authories, with the approval of FME,

the program sponsor. As Morton (1983) recalled:

Throughout the summer of 1982, CBIE canvassed the
technical colleges. It reguested the institutions to
evaluate the 1982 sunmer graduating students and
recomnend those nost academically suited for the
NTTTP. From their recommendations, CBIE was able to
establish a long j.ist of potential candidates. The
List was subnitted to the Federal. Ministry of
Education for approval.

Out of the original 75 candidates, the FME selected
30 and requested CBIE to select each candidate from
Sokoto, Lagos and Niger States for a total of 33
students. However due to delays and absentees, the
final number was 24, divided evenly between the
University of ltlanitoba and the University of New
Brunswick (p. 37-38).

From the process of student selection stated here by the program

administrator for the first badge of NTTTP clientelle a number of issues

emerge.

NTTTP: Curricular Context

Two provincial universities, one each in Manitoba and New

Brunswick, participated in the impLementation of the NTTTP. The two

institutions selected were "institutions which have had a long history

of preparing prospective instructors for the education and training

institutions of their respective provinces" (LeBlanc et aL., 1986, p.

4). The purpose of the NTTTP was to provide Nigeria with qualified

"technicaL teachers to serve in technical and allied institutions"

(Ukiwe Speaks, 1985, December 2, p. 5).

objectives, its intent was translated to

Since NTTTP lacked specific

the goals and objectives of the

two B.Ed degree prograns for NTTTP impJ.enentation in Canada

Judt (1984) noted:

As Cap and
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The innediate goal of this project is ained
explicitly at providing Nigeria with a calibre of
well-trained vocational-technical teachers. The long
range goaì is to increase the nunber of skilled
tradesnen who would attract industry and reduce
unenployment (p. 1).

The two institutÍons were mandated to develop a vocational technical

education progran which would lead to a Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.)

degree for effective teaching in Nigerian schools (LeBJ.anc et al. ,

1986; CBIE, 1982b) .

The long range objective of the NTTTP was to provide Nigeria with a

pool of trained vocational/technical teachers. LeBlanc and Cap (1986)

identifies "the objectives of the two degree programs" as folLows:

1. To provide related and academic knowledge and skitls to enhance
the studentst background for vocational/technical instructor
preparation.

2. To provide pedagogical, professional knowledge and skills
related to the effective preparation of instructors in vocational/
technical education.

3. To provide the opportunity for Nigerian technical students to
obtain a recognized Bachelor of Education (B.Ed) degree (p. 6-Z).

The intent of NTTTP, therefore, was to prepare teachers for

vocational teaching in Nigerian vocationaL/technical schools (Peretmode

& Maigari, 1985).

Two of the program inputs, apart fron the training cost which was

almost the sane in the two settings, were the program clienteLe

discussed earlier and the program duration. The contract between CBIE

and the two institutions stlpulated a training period of trryo years (24

nonths). The program interns were the Nigerian students graduating from

Canadian conmunity colleges.

The program duratÍon specified was based on students' previous
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acadenic quallf ications . As LeBlanc et aI (1986) noted:

During that period of ti¡ne (24 nonths) the students
were required to complete all degree requirements.
Tine restraints were based on the fact that the
Nigerian students would be graduates, or have
equivalent qualifications, of a two year technology
program from a Canadian conmunity college. This
would make these students eligible for advance
credit. Advance credit was a very important feature
of the program. With this advance credit it would be
possibJ.e to complete degree requirements within the
two year period stipulated in the contract (p. 4).

The comnunity college diploma set the parameters for each B.Ed

program. With the 24 month duration, both came together to dictate the

type of B.Ed program designed in each university for the individual

students. Regarding each B.Ed program design LeBLanc et al. (19S6)

observed:

Another important fact to note is that restrictions
such as time period, made the design of a
"tailor-nade program" imperative since courses not
normally scheduled had to be offered during May to
September time period. This also required the
adjustment of the degree format to compensate for a
wide variety of required courses, teaching and
industrial experiences. These had to be provided in
such a way that they would be in harmony with the
regulations of the respective institutions (p. b).

Each B.Ed, at each setting was consequentJ.y modified in some sense to

satisfy program needs and each university degree requirements.

Conditions of Admission to B.Ed Prosrams

The UMAN/RRCC authorities jointly approved of the NTTTP training

endeavour on

conditions.

the understanding that CBIE agreed to some specific

Though these conditions did not appear to be known to

student before registration The plan drawn up in Manitoba was

communicated to CBIE June 24, 1982 (Cap & Judt, 1983) and nrodified to
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apply to both B.Ed programs in the two universities (LeBlanc et al.,

1986). The original correspondence by UMAN program coordinator appeared

in cap and Judt (1983, pp.98-99). It was partly reproduced in cap and

Judt (1983, p. 7-Z) and Judt and Cap (1984, pp. 7-2). UNB did not

appear to have its own separate independent plan. As modified and

accepted for the two universities the plan stated that program

participants were eligible for admission and were administered according

to the specified conditions reached between CBIE and the participating

institutions.

Practical Conponents and Student Remuneration

In its May 1984 Annual Progress Report (CBIE, 1984) CBIE stated in

respect of practical experiences that for UMAN program:

During May-September the students were enrolled
at Red River Community College as well as provided
with an opportunity to gain practical experience by
being placed in various industries related to the
students' technology background (p. 9).

and for UNB program:

During the summer nonths, the students complinented
their course work with teaching experience in local
high schools and coìleges (p. 10).

The students' activities described here to the sponsor reports NTTTP

program processes for the first group - "Technical Teacher Training

Program (TTTP) 1" (CBIE, 1984, p. 9). The summer referred to was that

of 1983. CBIE confirned that the second group of students were enrolled

"in the same program as that arranged for TTTP 1 students" (CBIE, 1984,

p. 72\.Sponsor or others readers need believe that the program

conponents reported obtained for both first and second groups.

For a nore detailed description of the two B.Ed degree programs
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that constituted NTTTP in canada, refer to LeBlanc et al. (19g6, May)

Appendices B and c also contains sone information on the B.Ed degree

program formats of the two universities which were utilized for the

Canadian NTTTP impìenentation.

NTTTP Implementation: Perception Study Context

To study the impìenentation effort of Canadian NTTTP a conceptual

approach was used which viewed perceptions as students' judgements of

the program offering. It comprised a structural and theoretical

perspectives. The structural framework discusses the concept of the

perceptions study based on Stufflebeam's (1969) context, input, process,

and product (CiPP) approach to evaLuation study. Behavioural premise of

perception theory is discussed to provide the theoretical franework for

the study.

NTTTP Study: Structural. Framework

Based on the purpose of this study, an evaluation approach was

chosen as its appropriate and suitable framework (pautler, 1929).

Patton (1980) and Finch and crunkilton (1929) provided the plans that

were deened adequately applicable for this investigation.

Patton (1980) suggested that the inplenentation of an educationaL

program should be studied by collecting information based on the

activities provided to, and experiences of the participants. Information

in this regard is usuaLly collected through a personaL interview

(Pershing & Demotropoulos, 1981; Denzin, 19?B). A survey nethodology

is appropriate for such educational studies (Kerlinger, 1964).
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is appropriate for such educationaL studies (Kertinger, 1964).

Therefore the evaLuation structural framework for this study took into

account the lntent of the NTTTP, the process of its implementation and

the resulting outcone of the endeavour.

Figure 2.2. Structural framework for NTTTP process-product
student teachers' perceptions study.

Stufflebeamrs (1969) model of curriculum evaLuation served as an

adequate approach based on Finch and Crunkilton's (1979) modification.

This model suggests the study of progra¡n evaluation on account of the

programrs context, input, process, and product (CIpp). NTTTP

implementation effort involved the provision of B.Ed curricular

activities and experiences to Nigerian students in two university

settings (see Figure 2.2). Context, input, process, and product have

been espoused by Stufflebean (1969) and reiterated by Finch and

crunkilton (1979) as the key components of systematic and neaningful

program evaluation "especially when information is gathered for

decision-making" (p. 248). These four conponents are described in this

section. A discussion of their applÍcation in this study is also

provi ded .

Context
Evaluation

I nput
Eval uation

Proces s
Evaluation

Product
Evaluation

Program Initiation and Structuring I Program Operation
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Context Evaluation

Context evaluation refers to the training environment in which the

training endeavour occurs. It includes what general goals and specific

objectives applied or were incorporated.

Specifically, context evaluation may define and
describe the environnent in which the curriculum
(program) will be offered, identify needs that have
been used and pinpoint constraints that keep them
from being met (Finch and Crunkilton, 1979,
pp. 248-24e).

Context evaluation as conceived in this study was used for the NTTTP

contextual description.

Three contextual environments were described - the international

context; the Canadian context; and the B.Ed degree institutional

(universities) context. The international context discussed the issues

of concern in cross cultural technical education invoJ.ving developed and

developing countries. Canadian context of NTTTP described the

educational factors which might have affected the NTTTP implenentation

in Canada. Discussed in Nigeria-Canada connection hrere issues regarding

educational assistance and the role of the Canadian non-governmental

organization (NGO), specifically CBIE, the designated administrator of

the two related Nigerian programs. A third context provided a few

factors of the B.Ed degree curriculum provisions as refl.ected in the

najor B.Ed. degree components, activities and specific courses or

subjects available to the NTTTP students. The description referred

included speciaJ. provisions such as the number of credit hours advanced

and curricular flexibility for engineering electives.

Issues relating to context evaluation would usually include

questions of the student population which the program would serve; and
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the industrial, business or governnent concern that would benefit from

the training effort. "flhat content would be included in the curriculum?

What goals should the curriculum have? t{hat objectives rcill be used in

the curricufu¡r?" (Finch & Crunkilton, 1979, p. 24) are a few of the

questions asked. For thls study the contextual factors described ranged

from the intent of the program as vocational teacher training effort to

the content and organization of the B.Ed degree curriculum (see LeBlanc

et al.. , May 1986).

Input Evaluation

Input evaluation served to aid the trainer in naking more objective

decisions about the ways content might be provided to students. Finch

and CrunkiLton (1979) states that "input evaluation is used to deternjne

how resources might be utilized to achieve curricuj.um objectives" (p.

249). For the NTTTP the 24-nonth duration was considered as a special

input. Its limitations affected the type and sequencing of program

experiences and consequently the attainment of NTTTP intent (LeBlanc et

al., May 1986). Other resources applicable included the cost of

implenenting the program. This was similar for both B.Ed programs.

credit hours awarded to students based on previous studies placed

students clientele here as a form of input. Input evaluation was

discussed in this study under NTTTP contextual description as was

context evaluation, and process evaluation.

Process Evaluation

Process evaluation refers to the instructional program, Ín this

case B.Ed experiences, the curriculum and the activities provided at
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each setting to the NTTTP students. Some questions associated with

process evaluation include the cost of inplenenting the program, the

performance of the clientelle as well as the quality of instruction and

support personnel . Others were: "To what extent are the students

satisfied with their instruction? I{hich if any of the curriculum

components are deficient?" (Finch and Crunkilton, 1929, p. AS1). Due to

the nature of this study, issues about process evaluation were examined

rather than described as a result of the lack of adequate knowledge of

the curriculum issues in the two settings by the investigator. Thus,

this study was rnainly conceived as a process-product (pp) evaluation.

Product Evaluation

Product evaluation would nornalty utilize information from former

students (Finch & Crunkilton, 1979; LeBlanc et al., 1986). Such

situation did not exist for this study. This was the first tine

Nigerian conmunity graduates from canadian community college were

trained for vocational. teaching. The first group of graduates which

graduated a year earlier were either not yet settJ.ed for employment

other than serving in the National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) in Nigeria

or were elsewhere for further studies.

Product eval.uation questions such as how adequate was the

curriculum preparing NTTTP students for job entry (Finch & Crunkilton,

1979) were examined as perceptions fron present graduates.

The question of "which is better?" can only be
answered in terms of a given context, specified
levels of input and a given outcome criteria (LeBJ.anc
et al. , 1986).

For this study it was assuned that the context, inputs and processes
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external to the two B.Ed programs were similar. The variation that

would be evident fro¡n students' perception would, as a result, reflect

the different Levels of context, input and criterion factors that

obtained at the two separate settings - UMAN and UNB.

Process/Product (Outcome) Study

Conceiving the investigation as a process,/outcone study enabled the

investigator to seek and establish linkages between B.Ed program

processes and outcomes. Seeking to establish linkages between processes

and outcomes is to venture into the arena of causalÍty, relating cause

to effect, which Patton (1980) contends is to undertake the task of

theory generation and verification. This study did not necessarily seek

to generate but to verify a theory - perceptions of NTTTP students.

For either or both purposes, Patton (1980) suggested the nost

common causal questions in research of this nature are:

Does the implemented program Lead to desired outcome?
0r, what is the relationship between program
activities and observed effects? Do the processes,
activities, and treatnents of the progran cause or
affect the resuLting behaviors, attitudes, skiLls,
knowledge and/or feelings of program participants
(Patton, 1980, p. 276) .

These questions served to enable

analyse the students perceptions

qual itatively.

investigator categorize, classify and

response data, both quantitatively and

If theory or hypothesis evolves Patton (1980) has argued that

evaluative (process/outcome) research is by no means inherently

non-theoretical. Indeed, he suggested, theoreticaì issues could be

important in a process-outcome investigation in three $¡ays.

First, evaluators have a responsibility to nake as
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explicit as possibl.e their own theoretical
predispositions and to exanine how those
predispositions may have affected their observations
and analysis. Second, evaluators doing qualitative
anaì.ysis have a responsfbllity to report and explain
whatever causes and consequences emerge during data
analysis, cìearly recognizing and stating that such
theoretical linkages are speculative, and taking care
to ground theoreticaJ. perspective in the emperical
wor1d, thus letting the theory energe fron the data.
Third, evaluators can use qualitative data to heJ.p
decision nakers and information users reaJ.ity-test
their own theories of action about the linkages
between program and program outcones (Patton, 1980,
p. 279) .

As suggested here, the theoretical approach, perception theory, will be

discussed in the next part of this section to illuminate the theoretical

perspective of this investigation.

In the analysis of the data attempt was made to establish the

linkages between progran processes inductively from qualitative data in

order to expìain the response categorization of quantitative responses.

The purpose of this study was to collect and analyse adequate

infornation about the NTTTP for a nore effective inplementation of

future NTTTP effort or sinilar programs The structural framework of

process-outcome evaluation provided a basis for generating such required

judgemental statements that wouLd hopefully be useful for progran

decision makers to improve NTTTP implementation.

As illustrated previously in Figure 2.2 program initiation and

structuring, comprising context and input eval.uations, were presented in

the NTTTP contextual description in the second part of this chapter.

Program process and

formed the focus of

product evaluations, constituting program operation,

this study as discussed in this section. The

purpose was primarily to obtain infornation from students to benefit
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program operation even though, in the process, program initiation and

structuring nay also benefit, since both are related.

t{ith evaluation as a structure, nany different aspects of program

implementation could be invested. In international education, these

aspects night include cost - its effectiveness, or who pays for what in

the education of foreign students; the end product - where do the

students go on graduation; and the benefits - who benefits in the

education of foreign students, the student, the sponsor, the host

country or others (craig, 1981). This study did not investigate any of

those, but the perceptions of the students with respect to the B.Ed

program operation (curricula administration). It investigated the

relevance and effectiveness of the curricuLa content and appropriateness

of the experiences. Thus, the theoretical content of this evaluation

effort was students' perceptions. As a result a theoretical perspective

of perception was provided.

NTTTP Study: TheoreticaÌ Perspective

This part of the literature review discusses the theory of

perception as used to guide this study. A definition of perception is

established. The application of perception in this study is also

discussed. Perception as conceived here comprises three nain dinensions

- the external stinuli of B.Ed program experiences, the internal

individual perceptual nodels, and the interaction between the two, that

shaped student responses. For this discussion perception will be

considered from its social psychological prenise based on behavioural

contentions of impact-response process.
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Concept and Factors of Perception

Dember (1960) contends that perception cannot be vigorously and

thoroughly defined by itself because it is not a precise scientific

tern. "It is a facilitator of communication" (Dember, 1960, p. Z).

Perception is used for this study to enabl.e the investigator to

comnunicate to the reader of this thesis some information from

interviews on a particular topic (NTTTP implementation) guided by a

comnon theoretical concept of perception.

Perception is the act or facul.ty of apprehending by means of the

senses, or of the mind: cognition, understanding (Randon House

Dictionary, 1973, p. 985). Perceiving is beconing aware of, knowing, or

identifying by neans of the senses. Perceive therefore means to

apprehend, envision or understand. These terms are used here to

discuss perception. This particluar description contributes at least

three factors to the concept of perception implied in this study.

Firstly, in the process of perception there is the act of

apprehension by the organism. Secondì.y, the apprehension employs

individual senses for processing. Lastly, perception or apprehension

involves the use of the mind for analysis. In this context perception

occurs in the mind from felt stimuli impingements through the use of the

senses. Therefore perception is the link between the physical and

¡nentaL functions of the individual (Burkett, 1980).

Individual Dimension of Perception

Perception is "a sensation together with a context of other

experiences that give it neaning" (Klosmier, 1961, p. 7). It is a

process that occurs within individuals according to their own internal
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set. To be studied effectively, investigator should "place perception

within the context of man's general need to adapt to his environment so

that he can cope effectively with the demands of life" (Forgus &

Melaned, 1976, p. 1). Perception therefore becomes a personal matter,

and each individual wilJ. perceive of the same stimuli or NTTTP

experiences in different ways.

coLlective similar perceptions from interviewees will in this

contension reflect adequately the nature of the perceived NTTTP stimulj

that applied to each group. In addition, the effect of NTTTp

experiences in relation to individuals' needs and plans would be

reveal.ed' Revealing how the B.Ed experiences related to participating

students' future plans facjlitated the assessment of the attainnent of

the purpose of NTTTP-adequately preparing vocational. teachers for

Nigerian secondary schools.

External Stimuli Factors

Perception comes into consciousness when stimuli from the outside

impinge upon the organism (Kelly, 195s). Therefore, only those stimuLi

present in the organism's environment would elicit response from the

individuals. The externaL dimensions of perception relate not only to

the availability but to the type and strength of the stimuli that

inpinge upon organism to elicit a response.

But the response which is nhat we observe is
influenced not only by perception but also by other
factors, such as, presentation probabilities and
outcome structures. These later factors combine to
produce response bias which is a characteristic of
behaviour largely unrelated to the perceptual aspects
of the tasks (Fellows, 1966).

Thus, even ¡rhen Índividuals perceive experience in a simiLar manner the
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factors associated with its presentation could affect individuals'

responses. Such varied probabilities could be social, financial, and

legaL as in the case of policies or reguJ.ations. social structures

could invol.ve persons or institutions that interacted with the B.Ed.

participants. In the NTTTP study therefore, not only would the type but

the nature and strength of each B.Ed experience would affect respondents

perceptions since the "response are influenced by these background

stimulations" (Galanter, 1962, p. 111) affecting program participants.

Students' Perceptions and Social, Structures

Perception is affected by the relationships between people and

various social. structures as well (Lindesmith, Straus & Denzin, 1g?b).

Many of the perceptions held by the students interviewed about the NTTTP

¡rould no doubt be affected by the interaction and relationships of the

respondents with their environmental program experiences and factors.

These external structures would include their colleagues, administrative

agents and program experiences, and provisions. Other social structures

affecting respondents' perception would incl.ude students relationships

with organizations and institutions such as CBIE, NHC and FME as welL as

the universities and their related authorities.

Internal Perceptual Factors

Some of the internal perceptual factors of perception dee¡ned

applicabJ.e to this study included organism's readiness to perceive its

growth or age, previous learning and past experience as well as future

goals and expectations. Bruner (1958, p. 90) contended that perception

can only take place in a "tuned organism". It was assumed in this study
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that both groups of organisms (Nigerian Students at UNB and UI{AN) had

perceptual readiness to perforn the act of apprehension. They accepted

NTTTP awards and went through the experiences of the program. They were

tuned in each group to si¡nilar program component experiences (each B.Ed

goaJ.s and objectives) and were motivated by the same terminal objective

(graduation with B.Ed degree) for vocational teaching.

Forgus and Melamed (1926) sees perception as a superset which

subsumes the subsets of individuals' past experiences: Iearning, nemory

and thinking. Perception is here regarded as the process by which an

organism receives or extracts certain infornation about the environment.

Learning is defined as the process by which this information is acquired

through experience and becomes part of the organism's past storage of

facts in memory.

Thus, the result of learning facilitates the further extraction of

information since the stored facts become models against which cues are

judged. The NTTTP student teachers who had had previous work experience

or classroom teaching might perceive these NTTTP components differently

from those with no such previous experiences. Perception infornation in

this case reflected some personal natters and attitudes. such

information are better collected through interviews (pershing &

Demotropoulos, 1981 ) .

Thinking and perception affect one another. The conplex problem of

thinking is an activity that is inferred to be going on when an organism

is engaged in solving problens which also involve the use of nodeLs.

The solution of these conplex problens requires the use of mediating

synbols like language. The way we extract abstract or nore hidden
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information is to learn to use concepts (Forgus & Melamed, 19?6, p.

3). llith regard to the NTTTP some hidden information as rnight be

possibly perceived by the participants were not readily available to the

investigator. such information incruded NTTTP goals and objectives

which were not specified. But the study was designed to generate

information for the improvenent of the total program regarding its
perceived goals, objectives, focus and inplementation strategies.

Therefore, the bulk of these type of required information would be

provided to the investigator by respondents in form of compì.ex concepts

through open ended question items.

Val.ue and value orientation affect individuaLs' perceptions.

Postnan, Bruner, and McGuinnis (1984) concluded that whatever the

stimulus might be, the perceiver favoured the presolution hypothesis

which reflects his value orientation. "He will therefore perceive most

readily stimulus objects which lie within the same value area as his

preferred presolution hypothesis" (p. 143). For the NTTTP, this value

orientation was interpreted to relate closely to respondents value

position about teaching as a career, and industry related occupations.

Based on this factor in perception, it was assumed that those who

preferred teaching would receive and analyse information that reìated to

classroon teaching for a consequent positive perception. on the other

hand those who needed to be educated for work in industry would seek for

and appreciate those program experiences that reinforced their value

positions about the objectives of NTTTP and their intended career

orientations.
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Selection and Extraction of Information

Personal factors of perception enable individuals to select

extracted information for analysis. Forgus and Melamed (1976, p. 14)

defined perception as the process of information extraction. Also

Fellows (1966) presented perception as a component of information

"discrimination" process. Discrimination or extraction impLy selection.

Thus students relationships with program agents and components were

bound to affect the type of Ínformation they sought and received or even

extracted when voluntarily given.

Thus perception of the NTTTP would be affected by the reasons for

which the interviewees accepted the NTTTP award. Also the degree to

which those goals were being net through the program would play an

important part in their perceptions of the NTTTP. The effect of the

progran's experiences in their future occupational needs and plans were

considered elements of adaptation that would influence the extraction of

infornation and consequently their perception at the time this study was

conducted.

Our perceptual equipnent helps us refate our past
experience to our present situation. It helps us
select what to pay attention to It helps us fitl
in missing data about our environment. It helps us
defend ourseÌves against serious threats. In sum it
hel.ps us create and maintain a sense of rel_ative
order and constancy in a world of complexity and
change (Bobbit, 1978, p. 128).

Past work experiences, type and level of educational attainment and

their college industrial experiences as wel.l as occupational objectives

and similar issues were considered as factors of built-in programs that

would affect their perceptions of the information received and processed

durlng the two year duration of the NTTTP. Perception has its own
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peculiar qualities among whlch are that it is an input-out process and

the output could be labelled as positive or negative. Thus the input

qual.ity determines the output perception (Dernber, 1960).

Perception is not a static process since perception of the stimulus

at two different intervals of time may be quite different to an

individual (Cole, 1939). The differences in perception at various tines

and developmental stages (Forgus & Melamed, 1976) was deemed to be

accounted for by changes in attitude that occurred as a result of

J.earning and continued accumul.ation of experiences. The nature of

perceptual reactÍons is increasingly influenced by growth. Built-in or

unlearned programs (nodels) were necessary for adaptive behaviour to

begin. But "the programs became modified with growth developnent,

experience and varied sensory sti¡nul.ation" (Forgus & Melamed, 19Z6

p. 2). Aside from growth, development, and experiences, the effect of

time el.ement would be associated with the situation in Nigeria as at

when the respondents accepted the award and graduated from the

prograns.

Definition of Perceotion For This Study

The definition by Hilgand, Atkinson and Atkinson (1975)

incorporates najor qualities of perception described in this section.

To them:

Perception is the process of becoming aware of
objects, qualities, or relationships by way of sense
organs. !{hile sensory content is always present in
perception, what is perceived is the result of
compJ.ex patterns of stimulation plus past experience
and present attitudes (p. 610).

From the discussion it has been shown that individual extracts and
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analyses infor¡ratlon from a stimull for a (favourable) positive or

negative (unfavourable) response about a stinuli with the use of the sense

organs. The extracted input and output responses offered are based on

individual built-in nechanisns of values, growth, developnent, learning

and past experiences to help individuals adapt and cope with life. The

process and response change with tine and prevailing conditÍons.

Formuìated on this description of the nature and qualities of and

factors affecting perceptions and based on the stated definition, the

following stated definition applied to this study. perceptjon was

defined as extraction and analysis of infornation from outside stimuli

with the use of sense organs for a positive or negative response about

the stimuli basing such extracted and analysed input and consequent

output on individual's built-in mechanisms of values, growth,

developnent, learning and past experiences, with the phenomenon

reflecting individual. needs to adapt to life and cope with changing

circumstances, and changing with prevailing conditions and time.

Summary of the Review

As discussed in this section, NTTTP was inplemented within the

context of international education. It was seen as a contracted

technicaL education progran between a developing and developed nations -

Nigeria and Canada - with its concomitant concerns. A Canadian

administrative agent, cBIE, was chosen by FME to adninister the program.

ft was discussed that CBIE acted on behalf of the sponsor, FME, before

the training partners UITIAN and UNB as wefl as the students. This

section disussed both the Ínternational and the Canadian contexts of the

implenentation and their related technological and culturaL concerns.
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It has also discussed the role of the CBIE.

The program ü¡as studied within evaluation context through student
perceptions. stuffLebeam's ( 1969) context, Input, process, and product

(crPP) Model was described as applied for the structural franework and

perception theory was discussed. The focus of the study was shown to be

on the process and product (pp) of the moder, with particurar emphasis

on the process components. Both the nature and factors of perception

that couLd have had an effect on the study were presented. A definition
of perception used for this study was estabtished, and it was noted that
the perception study within the context of evaluation is necessarily
exploratory and its findings inconcLusive.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research methodology

utilized by the investigator. The discussion on methodology covers

within-method survey triangul.ation and quantitative and qualitative data

triangulation. Instrumentation covering interview design and conduct

includes schedule construction, revision, validation and pilot testing

is discussed. Also presented are the data collection procedures and the

techniques for data categorization analysis and interpretation.

Design of The Study

The structural framework identified this study as a process-outcome

evaluation study of the NTTTP implenentation effort. Structured on-site

personal interviews were used to collect data in respect to selected

components of NTTTP. The study employed within-method survey

trianguJ.ation to study students' perceptions of the progran. It is an

accepted practice that how a study is designed and conducted is

determined by the purpose of the study (Casey & Sowell, 1931) and by

the use for which infornation derived is intended (Henderson, Gommes,

& Patton, 1983). The purpose of this study was to investigate the

perceptions of a sample of Nigerian student teachers with respect to

their NTTTP (B.Ed. degree) experiences.
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Research Situational Factors

There were various factors in the research situation that suggested

a survey triangulation. First, there were two B.Ed. degree programs at

different settings. Each of the B.Ed. progra¡ns could be studied

seperately using either descriptive technique, or evaluative strategy

for process-outcone effects (Denzin, l9?8). The purpose of this study

mandated that both be investigated together. That feature Led to a

comparative strategy incorporated in the design of this study.

Second, both situations existed and were not created by the

investigator for this study. There was also the need to study the

effects of the program experiences at the end of the implementation

processes. That necessity too warranted a one-short data collection

technique. A descriptive survey satisfied the methodologÍcal design

(Fox, 1969) for this situation.

Third, studying effectiveness of program inplenentation warranted

evaluative conparison of the two programs (Fox, 1969). The processes of

each B.Ed. degree programs were studied for their outcome effects on

graduates and on the purpose of NTTTP. Reasoned judgements fron

respondents of program outcomes from processes were arrived at primarily

through evaluative research technique.

I{ith the need to study both programs together descriptively and

evaluatively, a comparative survey triangulation was chosen.

Fourth, the investigator was a former graduate of the NTTTP. This

investigation was conducted while still studying in the same university

Two issues are associated with this factor. One, there was the

expectation of collegial relationships. That closeness between
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investigator and respondents from one group could pose a problem to

reliability of data (Jope, 1980). In addition it could also increase or

decrease the response rate depending on the investigators' relationships

with the sanple in that group.

Two, there was an identified dearth of infornation in the area of

investigation. As a forner student in the program, the investigator had

personal knowledge of the NTTTP program implementation. In this case,

the investigator's cLoseness to the area of Ínvestigation becane an

asset; but moreso for one setting. That personal experience of the

implementation process enabled the investigator to select approximate

program components pertinent to effectiveLy answer suitable research

questions, adequately chosen to produce valid data for the study.

There, however, lay a problem of bias and reliability. smÍth (197s)

contended, though, that "vaìidity is a more inportant criteria than

reliability" (Jope, 1980) .

These conditions extant in the research situation called for data,

and col.lection techniques that minimized the reliability, objectivity

and validity concerns of the research effort. Quantitative (for

precision) and qualitative (for elaboration and explanation) become

essential. Investigators knowledge of both B.Ed. situations was

essential enough to warrant on-site personal interview with each

respondent.

Survey Methodological Triangulation and Data Analysis

This study enployed within-method survey triangulation (Denzin

1978), to investigate NTTTP students' perceptions. For this research

design, the investigator took "one method, the survey, and enpJ.oyed u:

rt':

ì
ìa:
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multiple approaches within that method to exanine data" (Denzin, 192g,

p' 301). Three strategies satisfied the intent of this survey

triangulation as shown diagranmatically in Figure 3.1. These were the

comparative, descriptive and evaluative survey techniques (Kerlinger,

1964). It was feasibte to combine all three (Fox, 1969) to minimize the

Limitation each one strategy would have had for this research situation
(Denzin, 1978). The strengths of each method and data were meant to

counteract the shortcomings of the other. Both qualitative and

quantitative data were collected for this study.

The "conic" or "pyranidal" concept enabled the identification,

sieving, and sorting out, as well as describing various factors and

components of the two B. Ed degrees.

The purpose of the analysis, and consequently the findings reported

in chapter v, was not to conpare the B.Ed degree programs for judgement.

Instead, it sorted out what students' responses and perceptions were

positive or negative, according to each question forn and sections. It
identified which of those constituted respondents' perceived strengths

or weaknesses of the B.Ed degree progran based on the established intent

of the NTTTP training effort. Neverthe.Iess, the comparative,/evaluative

analysis "pyranid" produced findings which could enable program

administrators to determine which of the two B.Ed degree programs

contained greater positive or negative features in relation to the prime

purpose of NTTTP.

since the data analysis was based on the identified areas and

components of NTTTP implementation, the selected conponents formed the

base of the conic representation. The survey techniques - descriptive,
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comparative, and evaluative-triangulation served to focus the analysis

of data to NTTTP intent. Along with the survey triangulation approach,

both quantitative and qualitative data were used together in relevant

sections to achieve the logic and to realize the advantage of data

triangulation (Meyers, 1981). Both quantitative and qualitative

analyses were presented together to ninimize repetitjon.

Population and Sanple

The target population identified for this study consisted of the

two groups of Nigerian student teachers enrolled in the NTTTP in the

canadian provinces of Manitoba (UMAN, n=19) and New Brunswick (uNB,

n=17).

The study was restricted to include only the sanple of students who

enrolled in the program in September 1983 and were scheduled to complete

their program assignments in August 198s. To identify the population

that participated in this study, the names of program student

participants were copied from CBIE's Annual Progress Report of Nigeria,/

Canada Technical Education Program (1984, p. 138). The list was

confirmed by the investigator in person with designated program

coordinators in each of the universities in the two provinces.

Design of the Intervjew

A suitable and adequate instrument to collect data was not

available to the investigator at the time of this research. A possible

instru¡nent "study Abroad Programs: An Evaluation Guide" (NAFSA, 19?g)

could not satisfy the purpose of this study. In addition to being too

conprehensive and elaborate, it required an evaluation team.
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The Product of Instrunent Construction

Exploratory interviews were conducted by the investigator with four

program officials and three former NTTTP graduates at the University of

Manitoba to establish proble¡n areas and to generate potential

questionnaire items. These interviews were completed by a review of

progran docunents and relevant literature in the area of investigation.

The interview instrument (Appendix D) had nine sections representing the

construct areas. The sections, from one to nine, examined aspects of

Administration; Knowl.edge and skills; Industrial Experience; student

Teaching; Program Thrust and Focus; overseas Training; professional.

Goal; Occupational Teacher Education; and Demographics. The eleven page

instrument had ninety-eight scaled items and sixty-five open end and

free response items.

Panel of Experts' Reactions

The statenents or questions derived for each of these program

situations were submitted to a nine-member panel of experts. This

comnittee was conprised of instructors in the University of Manitoba's

Faculty of Education who were closely related to the NTTTP prograns in

adninistration or teaching. consideration for choice of panei

membership was also given to professors' experience in international

education. They had the first week in July 1985 to review the

instrument and provide suggestions.

A fornal letter with instructions and definitions of constructive

guided panel menbers. Each statement contains a single sided Likert

Scale to measure the degree of respondents satisfaction or agreement

with the statement. others contained a yes/no options. stiLl. others
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were free and open-ended responses.

Panel menbers were requested to read through and review the

instrument with regard to:

1. ) appropriateness of instrument item;

2. ) the question format;

3. ) instructions and directions;

4.) iten construction, grammar and spellings;

5. ) response patterns; and,

6. ) general content.

Additional comnents were also requested from the reviewers.

Implementation of their recommendations produced a final draft of the

instrument which was then pi.lot tested.

Pilot Testing of the Instrument

The instrument r.¡as field-tested on July 1b-23, 1g8s with a smaLl

group of five Nigerian student teachers who had had simiJ.ar experiences

with the sample for the study. They all passed through NTTTp in

Manitoba, being graduates of the progran in 1984. They were at the time

of pilot testing in graduate studies in Education at the University of

Manitoba, Faculty of Education. care was taken to ensure that the

subjects used in the field test were not included in the sample for the

primary study. Each participant in the field test was given the

interview schedule with an attached cover letter and then requested to

arrange for interview with the lnvestigator.

The pilot test group was requested to:

) read through and edit the questionnaire;

) react to the questions,/statenents fornat;

1.

2.
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3. ) react to the response pattern;

4.) react to the general content of the questionnaire;

5. ) complete the questionnaire; and,

6.) react to the time it takes to conplete the questionnaire.

Participants were interviewed and their input sought by the

investigator as soon as each of the interviews was conpleted. Item

analysis was not carried out for this preliminary study.

Based on their responses and input, of the pilot test sanple a

revised final instrument was produced and submitted to the UMAN Ethics

conmittee for clearance. cLearance was also obtained from the UNB

through the NTTTP coordinator at that university.

Data CoLlection

The data gathering plan was designed to suit the needs of research

(interview), needs of correspondents (convenient time), criteria of cost

(travel and lodging), and time for travel and interview encounter.

Prelininary information about each student teachers were sought

from the co-ordinators by the investigator at the University of Manitoba

and by correspondence and telephone from the University of Nevl

Brunswick.

Interview schedules were coded for site and respondent.

A covering letter was distributed to the student by the

investigator as a means of naking interview arrangements, and

introducing the investigator and the study. Appropriate clearances were

obtained from college and university officials.

Onsite data collection from student teachers by the investigator
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was conducted in New Brunswick between July 29th and August 10th, 1985.

Respondents in Manitoba were interviewed during their summer classes at

RRCC between August 13th and September 3rd, 1985.

Interviews were arranged and carried out at respondents'

convenience within the scheduLed destination at each site.

Those students at ulr!,AN and UNB who were absent from class were

contacted by the investigator in person or by telephone.

Data Analysis

Data collected from the interview for this study were analysed in

two ways according to the nature,/type of information. This analysis was

presented together within the triangulation methodological and data

analysis framework.

i ) Quantitative Data Treatment

Interview schedules were coded for university respondent and for

sections and items. Individual variables were assigned numerical

scores. The coded and scored data were entered in the university of

Manitoba computer system (MANTES). Statistical Analysis System (sAS)

prograns were written to process these data for analysis. category

frequencies and percentages were produced on which initÍal

interpretation was based.

ii) Quantitative Data Analvsis

Preliminary anaJ.ysis of frequency counts and percentages from

crossbreaks was carried out on the data. category frequencies and

percentages were determined and compared anong the two groups.
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Based on the characteristics of the frequency distributions and

percentages, further analysis was carried out to deternine significance

levels. Where the prelininary category frequency counts and percentages

indicated large discrepancies between the groups further analysis with a

non-parametric probability test was done. Only the variables on which

group responses appeared to be "marginal" or "split", and could be

contested, were further analysed and presented in the analysis. Such

statistical test using non-parametric theory and mathenatics was used in

order to ¡nake the analysis process more exact (Hopkins, 1976) . It aì.so

heJ.ped the investigator to know how much to depend on influences and to

control the investigation (Tuckman,1972; Hopkins, 1976). As welL, it

enabled the inferences to be depended upon (Kerlinger, 1964, p. 150-2).

A chi square (*2) probability test was employed in this study. The

test $ras to determine the significance Levels of differences in groups'

frequency responses on specific variables. In such cases, the

investigator assumed "that the two groups differed with respect to some

characteristic and therefore with respect to the relative frequency with

which group members fall in the several categories" (Siegel, 1956, p.

104). The results of the x2 test showed whether apparent differences

indicated were statistically significant. Statistical significance

confirmed differences and a split in opinions or characteristics between

the groups. Lack of statistical significance at 0.05 level or under was

described as "narginal" since this indicated insignificant differences

among the two groups. The quantitative analysis established data

classification categories to be verified (supported or discounted) by

the qualitative analysis. In the analysis of these statistical tests
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the significance levels of al.l results were reported variously and

specifically for these items (Kerlinger, 1964, p. 154).

The results of statfstical test were reported only for those items

that required further anaLysis, and where the test was carried out. The

tables for the x2 tests on the scaled items are contained in Appendix E.

These tables of the results of analysis in the appendix were considered

necessary to show the process of investigator's anaJ-ysis and justify the

conclusions,/results that Ícere arrived at (ApA, 1983, pp. 28-29;

Kerlinger , 1964 , p. 105 ) .

Types of Qualitative Data

Two main types of response ite¡ns generated qualitative data for

this study. One set were open end questions soliciting information in

respect of scaled quantified responses. The other set were free

response itens producing comnents, suggestions, opinions and views.

Each of these two sets were grouped in the same manner by the univeriate

analysis technique. However, two slightly different inductive matrix

analysis techniques were used. In each case inductive analysis

questions were written, then inductive content analysis was carried out

for the purpose of answering the research questions. Additional follow

up use and questions were subsequently asked where data were not

exhausted.

QuantitativeLy Established Categories

Qualitative data obtained in respect of scaLed items were

inductively analysed to explain the classification obtained by

quantitative frequency/percentage categorization. For this analysis two
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types of matrix categorization approaches were used. One, which had two

dimensions was the one used in the high school dropout program "An

Emperical Typology of Teacher Roles in Dealing with High school

Dropouts" (Patton, 1980, pp. 314-31s). The two controlled dinensions

are listed on the two sides of the rectangle.

The second was the "Matrix of Linkages Between Program Process and

Impacts (Patton, 1980, pp. 318-319). With this matrix, major'program

processes or identified implementation components are listed along the

left side. Types or Levels of outcomes are listed across the top.

Cross classification inductive analysis seeks to link in this case the

processes to the identified outcomes typologies (patton, 1980).

Matrix LogÍcal Analysis

For the purpose of analysing the triangulation (quantitative and

qualitative) data the quantitatively established categorization was

written at the top of the matrix. It served as a "controlled" dimension

to focus process or outcome typologies inductively generated fro¡n the

univariate data. Figure 3.1 represents the abstraction of a matrix

resulting from the modification of the two matrixes suggested by Patton

(1980) and used for this study. Various and separate inductive analysis

guestions were then asked to generate concepts, typoì.ogies from the data

to explain the obtained quantitative pattern in anstùer to the analysis

questions. .:

ì
ìlì

i:

::
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Quantf tatively Established Categorizatlon

Open-end Items Negat ive
(-ve)

Itlargi nal
(+ve)

Positive
(*ve)

I 7

Responses

grouped

_ È
by

univariate
È-

techni que

for
al-

i nduct i ve

anaìvsis

NTTTP (B.Ed. )

Processes,

Provtstons,

Experiences,

f

Inpacts

and f

I

r)
Effects.

I

Figure 3.2 llatrjx of Linkages Between I{TTTP (B
or 0utcomes.

Ed. Degree) Processes

Analvsis Questions

Analysis questions were asked seperately for each case of content

analysis to generate either program processes, impacts or effects, and

to discover variant or deviant cases of responses. samples of such

inductive analysis questions asked are included here:

1. lihat NTTTP process led to the quantitative classification of

positive, negative or narginal responses obtained from interviewees?

2. l{hat effects had the obtained positive, negative or marginal

responses on the intent of NTTTP?

3. lhat other progran processes rryere identified or suggested by

respondents?

4. Hhat $ere the ldentified or perceived relationship between each
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program processes and outcomes?

5. tlhat effects had these relations on the general purpose of

NTTTP?

These and si¡niLar questions were used to focus the analysis; and to

identify suggested neasures perceived in respect of NTTTp

implementation.

Free Response Qualitative Data Analysis

For qualitative univariate information that were generated by free

response questions the controlled top dimension was removed. With the

open top end of the matrix questions similar to c, d and e above were

asked.

1. What were the program processes or provjsions associated with

the item variabLes?

2. l{hat effects had these processes or provisions (experiences) on

the respondents and,/or the purpose of NTTTP?

3' Idhat were the relationships (supportive or discounting) between

the identified processes and outcome effects; and

4' What r.¡ere the other processes/effects identified? How did they

re I ate?

Analysis of deviant cases were used, when supported by findings

from other areas of the analysis to make final decisions about findings

and resuLts of this study.

Data Categorization Schemes

Three typology classification schenes were used in organizing the

data. First the typologies or phrases developed and articulated in the
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programs by various NTTTP offlcials understood and used by program

participants ¡rere enployed to organize the presentation of particular

themes. These approach was applicable where program goals or objectives

for components or experiences existed or were generally accepted in

professional practices. Examples of such components were student

teaching and industrial work experience, relevance and similar

typoLogies relating to program description and effectiveness.

A second scheme were interviewees-developed typologies and terms

used for classification of data. These typoLogies were inductively

extracted from the data based on respondents actuaL response

representing process/outcome terminologies. These terms applied mostJ.y

for the activities where program administrators did not develop or have

terms to describe them specifically. Respondents' own terms were

therefore employed in these cases to describe the patterns that evolved

from the interview.

The third category of typologies used for the inductive content

analysis were investigator-developed. These were terns that were

neither articulated by progra¡n part"icipant and imposed before data

collection, nor identified specifically by respondents. In this case

investigator imposed terns used in the literature for the description of

response patterns.

The process of labelling the various responses or parts of

responses constituted the first step of data analysis. "Positive" ,

"negative" and "marginal" categories established fron quantitative

analysis were used to classify the data. Secondly, each identified

typology of the coded responses were cLassified in its appropriate
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category using the respective code nunbers, and written beside or above

the concept itself or on the nargins of the paper. Different colours

¡rere also used as were paper labels. The process was meant to ease

identification of data. It aÌso helped the investigator to keep track

of data during the process of working back and forth through the

information to ensure that all the responses were sorted.

Steps in Inductive Data AnaLysis

The typologies or variables sorted out to either explain

quantitatively established categorization and/or link program processes

and program outcomes, were derived inductively from the data collected

from the interviewees. The inductive content analysis enploying the

natrix was carried out in the following manner by the investigator:

Summed up all interviewees' responses per item in sections from

the two groups together, according

analysis (Babbie, 1973 ) .

- Generated the typologies

the students.

to site, using the univariate

inductively based on responses fron

- Ètade comments on the margins and/or labelled the identified

phrases, variables, or typologies as impacts or outcomes, according to

the categories derived for cLassification (Fox, 1969, p. 601; Patton,

1980, p. 299).

Ílrote the program outcome impacts (types or levels) across the

top and the progran process typologies - variables, terms, components,

activities, and si¡nilar expressions of process - along the left side.

Constructed analysis questions to facilitate the search for
:ì

typologies to Iink the process typologies to outcome typologies derived,
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or to seek support

analysis questions

- Described

of established or

and outcomes.

for previously established categories in ansÍ{er to

the relationships deduced fron the resulting linkages

identified relationships between the program processes

- Deviant response cases were inductively looked for and analysed

through exanination of unused data in an effort to help the anal.yst to

create new categories for data classification (Patton, 1980).

Cross-classified different dimensions or categories, resulting

from analysis of deviant cases (side to top and top to side of matrix),

to generate new insights about the organization and classification of

data; and

Tested anaJ,ysis for completeness by reading through the data,

labelling, and identification of process,/outcomeas for initiaL

typol ogi es .

Summary of Research Methodologv

The preceding section on research methodology described, in sone

detail, the desÍgn of the students' perceptions study introduced in

Chapter I of the thesis. The discussion focussed on the situational

factors that affected the design of the survey methodoLogicat

triangulation and data anaLysis approach that resulted. Population and

sample, design of the interview, the product of instrument construction,

the validation, and piìot testing procedures were djscussed. Data

collection, treatment and anaJ.ysis both of the quantitativel.y

established categories, and the ¡natrix logical analysis of qualitative

through analysis questions were described, as was the analysis of the
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free response items.

schemes and steps in

Also in the section the data categorization

inductive data analysis were described.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

This section presents an exceptional case of this analysis -

student characteristics. In general, the resuLts of the anal.ysis are

organized into nine sections corresponding to the construct headings and

items in the interview schedule. The exceptionaL case is "student

characteristics" (section 9 in the interview schedule) which is

presented first in this section. The description of the demographic

variables is aÌso presented in reverse order to, and without, the item

and section numbers used in the schedul,e. Data in respect of those

items $rere collected in the last section of the interview instrument.

The purpose for collecting information in this manner was to delay

sensitive questions (Babbie, 1973) until the end of the interview as a

safeguard to guarantee vaLid and useful information from respondents.

Student Profile

Thirty six Nigerian students were erlrolled in the NTTTP in both

groups. Of the thirty-six, thirty-one (86.11%) were available and

volunteered to be interviewed for this study. One student was outside

of Canada and could not be contacted. Four other students could not

take part in the study for personal reasons. This section of the

chapter presents respondents' demographic information (in reverse order

as collected with the interview schedule and without correspondJng

section and item numbers). These variables were contained in Section 9.
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Sex of Respondent Student Teachers

Table 1 sum¡narizes information on the sex variable of the

respondents. The students were requested to indicate their sex as to

nale or female. Over 95% of the interviewees indicated nale. As shown

in the table, aLl the student teachers in UM.A,N were maLe. There was

only one female respondent at UNB.

TABLE

SEX CHARACTERISTICS INTERVIEWEES

1

OF

UMAN

(B = 18)
UNB

(n = 13)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)

Sex

Mal e

FemaL e

f/%

78 / 700

f/%

72/92.37

7/7.69

f/%

30/96.77

t /3 .23

Age Range of Student Respondents

More than three-quarters of

program ranged in age from 25-29

each of the age ranges 20-24 and

ages were in the range of 2O-24

data is shown in Table 2.

the students participating in the

years. In UMAN, two students were in

30-34. UNB had three students whose

with none in the 30-34 age range. This
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TABLE 2

AGE RANGE OF INTERViEWEES

UMAN

(l = 18)
UNB

(N = 13)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)

Age range (in years)

20-24

25-29

30-34

f/%

2/77.77

74/77.78

2/71.r

f/%

3/23.08

70/76.92

f/%

5/16.13

24/77.42

2/6 .45

Respondent's State of 0rigin in Nigeria

Table 3 provides infornation on interviewees' state of origin in

Nigeria. The table contains the distribution. It can be seen that

respondents represented over two-thirds of the Nigerian states. Apart

from Plateau State with six students (19%) and BendeI State with four

students (13%) every other state contributed Iess than 10% of students

to the program.
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TABLE 3*

INTERVIEWEES STATES** OF ORIGIN IN NIGERIA

UMAN

(s = 18)
UNB

(l = ts)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)

Nigerian States*

Ana¡nbra ( AN )
Bauchi (BA)
Bendel (BD)
Benue (BN)
Bornu (BU)
Cross River (CR)
Gongola (GG )

Imo ( IM)
Kaduna (KD)
Kano (KN)
Kwara (KW)

Lagos (LG)
Niger (NG)
0gun (oG )
Ondo (0N)
Oyo (0Y)
Plateau ( PL )

Rivers (RV)
Sokoto (S0)
Federal (FD)

f/% f/%

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

f/%

3

4
2

1
D

1

2

1

2

1

2

6

2

1

1

4

1

1

2

)
1

1

1

1

1

2

*The states are listed in the table alphabetically and not according to
population, size or geographic location.

**Abbreviation for state names nay not be standard as used by state
authorities.

The students were almost equally distributed between the

geographical north (six states) with 14 students, and south (seven

states) with 16 students. The Federal territory had one student.
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Respondents' Fields of Study

Interviewees r{ere requested to specify the major and minor,/second

teachabLe subjects (if any) in their B.Ed program.

llajor Field

Twelve students at UIIIAN indicated they were registered in

"Vocational Industrial" B,Ed program. Three students specified

"Vocational Technical" and two said they were registered in "Vocational

Technical/Industrial." education program. At UNB, aIl but one specified

"VocationaÌ" education for the major area of studies. The other one

student indicated "Vocational Technical". Four of the twelve who

specified "Vocational" included the specific subject najors to be

electrical, electronics and forestry, One student at UI{AN specified

biochemistry.

Minor/Second TeachabLe Area

All the eighteen students in UMAN specified minor,/second teachable

area. Seven students did mathematics, five took geography and two had

computer science. Three students indicated chenistry while one said

biochemistry. One student at UNB said he had a minor subject area of

nathenatics. One other specified related science, physics and

chenistry. The rest said they did not have any specified minor area

apart from the reLated science, arts and technical electives specified

as part of their B.Ed graduation requirenents.
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Year of Arrival in Canada

Many of the respondents arrived in Canada in 1979. In both

only four students came in 1978. Data in Table 4 confirms this

si¡nilarity in the two groups. In UMAN and UNB groups, less than

10% respectively arrived in Canada in 1978.

TABLE 4

INTERVIEWEES' YEAR OF ARRIVAL IN CANADA

groups

20% and

UMAN

(t = 18)
UNB

(n = 13)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)

Year of arrival

1 978
1 979

f/%

3/76.67
15/83.33

f/%

7/7.69
72/92.37

f/%

4/72.90
27 /87 .70

Academic Qualification Upon Arrival in Canada

Nearly three-quarters (74%) of the respondents arrived in Canada

after graduation fron secondary (high) schools with the West African

School Certificate (WASC). Indicated qualifications are summarized in

Table 5. Eight of thirty one students arrived with technical or some

form of certification in addition to or above the WASC qualifications.
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TABLE 5

INTERVIEWEES' ACADBMIC QUALIFICATIONS UPON ARRIVAL IN CANADA

TJI{AN

(q = 18)
UNB

= 13)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)(n

Acadenic qualif icati on

WASC

0thers *

f/%

74/77.84
4/22.22

f/%

9/69.23
4/30.77

f/%

23/14.79
8/25.87

*Others include technical education (City and Guilds of London)
certification; additional Level of schooLing above WASC such as
Advanced General Certificate in Education; certification fron school
of agricuLture, forestry, and teacher training colleges beyond teachers
Grade II which is equivalent to WASC.

Canadian Province from Which Interviewees Graduated

Table 6 shows that respondents cane from various conmunity colleges

in five of the ten provinces of Canada to register in the NTTTp.

Ontario had the greatest number of students (13) with eleven which

constituted more than 80% of UNB's sample.l British CoLumbia and

i:

ì,:

llanitoba had nore students - six and seven respectively - at UMAN.

other provinces were represented in UNB and five at UMAN.

Two
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TABLE 6

PROVINCE OF INTERVIEWEES' COIßIUNITY COLLEGE GRADUATION

UMAN

(n = 18)
UNB

= 13)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)(!

Province*

Alberta
British Columbia
Mani toba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Nova Scotia
Ontar i o
Prince Edward

Island
Quebec
Saskatchewan

(RL ¡t'*
(BC)
(MB )

(NB )

(NF )

(NS )
(0N)

(PEI )

(QUE)
(SA )

f/%

2/ 77 .77
6/33.33
7 /38.89

1

2/17.77

f/%

1/s. s6

1

77/84.62

f/%

2

7

7

2

13/47.94

*Provinces are listed alphabetically
geographic location or popul.ation.

**Abbreviations for names of provinces
state authorities,

and not according to size,

may not be standard as used by

Most students in the west were at UltlAN whiLe most in the east went

to UNB.

Community College Qualification Attained Before NTTTP Registration

All the interviewees indicated they had college technology diploma

for NTTTP enrolnent. A najority (71%) graduated in 1983. This

information is summarized in Table 7.

ì.ì
t:
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TABLE 7

RESPONDENTS' DISTRIBUTION BY YEAR OF GRADUATION
FROM COMMUNITY COLLEGE

UMAN

(n = 18)
UNB

(l = t3)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)

Graduation year

1 981
1 982
1 983

t/%

2/77.77
4/22.22

72 / 66 .67

L/4

3/23.08
t0 /76 .92

1/%

2/6,45
7 /22.58

22/70.97

*2 (2, N = s1) = 1.sb9 P < .40

In UMAN 67% graduated in 1983. Over three-quarters in UNB also

graduated in that year. Statistically the difference was not

significant as shown by a x2 value of 1.559 at P <.4587 significance

Level. This result was obtained by a 2 x 3 chi square test (Table 7)

Rèspondents' Participation in College Industrial Experience

As shown in Table I five students in UMAN (28%) and six in UNB

(46%) took part in industrial work experience during their conmunity

coìlege education. More than two-thirds of the students at UMAN and

over one-half at UNB did not have college industrial experience. A 2 x

2 x2 test, df = 1, produced a value of 1.113 at a probability level of

P < .2913 which indicated no significant difference between the two

groups.
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TABLE 8

PARTICIPATION IN COLLEGE INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCES

(n
UMAN

= 18)
UNB

(n = 13)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)

Had colJ.ege industrial
experience

Yes
No

f/%

5/27.78
73/72.22

f/%

6/46.75
7/53 . 85

f/%

77/35.48
20 / 64 .52

x2(t,N=g1)=1.11P<.2s

Respondents' 0ccupation Before Coning to Canada, and Duration

Most students 87% had worked in Nigeria before coming to canada

for the community college education. As Table g indicates eight

respondents in ulrlAN and two in UNB worked in teaching and rel.ated

occupations. Nine and eight students respectively in the two groups

worked in government and industry related jobs.

lì
:ii
ìl,

:rì
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TABLE 9

DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION IN NIGERIA BEFORE
FIRST ARRIVAL IN CANADA

T]MAN

(n = 18)
UNB

(N = 13)
UMAN/UNB
(N = 31)

0ccupat i ons

Teaching and Related
Government or Industry

Re I ated
Schooling and Others

f/%

8/44.44

9/50 . 00
1/5. s6

f/%

2/75.38

8/67.s4
3/23.08

L/ô

70/32.26

77 /54.84
4/72.90

*2(2,N=31)

A x2 value

.1384 showed no

= 3.96 P <

of 3.955 (df = 2), obtained at a probabiJ.ity level of

signif icant difference.

74

Occupation after Comnunity College Graduation, and Duration

Only a few of the students had opportunities to work after

conmunity college and before registration in the NTTTP. Table 10 shows

that three respondents each (17%) at UMAN and (23.08%) at UNB worked

after community college. More than two-thirds of the respondents in

both groups did not work after college graduation. Only two students

each travelled, to Nigeria or elsewhere, not necessarily for work.
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TABLE 10

DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION AFTER CANADIAN COMMUNITY
COLLEGE GRADUATION

UMAN
(n = 18)

UNB
(N = 13)

I.]IITAN/UNB
(N = 31)

0ccupat ion

Enployment
No Employment
Travelled (Others)

f/%

3/76.67
ts/72.22
2/77.77

€/a

3/23.08
8/67.54
2/75.38

f/%

6/19.35
2r/67.74
4/72.90

ììr

Respondents' Expected Occupations After B.Ed Graduation

Interestingly equal percentages of students within the two groups

expected to work in teaching or related occupations as in governnent or

industry related occupations. Table 11 shows this similarity between

the group. Two respondents at UNB did not know the job market in

Nigeria to provide any response. One student did not have any

preference. He wou-Ld happily work in any of teaching, government or

industry related occupations.
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TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION BY EXPECTED OCCUPATIONS AFTER B.ED GRADUATION

UMAN

(n = 18)
UNB

(n = 13)
T]IIIAN/UNB
(N = 31)

Occupation*

Classroom Teaching
and Related

Government and Industry
Rel ated

No Preference for Either

No Occupation ldea or
Not Sure

f/%

8/44.44

8/ 44 .44

?/ 77 .77

f/%

6/46.75

6/46.75

7/7.69

f/%

74/44.90

74 / 44 .90

7/3.23

2/6 .46

*In these categories training in
related. Vocational counseling,
placement officers were grouped

Summary

industry was classed as industry-
educational consulting and work

under teaching-related occupations

The foregoing section on students' characteristics presented the

analysis of NTTTP students' demographical quantitative and gualitative

variables which have a bearing on their perceptions of the NTTTP

(Muller, Schuessler & Costner, 1970, pp. 51-57). These are

experiential, developnental, and psychosocial factors. Denographics

studied included sex, age, state of origin in Nigeria, major and ninor

field of study in the B.Ed program and year of arrivaL in Canada.

Others were academic qualification upon arrival in Canada, Canadian

connunity college fron which student graduated, qualification attained

and year of graduation from conmunity college. 0ccupation and work

experience information related to college industrial experience,
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occupation before coming to canada and duration, occupation after

graduation fron community college and duration, and occupation expected

after B.Ed graduation were also studied.

There was great sinilarity with respect to the demographic

variabLes between the two groups of the NTTTP students at UMAN and UNB.

The similarity suggested that the two sample groups were drawn from a

homogenous population of Nigerian students (cBIE, 1983). All but one of

the students interviewed were nale with over three-quarters in each

group belonging in the 25-29 age range. This age range falls within

life stage individuals usually explore their own interests and career

opportunities (Jope, 1980; Super & Bohns, 19?0). Miller and Form

(1964) call it the trial-work period (Ha1l, 1976). Students represented

thirteen of the nineteen states excJ.uding one Federal. student. Twelve

of nineteen Nigerian states were represented at UMAN with 58.06% of the

total population of NTTTP students interviewed, and eight in UNB which

contributed 41 .94% alnost one-third less than UlvlAN.

AII students $,ere registered in vocational education B.Ed degree

programs in the two institutions (described variously by students), with

UMAN and not UNB having a required second teachable (minor) area of

specialization. A total of twenty-seven of the thirty-one students

(87%), fifteen (83%) in UMAN and, tweLve (92%) in UNB arrived in canada

in 1979. In each group aLl but four students cane with West African

SchooL Certificate (WASC) academic qualification.

Except for the concentration of students (eJeven of thirteen

respondents) at UNB from various Ontario community colJ.eges, students

were recruited from nany community colleges in five of the ten Canadian
.:.:

ìì.
::i::
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provinces. No concentration fron a particular college was experienced.

Three provinces were represented at UNB and five at UMAN. Atl students

had comnunity college technology diplomas at NTTTP registration. Over

seventy percent of them, 67% at UI,IAN and 77% at UNB, graduated in 1983.

In general, only a few students had opportunity for work

experiences during diploma education and after graduation from community

coJ.lege graduation; six in each group during technology training, and

three each after graduation with diplomas. Almost all the students

worked before coning to Canada, except for three in UNB and one in UMAN.

Fifty per cent in UMAN and 62% from UNB worked in government or

industry-related jobs. Only two students (15%) in UNB worked in teaching

as against eight (44%) in UMAN. lThough the percentage appears to give

Ul'fAN group greater occupational experience in teaching the difference

was not statistically significant with a two by three chi square value

of 3.955 and a probability of P < 0.1384.1

0n graduation from NTTTP equal number of students from both groups

expected to work in vocational teaching and related occupations as in

government and industry-related jobs.

I{ith these sÍmilarities, NTTTP students in both groups appear to

have common background experiences and demographic characteristics

which govern their individual groups' perceptÍons of the NTTTP B.Ed

progran in the respective settings, When these variables were tested

with a two by three or two by two chi square statistical test, none

showed significant difference. Consequently, the effect of respondents'

individual perceptual models on their perceptions of NTTTP were assumed

to be negligible for the purposes of this investigation. Their
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responses $rere therefore shaped mainly by the variation and type of

external program experienced.

B.Ed Programs Variables

The related variables of NTTTP conponents verified are described in

this section. The purpose of this section is to present the general

pattern of studentsr responses. It categorizes and classifies

interviewees' responses to schedule items within respective sections.

Discussion is presented descriptiveJy, and focuses on the treatment of

data for anaÌysis. The technique of categorizing and descriptively

analysing the data per item by sections.

Data Treatment, AnalVsis, and Reporting

Data triangulation approach used for this study denanded that two

types of information be collected for this analysis. Both quantitative

and qualitative data were generated. They were treated and categorized

by different techniques and reported together according to the logic of

triangulation-seeking complementarity (Meyers, 1981) and focus (Guba &

Lincoln, 1981). Quantitative data were categorized by frequencies and

percentages in crossbreak tables. Group data categories were compared

and statisticalLy tested for significant differences. Quatitative data

were sumned up by univariate analysis technique per iten variable within

their respective sections. The categorization and classification of

qualitative data enployed inductive analysis techniques using

process-outcome matrix.

After initial data processing, the five-point scales were collapsed

to three points due to the smaìl number of respondents in each of the
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two groups. From the original scales, the two "positive" (+ve)

categories of strongly agree (SA) and agree (A) became one strongJy

agree,/agree (SA/A) dimension. The undecided category remained neutral

by itself as on the original scale. Disagree (D) and strongly disagree

(SD) were grouped to disagree/strongly disagree (D/SD) for a negative

(-ve) category. Conbining adjacent categories in this ¡nanner reduced

the number of celLs and served to increase category frequencies and

percentages for chi-square (x2) test (Sieget, 1956, p. 109). For the

x2 test, Ferguson (1966) recommended that "an expectation of not less

than two in each cell would permit the estimation of roughly approximate

probabilities" (p. 2O7).

With respect to the conditions that obtained with this study,

Siegel (1956) suggested that:

If the requirements (of expected cell frequencies)
are not net by the data in the form in which they
were colLected, the researcher must conbine adjacent
categories in order to increase the expected
frequencies in the various cell,s (p. 110).

The data categorization and cLassification reported here were based on

the three-point colìapsed scaìes. All other variables on the

three-point or alternative scales were not collapsed or regrouped. Both

are reported as were col.lected with the original scales. Results of

this square (*2) tables with corresponding univariate data where

applicable are contained in Appendix E. Chi-square statistical terms

were conducted only for those itens where differences appeared to be

apparent.
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Aspects of Administration

This section presents the descriptive analysis of data regarding

the adequacy of the administrative provisions of NTTTP in Canada -

University of Manitoba (UMAN) and University of New Brunswick (UNB).

Students in the two groups were registered in existing degree programs

in the respective faculties. They received advance standing (credit

hours) for previous work done prior to registering in the NTTTP. Based

on the course requirements of their particular B.Ed degree programs and

advanced credits received, students programs were drawn up with the

guidance of appropriate program advisors and officers.

The quantitative responses categorized are sunmarized in Tables 1

through 5. Tables of x2 test results, where applicable with univariate

qualitative data, are contained in Appendix E.01. For reasons of

clarity and coherence both quantitative and qualitative forns of

analysis data are reported together in this section.

Item 1.1: Availability of NTTTP Goals and Ob.iectives

Students opinions appeared to be split in respect of the statement:

"NTTTP goals and objectives for program implementation were made

available to aLl participants". Item 1.1 in Table 12 shows that nine

(50%) of the students at Utr{AN and nine (69%) at UNB disagreed with the

statement. Eight students (44.44%) at UII{AN and only two (15%) at UNB

agreed that the goals and objectives were made available. Further

analysis of the response produced a value of 3.210 from a 2 x 3 x2 test

(df = 2) at .2008 probability level. This test resuLt, shown in Tabl,e

E-1 of Appendix E, was statistically insignificant. With this result

t::

l

l
.t:
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the response was judged to be a "narginal disagreement" in both groups.

Items 1.2, 1.8: Adequacy and Speclfication of Advanced Credit
Received

Ten (56%) of the students at LIMAN and five (38%) at UNB agreed that

they "received adequate advance credits for previous work done".

One-third (33%) and nearly one-haJ.f (46%) of the students at UMAN and

UNB respectively disagreed. Further analysis of this item with a

x2 test (df=2) produced insignificant results (Table E-2).

Twe.ì.ve students at UI{AN (67%) specified they received thirty (30)

credit hours of advance standing for previous work done. Other

specified one year. Three students specified "non" (nil) arguing the

extra work done at the college during the summer made up for the advance

standing they received. At UNB aÌl the students specified they received

twenty-one (21) credit hours.

Item 1.3: Satisfaction with B.Ed Program Drawn Up

I{ith nine students (50.00X) of the students at IJI'IAN and only one

(7.69%) at UNB agreeing that "the B.Ed program drawn up for them

satisfied their perceptions of NTTTP for vocational teacher education,

the response appeared to be split between the two groups. Aìso, seven

students (39X) in UMAN and ten (77%) in UNB disagreed. An analysis

failed to confirm statistical difference at .0431 slgnificance leveL

with a x2 value of 6.287 (df = 2). Table 12 Item 1.3 and Table E-3

present the result of these analyses.
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Item 1.4: Problems with Accommodation and Transportation

The NTTTP at IJÌ'IAN was jointly implemented by University of Manitoba

and Red River Community College (RRCC) program. Students had classes

scheduled at LDIAN during the school year and at RRCC during the summer.

Also student teaching and industrial work experience were required

conponents of their program. Both placement experiences took place

outside both UMAN and RRCC campuses. Except for field trips, aLmost all

scheduled classes at UNB took pìace on the university campus. The two

groups at UMAN and UNB responded to the item statement: "when program

experiences were offered in more than one setting, you had no serious

problem with your accommodation and transportation". Fourteen students

(77.78%) at UIIAN agreed. Three (77%) disagreed. At UNB, on the

contrary, only three (23%) agreed while seven (54%) disagreed. Table 12

Item 1.4 shows the detail frequencies and percentages which indicated

apparent differences. A statistical analysis produced a x2 test value

of 9.747 (df = 2) at a significance level of.0103 for a marginal

positive view among the two groups'response. Refer to Table E-4 for

results of the x2 test.

Item 1.5: Studentsr Concerns Listened to and Alleviated

Students were requested to react to the statement that "Program

administrators made sufficient efforts to listen to and alleviate

students' program concerns. " . At UMAN, seven students (38.89%) agreed.

Five (38%) also agreed. at UNB. Nine (50%) and four (318) at UMAN and

UNB, respectively, disagreed. Refer to Table 12 Item 1.5 for details.

tùith 42% disagreeing and 351; agreeing, the response in both groups

bordered on marginal disagreement. A good number of students, 22% in
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both groups, re¡nained undecided.

Item 1.6: Adequacy of Guidance

"Adequate guidance was available to guide you (students) in program

structuring/scheduling". Over two-thirds of the students in both groups

agreed. The detaiJ, frequencies and percentages are shown in Item 1.6 of

Table 12.

Ite¡n 1.7: Students' Inout Beine Sousht and Valued

In decision making regarding program impìementation, students'

inputs being adequately sought, and students' inputs being valued

received disagreement in both groups. 0nJ.y two students at UMAN

(11.11%) and one at UNB (7.69%) agreed in each case. About 72% and 77%,

respectively, disagreed. TabLe 13 shows detailed category frequencies

and percentages regarding Iten 1.7 in respect of students' inputs.

Item 1 .8. 1 : Adequacy of Program-Related Information

Table 14, Item 1.8.1 shows apparent differences among the groups in

respect of adequacy of information to guide NTTTP students' programs.

61% of the students at UMAN felt they had adeguate infornation while

85% at UNB felt they did not. A x2 test vaLue of 6.482, shown in

Table E-5, did not confirn statistical significance at P < .0109

probability level (df = 1). A narginal negative opinion resulted.

Students who fel.t infor¡nation was inadequate said they needed

infornation about the nature and content of the progran. The kind of

information needed was similar in both groups. Core courses and

electives: limitations, choices, and rel.evance of courses in their

program were the most frequently mentioned areas. Program goals and
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objectives were another area often specified

Lack of information on core courses and electives delayed some

students' graduation according to few UNB respondents. This

information, interviewees perceived, could have been provided for both

groups by the program coordinators and CBIE. In a few cases, FME was

specified. The "academic advisor" was ¡nentioned in UNB. Also UNB would

J.ike department guidelines on program description.

Items 1.9.1 - 1 .9.3: Effectiveness of University Program
Officials and CoLl.eagues

Table 15 summarizes students' responses in respect of the

effectiveness of the contributions, from various program participants,

in students attaining program's goals and objectives. There was common

agreenent in both groups that the contributions by their coJ.leagues,

instructors in general and university officials were effective to very

effective. More than 90% of the respondents felt as such for their

colleagues and instructors. About 80f of the respondents realized this

effectiveness on the part of university official.s.

Item 1 .9.4: Effectiveness of CBIE Contributions

CBIE's contributions received a divided opinion in each of the two

groups. Iten 1.9.4 of Table 15 shows that alnost equal number in each

group felt CBIE was effective or very effective as it was ineffective.

In both groups 51.61% agreed CBIE was very effective/effective while

48% disagreed.
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Item 1 .9.5 - 1 .9,6: Effectiveness of FME and NHC Contributions

The contributions of Nigeria High Comnission (NHC) and the Nigeria

Federal Ministry of Education (FME) received a common "ineffective" from

over three-quarters of the respondents in both groups. In Ite¡ns 1.9.5

and 1.9.6 the frequency and percentages comparisons show that a total

respondent of 83.87ã for NHC and 77.42% for FME felt the ineffectiveness

of these agencies.

Itens 1.10. 1 - 1.10.3: Relationship with University Officials
and Colleagues

Responses regarding the relationships respondents had with program

participants are summarized in Table 16. Respondents had good to fair

relationships with their colleagues and instructors in general. This

feeling is shared commonly in both groups as shown in Items 1.10.1 and

1.10.2 of Table 16. There is a common agreenent, too, that university

coordinators had good to fair reLationships with respondents. 22%

and 8% at UMAN and UNB respectively felt their relationship with the

university coordinators h¡as poor.

Iten 1. 10.3: Relationship with CBIE Officials

There were apparent differences between UMAN and UNB respondents

with respect to their relationships with CBIE. t{hile 56% of the

respondents at UI{AN felt they had poor relationships with CBIE, 85% at

UNB indicated they had good to fair relationships with CBIE. Further

anaJ.ysis of the response of the two groups produced a x2 value of 5.743

(df = 2) at a significance level of.0566. No statisticaL difference

was obtained. This result confirmed a marginal positive opinion bet¡leen

the two groups. Refer to Appendix E, Table E-6 for x2 test results.
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Items 1. 10.5 - 1 .10.6: Relationship with FME and NHC

Over two-thirds of the respondents at UMAN (72.22%) and 61.54% at

UNB felt their relationships with both NHC and FME were poor. These

responses indicate common agreement between the groups to the poor

relationships these agencies maintained with the program student

respondents.

Item 1.11: Comments and Suggestions

The comments revealed a lack of program guidelines planned by FME

and CBIE with the participating universities. Generally, interviewees

expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of involvement of both the

Nigeria High Commission and the Federal Ministry of Education, in

program impìementation and evaluation. Also, the need for consideration

of students' opinions in making program decisions was indicated.

Furthermore, a need for adequate dissemination of program-rel.ated

information was expressed, especially by UNB respondents.

Peculiar to UMAN was a desire for greater curricular flexibility

for students to select elective courses in their technology areas. In

UNB, interviewees expressed appreciation for the flexibility in their

programs for technical electives in technology areas. However, some of

the respondents also felt "extreme flexibility" tended to lead to a

J.owering of the quality of the B.Ed degree programs.

Sunnary

The analysis of data in this section on the adequacy of seLected

aspects of NTTTP's administrative provisions reveal-ed several marginally

split opinions, views and satisfaction between UNB and UMAN groups.
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There were also common agreenents and disagreenents with respect to sone

provisions as discussed in this sumnary.

Both groups comnonly disagreed marginally (58%) to the availability

of NTTTP goals and objectives to guide progra¡n implementation. There

was cornnon marginal disagreenent (42%) also amongst the two groups that

progran administrators sought and valued their input. Students in both

groups had a comnon feeling that Nigeria High Commission (84%, 77%) and

Nigerian Federal Ministry of Education (77%, 68%) neither contributed

effectively to students in attaining program's goals and objectives, nor

had good or fair relationships with program students respectively.

In both groups guidance was viewed to be adequate (77%). The

groups had common agreement that students' col-leagues (90%), their

instructors (94t) and university officials (87%) were effective in their

contribution to the students in attaining program's goal-s and

objectives. They comnonly agreed to having good to fair relationships

with their colleagues (97%), instructors in general (97%) and other

university officials (84%).

There was narginal agreement and disagreenent within the two groups

regarding CBIE's contributions to students in attaining program's goals

and objectives. Opinions were split in respect of student relationships

with CBIE. A majority of students in UNB (85%) had good relationships

with CBIE but a greater percentage of students in IIMAN (56%) did not

share this view.

Students' views were split regarding adequacy of credit hours

received. That provision appeared to have been marginally adequate in

UMAN (56%) but not in UNB (38%). UMAN had no serious problems with
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acconmodations and transportation when program experiences were offered

in nore than one setting (78%), but UNB group did (54%). Adequacy of

information also received split views between the two groups. IIMAN

students felt they had adequate information (61%) while the 58% in the

UNB group did not share this perception.

Knowledge and Skills

The NTTTP students who were registered in B.Ed degree programs in

their respective universities generally took courses with other Canadian

university students to satisfy their graduation requirements. This

section of the interview analysis assessed how respondents perceived the

relevance and useful.ness of the academic knowledge and skills provided

in their B.Ed programs.

Data Categorization and Description

Analysis of interviewees' responses from these items are presented

in Tables 17-19, which contain the category frequencies and percentages

of the responses. Chi-square test results are presented in

Appendix E-02.

Item 2.1.1: Knowledge of Canadian Education Concerns

Common agreenent was indicated by thirty (97%) of the thirty-one

respondents in both groups regarding ltem 2.7.7. This response showed

that the B.Ed degree progran provided respondents, in both groups, with

knowledge to appreciate the concerns of education in Canada. The

details are shown in Table 17.
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Ite¡n 2.1.2: Knowledge of Nigerian Education Concerns

The B.Ed appeared to have enabled more students at UNB (69%)

than UMAN (22%) to be nore knowledgable of the concerns of education

in Nigeria. Two-thirds (67%) of the respondents at UI'IAN and 31% at UNB

disagreed that they were more knowledgable of Nigerian education

concerns through their B.Ed degree program. A x2 test (df = Z) showed

no significant difference with a value of 7.307 at a probability level

of .0259. The statistical test result did not confirm a split in

opinions between the UI'IAN and UNB groups. DetaiJ,ed frequency and

percentage distribution are shown in Iten 2.1.2 of Table 12. The

x2 test is contained in Table E-7 of Appendix E. The findings

confirmed Rosen's (1984) assertion that undergraduate programs were

often heavily weighted down by host culture-based content that could be

neutralized with content on students' country as Schoeneberger and

Odynak (7974) and Cunningham and Burge (1984) recently suggested.

Item 2.1.3: Adequacy of B.Ed Degree program preparation

Two-thirds (67%) of the respondents at UlìfAN, and less than

one-third (31%) at UNB, agreed that the B.Ed program prepared them

adequately for vocational teaching in Nigeria. Five (28%) and seven

(54%) of the respondents at UMAN and UNB, respectively, disagreed with

the statement as shown in Ite¡n 2.7.3 of Table 17. This apparent

difference in respondents' opinions were further analysed with a

x2 test. A value of 3.965 (df = 2) at a probability level of .13?8

showed insignificant differences statistically (Table E-B). The

response nas accepted to indicate a marginal disagreement between the

two groups.
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Item 2.2: Resoondents' Likeness for Nigerian-Related Courses

Table 17 ltem 2.2 shows that fourteen (78%) of respondents at

UMAN and 62% at UNB agreed they would have Liked to have courses that

dealt specifically with Nigerian education during their training. One

student in UMAN and two in UNB disagreed. This response indicated a

common agreenent to the item statement.

Item 2.3: Assigned Projects Reflecting Nigerian Content

In lte¡n 2.3 of Table 17, comparison of percentage and frequency

counts shows that 39% at UMAN and 62% at UNB, of the respondents,

agreed that instructors pernitted assigned projects to reflect Nigerian

content if students so desired. With about equaJ. percentages, in both

groups,33% and 31%, respectiveJy disagreeing, the result appeared to be

different. Further analysis with a x2 test revealed no significant

statistical differences. The x2 value calculated was 2.389 (df = 2) at

a probability J.evel of .3029 while a value of 3.84 P < .05 was requried

for significance. A narginal difference between the groups was

inferred. Table E-9 of Appendix E shows the results of x2 test on these

itens.

Iterns 2.4.1 - 2.4.2: Usefulness and Relevance of Academic (Minor/
Second Teachable) and Professional (Education) Courses

Academic (ninor/second teachable) areas and professional

(education) courses appeared to have been "very usefuL and relevant for

teaching in Nigeria" according to indicated common agreement by

twenty-eÍght of the thirty-one students (91%) in both groups. These

results are shown in Itens 2.4.7 and 2.4.2 of Table 18.
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Items 2.4.3 - 2.4.4: Usefulness and ReLevance of Technical Elective
and English Language Courses

Comparison of percentages and frequency counts in ltens 2.4.3 and

2.4.4 seemed to indicate differences in response between the two groups.

Six of the respondents in LlI+lAN (33%) and twelve of thirteen in UNB (92%)

in each case agreed that technical electives and English language

courses were relevant and useful.. About one-haLf of the students in

Lll,f.AN disagreed. Analysis with x2 test revealed signif icant dif f erences

respectÍng responses in these two items between the groups. I x2 result

of 11.493 (df = 2) ! S .0032 was obtained for technical elective (Table

E-10), and 10.839 (df = 2) E- S .0044 for English language courses (Table

E-11). Both ite¡ns were therefore confirmed to receive spì.it opinions

from respondents in the two groups.

Item 2.5: Names of Two Most-Useful Courses

In both groups, names of the two courses most useful for teaching

in Nigeria came from education courses. Subject development and

evaluation was most frequently nentioned in Ul'fAN. It was followed by

media and audio visual. courses. In UNB media was cited most often

followed by teaching nethods. Laboratory nanagenent courses were cited

relativeLy often in both groups.

Iten 2.6: Names of Two Least-Useful Courses

The nanes of two courses respondents cited as Least useful were

also in the education and UI'IAN technical elective areas from education.

In UMAN, Social Foundations of Education was mentioned by about

two-thirds of the students. It was followed by Industrial Relations

course. At UNB School Law, Administration and History (in Canada or the
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province) were cited most often. English language course was cited by

one-third of the respondents in Itlanitoba and only one respondent at UNB.

Item 2.7: Host,/Least Transferable Aspects of B.Ed Program

In LII'iAN student teaching, and industriaì placement were the two

components ¡nost f requently nentioned. One student in Ul'fAN cited

mathematics. Science and other technoJ.ogy elective areas were cited by

four respondents in UNB. Most of the education areas such as methods

courses, subject developnent, instructional planning and evaluation were

again most often mentioned. Those aspects least transferable most cited

were again related to the Canadian content in education and academic

courses.

Analysis of respondents' comments and suggestions on acadenic

knowJ.edge and skil.Is revealed a desire for greater curricular

flexibility so that some courses were not mandatory. Undesirable

courses mentioned included those that are weighted down with Canadian

content and UMAN English language course-s.

Sumnary

The findings in this section show that the B.Ed program provided

acadenic knowJ.edge that enabled respondents (94% at UMAN and 100% in

UNB) to be more knowledgeable of the concerns of Canadian education. It

enabled only 22% in UMAN and over two-thirds in UNB (69%) to be more

knowledgeable of the concerns of education in Nigeria. Many of those

courses and their various aspects were least transferable to Nigerian

situation. They were also perceived to be irrelevant to the needs of

vocational teaching in Nlgeria.
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While four technical electives from education at UMAN were

perceÍved to be irrelevant and their aspects least transferable to

Nigerian situation, the engineering electives at UNB and UMAN's second

teachable subjects were very useful and transferable. Professional

education methods courses such as subject development and evaluation,

audio visual studies or media, and academic courses were also perceived

to be very useful, relevant, and ¡nost transferable for teaching in

Nigerian situations.

As perceived by 6?% of the respondents, the UM,AN B.Ed degree

program appeared to prepare program graduates adequately for vocational.

teaching in Nigeria, as against only 31% who perceived similarly about

the UNB degree program. In both situations, 77% of the respondents

would have liked to have courses dealing specifically with Nigerian

education concerns.

Student teaching and work placenent were two components that were

perceived to be very useful, relevant for vocational teaching in, and

transferable to Nigerian situations. Mandatory requirements of

specified four technical education elective courses in Ul'fAN were

perceived negatively, while the flexibility for technology elective

choices in UNB was desired.

Industrial l{ork Experience

The review of professional lÍterature (NAFSA, 1979) and program

documents (Federal Ministry of Information, 7977 ) seemed to suggest that

industrial work experience was an important and desired component of

NTTTP to produce skilled practice-oriented vocatÍonal teachers. Items
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in this section of the interview analysed here were designed to solicit

student views with regard to the necessity and worth of work experience

which they night or might not have been placed in the industries, or had

in-class industry-related experiences. Analysis of responses are

presented in this section of the chapter. Chi sguare (*2) tables, where

applicable, with univariate data are availabLe in Appendix E.0S.

Item 3.1: Necessity for Industrial Work Placement

More than three-quarters of the respondents (78% in UMAN and 77% in

UNB) perceived "industrial work placement (internship) for practical

experience was necessary for (the) B.Ed program". Only four

interviewees (22%) at UMAN and two (15%) at UNB disagreed. A comparison

of responses indicated a common agreement as shown in Item 3.1 of

Table 19.

Item 3.1 .1 : Interviewees' Reasons for Response Options

Those students who felt industrial work placement was necessary

gave reasons such as familiarity with industry and the world of work as

the primary need. More than one-third of the students cited these and

the ability to relate theory to practice as well as keeping current in

the technology area and as a resuJ.t staying abreast of the world of

work. Other reasons cited included the val.ue of hands-on work and

Iearning the skilLs of working in, and managenent of, industry as well

as of relating to people. The reasons given by those who felt work

placement was unnecessary included the lack of university in-class

courses during B.Ed training to complement the practice and help them

remain in touch with the technical area. Lack of financial benefits was
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another reason they gave. Those respondents who were undecided felt

Canadian industry and plants are different from those in NÍgeria.

Item 3.1.2: Activities for Industrial Work Related Comoonent

Respondents at IDIAN described their industrial experiences to

include workÍng in industries reLated to their fields of technology.

Observation; hands-on work in the laboratory, pìants, work sites, and

warehouses were cited many times. Those at UNB cited visits to industry

and writing appropriate reports on the visits.

Item 3.2: Meeting Objectives of Work Experience

Thirteen (72%) of respondents in UIttAN agreed they met the perceived

objectives of the related work component of NTTTP by the activities of

the industry-related experiences they had. Ten of thirteen respondents

at UNB (77%) felt they did not meet the perceived objectives of the work

placenent or component of thejr B.Ed program. l{ith this apparent

difference in students'views a x2 test was carried out in the item. A

x2 value of ?.300 (df = 1) at a probability tevel of P < .0069 was

obtained. This result, shown in Table E-12 of Appendix E, failed to

confirn a split opinion between the groups based on a probability level

of p < .05 required for statistical significance.

Item 3.3: Change of Future PLans and Reasons

There was a common agreement among majority of respondents in both

groups that their future plans did not change as a result of the

industry work reLated experience they had. Sixteen students (89%) at

UMAN and nine (69%) at UNB indicated disagreement to changed plans.

See Table 20 Item 3.3 for frequency distribution and percentages.
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The reasons students at [IItlAN gave for ]ack of change of plans

included short duration of placement, and lack of technology courses in

the university to reinforce the industry-related work experiences.

Other respondents indicated that they had already made up their mind

about their occupational plans and as such felt they could gain

employment without the placement. Others feared the experience may lure

them away from cLassroom teaching. At UNB, the lack of actual placement

and hands-on experience were cited most often. Sone felt the field

trips were not only unrelated to their areas of technology, but the

trips were of short duration. Some respondents felt they were

interested in working rather than just visiting industries to observe

workers and sítes. Those few whose pÌans had changed tended to be a

revival of interest in industry and away from classroom teaching. These

findings confirmed NAFSA's (1979) findings and suggestions about the

necessity of practice work placenent for foreign students from

developing countries studying in the US.

Item 3.4: Preference for Different Experiences and Reasons

"A different experience woul.d have been preferable in your

situation" received an apparent split view between the two groups.

Among UMAN respondents, (83.33%) would not prefer a different experience

while 84.62% of respondents in UNB would. A x2 val.ue of 11.138 (df = 2)

at a probability level. of P <.0038 confirmed the split in respondents'

opinions between the groups. Refer to Table E-13 in Appendix E for

resul ts .

Respondents in IJMAN felt the actual work pJ.acement was useful and
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no other opinion would be more suitabl.e in the circumstance. The

placenents Here in the area many respondents felt was interesting and

related to their careers. Some felt technology teachers need to know

the lndustry to relate teaching to required skills and opportunities.

In UNB some students needed to work in actual work sites, shops and

laboratories. Sone indicated they would "volunteer to do work for the

experience" . "At least a week's placement in the industry would have

been preferred to field trips," reflected their perceptions.

Items 3.5 - 3.5.1: Opportunity for Placement and Type of Industries

Seventeen respondents (94%) in Lll'fAN indicated they were placed

in industry "for work experience". Over ninety percent (92%) in UNB

said they were not. Fron the comparison of frequencies and percentages

between the groups, the split response about placement in industry was

obvious. A chi-square test result is shown in Table E-74. The UMAN

students who were pìaced in industries cited both private industries and

plants as well as government departments.

The Practice of Work Placement Component of NTTTP: For Those Who Had
Work Placements

The analysis in this part of the section is based on data collected

fron those eighteen respondents in UI.{AN who were placed in industry

for work experience. Table 22 summarizes the results for this part.

Items 3.6 - 3.7: Effect of Industrial t{ork Placement

ìtajority of the students felt industrial placenent experience

enabled them to acquire skills for working in industry (67%),

appreciate working in industry (89%), and gain valuable experience

::

ì
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experience enabled you to:
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3.6.4 - gain valuable experience
not avaiLable in the
c I assroom

3.7 The industrial experience
HAS:

3.7 .7 - enjoyabl.e

3.7 .2 - useful

3.7.3 - relevant to your needs
a vocational teacher in
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not available in the classroom (72%). Only 44% agreed the experience

enabled then to become more confident teaching in their technology areas

while 56% disagreed. To many respondents, the industrial experience was

enjoyable (67%) and useful (72%'). Only one-half (50%) of the

respondents felt the industrial experience was relevant to their needs

as vocational teachers in classrooms in Nigeria. One-third (33%) of the

interviewees disagreed.

Item 3.9: Conments on Provisions of Industrial Work Placement

In terms of timing, many respondents felt the placement was

effective. The transition from school to full time work without an

adequate rest was strenuous. Those who felt this way would have

preferred the hours of work placement be spread over a longer period

preferable throughout the school year. That spread wouLd give them time

to have the rest they needed during the sunmer. Few who felt the time

was suitabl.e argued that that was the only avaiLable time for the

placement.

The duration was generally felt to be inadequate. There were few

respondents who felt the duration should have been shorter since they

were not paid for work done. However many others fe.lt they would prefer

longer period for greater experience. SupervisÍon by college official

and evaluation methods used were rated generaJ,ly fairly satisfactory by

about two-thirds of the respondents. Relevance of industry-related work

experience to teaching, not necessarily in the classroom in Nigeria

received a good rating f rom thirteen of the eighteen Ul'fAN students.

Other areas specified were the need for placement experiences in

nore than one section of the industry, paynent for productive work and a
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planned experiential skiIIs to be mastered

avoid exploitation.

Policies, Regulations and Their Effects on Work Placement

These two itens were designed "for all respondents" to react on the

availability and effects of policies and regulations on implementation of

work placenent. The last ite¡n sought fron respondents the stronger and

weaker features of the industry-related experience.

Item 3.10: Existence of Adverse Policies and Regulations

A total of twenty-four of thirty-one respondents in the study,

72% at LDIAN and 85% at UNB, felt there were policies or regulations that

adversely affected the implementation of NTTTP as relates to industrial

experience. The percentage conparison indicates common agreenent

between the two groups with only 28% at UMAN and 15% at UNB disagreeing.

Policies and regulatory factors most cited in both groups were

inmigration regulations followed by university or college policy and

contract provision. Others included union laws and the short duration

of the progran. The.manner in which these factors affected the program

were, somehow, different for the two groups. At LIIUAN, the factors

adversely affected the program mostly by not allowing for payment of

stipends or remuneration for work done. Conments revealed that nany

students would prefer the choice for paynent be left to the discretion

of the employer. Lack of payment, nany respondents felt, affected

negatively respondents' motivation for, and attitudes towards, work. At

UNB, the factors affected them adversely by not allowing for the actual

placement exercise.
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Item 3.11: Stronger and Íleaker Features of Industrial Ílork Experiences

The stronger features of the industrial work experlence were the

practice work, and exposure to the world of work and related technology

field, at uÌ'fAN. Itlorking with and getting to know people was mentioned

as another strong feature. At uNB, exposure was mentioned by nore than

one-half of the respondents. The weaker features of the industrial work

experience were, again, the lack of payment cited by nore than one-third

of the interviewees in UMAN. The lack of study plan during placement was

also identified by four respondents. Some of the UNB respondents

mentioned the briefness of the industry visits and the unrelatedness of

the experience.

Summary

The analysis in this section reveals many areas of difference

between UMAN and UNB respondents. The principal exceptions is Ín their

common agreement that work placement was necessary for effective

implementation of the NTTTP and the existence of adverse immigration and

contract policies and regulations.

More than three quarters of the respondents (78% in UMAN and 77% in

UNB) felt industrial work experience placement was necessary for the

B.Ed program to help students gain familiarity with related industries

and exposure to the world of work as well as relate theory to practice.

Nearly aIl respondents in UMAN reported their industrial work activities

to include working in industries related to their technology fields

while all in UNB reported industry visits and follow up reports in the

visits. A significant difference was obtained when nearly three

quarters of the students (72%) at UMAN reported meeting their perceived
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obiectives per industry work placement, whire 77% in UNB felt they did

not.

Sixteen students at Lll,tAN (89%) and 69% in UNB reported that their

future plans did not change. In UllAN, the short duration of the

placement, and lack of technology courses during B.Ed training were

among the reasons provided for the lack of change in their initial

plans. In UNB the reasons included lack of actual industrial placenent

and the briefness of the visits. About six students indicated that

their plans were independent of the industrial work activities. Over

83% of UNB respondents would prefer a different experience while 85% in

UMAN would not for the opportunity provided for practice work. At UMAN,

94% had opportunities for placement either in private or pubtic

industry settings. Over ninety percent (92%) in UNB did not but would

like to be placed, three of them even on a volunteer basis for the

practice experience.

For those who were placed in industry, the experience enabled them

to acquire skills for working in industry (67%), appreciate working in

industry (89%), and gain valuable experience not available in the

cl.assroom (72%). 0nly 44% agreed that the work experience enabled them

to become nore confident teachÍng in technology areas. A lnajority of

the respondents felt the experience was enjoyable (67%) and useful

(72%). One half (50%) felt it was relevant to their needs as vocational

teachers in Nigerian classrooms. While the lack of placement did not

allow for enough rest for the transition fron classroon work to

eight-hour enployment, one-third would like a Ionger placement than

what they had. Supervision by college officials and the evaluation
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nethods were perceived as satisfactory. Thirteen of the eighteen

students felt the experience was relevant to teaching which night not

necessarily be in classroom, but as weLl in related industries.

Both groups of students, 72% in tI,lAN and 85% in UNB, felt that

there existed various policiesthat adversely affected the p-lacement in

different ways. At llI{AN the adverse inmigration and college policies

led to a lack of remuneration for work done, while in UNB immigration,

university and contract policies precluded actual work placement in the

province.

The stronger features of the industry-related conponent in UM.AN

were exposure to industries, the opportunities for practice, and working

with and getting to know people. At UNB, exposure was mentioned by nore

than one haLf of the respondents. The weaker features were again lack

of placement, cited by nore than one-third of the respondents in UM.AN,

and the briefness of visits at UNB.

Student Teaching Experience

Student teaching for preservice teachers is usually considered a

necessary conponent of training prograns for preservice teachers. The

items in this section in Student Teaching (school internship) were

designed to collect students' views with respect to the student teaching

conponent of the NTTTP as obtained in each of the two settings.

Interviewees might or might not have been placed in public schools or

colleges for the practice experience. Tables 25-27 sumnarize the data

with Appendix 8.04 containing the x2 tables and univariate data.
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Items 4.1 - 4.1.1: Necessity of Student TeachinE Place¡nent and Reasons

Interviewees were requested to rate whether "student teaching

practice (placement experience) was necessary for this B.Ed teacher

program". AII but one respondent for a total percentage of g7% agreed,

showing common agreenent in both groups as indicated within Item 4.1 of

Table 25. Opportunity for practical teaching mentioned by twenty-one of

the thirty-one students (nine in UNB and twelve in UI'IAN) was given as

the primary reason. Other reasons cited incLuded the exposure to real.

classroom that student placement provided. Many respondents al.so cited

professional requirenents and experimentation of concepts for their

reasons.

Item 4.2: Meeting the Objectives of Student Teaching Experience
and Reasons

Did interviewees meet the objectives for the student teaching

component of NTTTP through the experience they had? In UMAN, 94%

chose the "Yes" category while 85% at UNB chose the "No" category.

Item 4.2 in TabLe 25 shows the comparative frequencies and percentages.

A x2 test for significance differences yielded a value of 19.886 (df =

1) at a probability level of P < .0001. This result, presented in Tabte

E-15, confirms split opinions between the two groups about neeting the

objectives of student teaching.

UMAN respondents felt they net the objectives by actually

"performing the teaching act in actuaL classroom settings in the reaL

worl.d". They tried various teaching techniques and methods they learned

at the university and college in the public school situation. They met

pupils, understood classroon situations, and appJ.ied themsel.ves. Other
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ways specified were the opportunity to acquire new skills, observe,

evaluate self and gain confidence. At UNB students indicated they did

not have opportunity for what many considered professional and universal

(Nigerian as well as canadian) requirenents for teaching. So¡ne felt

their "practice was phoney; not real in terms of student conposition"

(classmates), "evaluation nethods" (student evaluating student), "lack

of exposure to real world classroom before strangers" (pupils and

teachers). Few respondents felt, as a result, that they lacked the

opportunity to nix with the community, compare school. systems, and learn

in actual classroom from their nistakes before takjng on real teaching

assignments on their own.

Items 4.3 - 4.3.1: Change of Future Plans or Otherwise and Reasons

Intervieweesr future plans did not change as a result of the

student teaching experience as shown by the "No" response from 72% of

the respondents at UM.AN and 85% at UNB. Item 4.3 in Table 25

illustrates the common disagreenent anong the two groups.

Respondents who disagreed gave as the reason that their plans are

independent of the student teaching experience. Many said they already

made up their minds about careers. Others felt the duration of student

teaching ¡las too short to cause any appreciable change in any direction

- for or against teaching in classroom. Those who said their plans

changed felt they learnt to appreciate or like teaching, or felt ¡nore

confident teaching than before. Some respondents at UNB felt the lack

of student teaching experience caused then to be "really afraid" of

teaching successfully.
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Item 4.4: Preference for Different Experience

"A different experience would have been preferable in their

situation" was the response from 85% of the interviewees at UNB.

IIMAN 83% would not prefer anything else in place of student teaching.

Table 25 ltem 4.4 shows the apparent difference in the category

frequency and comparative percentage between the group. Further

analysis revealed a x2 value of 74.O72 (df = 1) at a P < .0002 level of

significance. The result confirmed a split opinion between the two

groups. See Table E-16 for details.

Many of those who would not prefer any other experience at UMAN

felt student teaching practice was vital to the success of the progran,

as a professional requirement for would-be teachers. It also tied in

with the purpose of the program and served to provide exposure and

experinental ground. Lack of it wouLd defeat the main objective of the

NTTTP. The evidence of the need for student teaching was shown in UNB

responses where all respondents who were not placed in pubJ.ic school

classroon for teaching felt they needed the fornal teaching experience

before "real and actual students".

Item 4.5: Opportunity for Placement

All but one student (94%) at Ul,fAN had opportunity for supervised

student teaching practice. All those interviewed at UNB were not placed

Ín classroom. This obvious split response is shown in TabLe 25 Item

4.5 and Table E-17 of Appendix E.
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Item 4.6: Schoo.L Courses and Levels Taught

A look at the Iist shons that nost of the Lll{AN students taught

courses ln their second teachable (minor) areas. All were placed in

public high or technical/vocational schools. Also, they taught mostly

in the senior high school level comprising grades 9, 10, 11 and 12.

The Practice of Student Teaching: For Those who Student-Taught

This part of the section analyses UMAN students' responses to

student teaching experience.

Items 4.6. 1 - 4.8.3: Effects of Student Teaching Placement

The student teaching experience enabled 94% of the respondents

to acguire confidence for teaching in a classroom, 100% to understand

duties of classroon teachers and 83% to become aware of school

procedures in the province. It also enabled 89% of the respondents

to improve their teaching skills. AlL the students (100e;) said the

experience enabled them to understand teaching demands nore than before.

Equal number of students, sixteen of eighteen (89%) felt the student

teaching experience was enjoyable and useful. For teaching in Nigeria

61.11% wouLd choose similar type of school (vocational/academic high

school or college). Two-thirds (67%) of the respondents would choose

the same class level while 89% would choose the courses they taught.

These results are summarized in Table 26.

Comments on Provisions of Student Teachins
Placement

All but one respondent

tining, was "bad", "wrong",

feLt the student teaching, in terms

"awkward" or "unsuitable". Further

of
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TABLE 26

FREQUENCY/PERCENTAGE RESPONSES TO

EXPERIENCE FOR

PROVISION OF STUDENT TEACHING
U}IAN GROUP

UMAN (N=18)

SA/A U D/SD
f/% f/% f/%

4.6 The student teaching
experience enabled you to:

4.6. 1 - acquire confidence for
teaching in a classroom

4.6.2 - understand duties of
classroom teacher

4.6.3 - become aware of schooL
procedures in the
province

4.6.4 - improve your teaching
skills

4.6.5 - understand teaching
demands nore than
previ ous 1y

4.7 The teaching experience was:

4.7 .7 - enjoyable
4.7.2 - useful

4.8 For teaching in Nigeria, you
would like to choose a
sinilar:

4.8.1

4.8.2
4.8.3

type of school
(Vocational/Academic High
School or College)
class level
course you taught

77 /94 .44

18/100.00

15/83 . 33

16/88 . 89

18/100.00

16/88.89
16/88 . 89

11161.11

72/66.67
16/88 . 89

2/17

7/5.

7/5 56

2/ 77

7/5.

7/5 56

56

56

.11 7/5

7/s

2/77.77
1/5. s6

.11 5/27 .78

5/27.78
2/77.17

56
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elaboration indicated that the student teaching was carried out at a

time "almost all teachers were already scheduted for examination", "when

students' attention Írras Low" and "too close to the end of the school

year". The schools were "winding down on other activities" and "ready

for examination". So to these respondents the timing "was hard on the

cooperating teachers" and the cooperating teachers found the time

difficult to nanage the student teachers within their cl-asses. To

respondents in this group cooperating teachers feared interruption of

their good cJ.ass schedule, students were prepared to Leave school and

not ready for new material, technique, experimentation or change of

hands from the reguJ.ar class teacher.

The duration of the student teaching appeared to be too short in

the views of about two-thirds of the students. One-third felt it was

suitable or fairly satisfactory. All the students felt supervision was

satisfactory as was evaluation method used. Relevance of student

teaching to their needs, which sone indicated nay not be teaching in

classroons, was also rated as satisfactory.

Item 4.9.6: Comments on Other Issues of Student Teaching Placement

0ther issues respondents identified were that student teaching

should either be spread out or at the beginning of school year. Many

felt student teaching gave them opportunity to meet people, develop

personal relations with teachers and learn from their experiences. Also

as was identified by a respondent there was need for cooperating teacher

involved in order to inprove relevance to home situations.
ijl,:
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Policies, reEuLations and effects on student teaching

In this part of the section, a categorization of issues that were

responded to by interviewees in both groups is presented.

Iten 4.10: Existence of Adverse Policies and Regulations

There appears to have been no policies that affected adversely the

inplenentation of the student teaching for nany respondents at UMAN

according to the views of thirteen respondents (72%). Only 29% felt

there were. Over ninety percent (92%) of respondents at UNB felt there

were such policies and regulatory factors. Table 27, Item 4.10 present

the comparative percentages and frequencies. An analysis with a x2 test

revealed a value of 10.782 (df = 1) at a probability level of .0010 for

a split opinion. See Table E-18.

The policies mentioned by UMAN respondents were contract,

universitv/college, and innigration. Contract and college policies

affected the time for placenent adversely. Immigration reguJ.ations did

not allow interviewees to receive allowances or stipends according to

two of the respondents.

At UNB many respondents cited university, contract and inmigration

policies. Some also cited provincial law and cultural factors.

University policies of training "foreigners" who are not going to teach

in New Brunswick did not allow for any form of internships; take

certification courses or be placed ín schools in New Brunswick, Tjme

limitation brought about by contract policy was another factor. Also,

few respondents' perceived that the contract agents, FME and CBIE,

seemed not to have considered that component necessary and accordingly

did not request the department to arrange the internship compulsorily
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for students. A respondent feìt that the conmunity might not alLow

foreigners to teach their chjrdren on account of cultural factors.

Item 4.12: ActÍvities of Student Teaching

All but two respondents at UII{AN student-taught. The two

respondents observed their cooperating teacher most of the time. At

UNB, interviewees said they prepared lessons in their subject areas and

taught to their colleagues. They were evaluated by class nembers.

Iten 4.13: Stronger and Weaker Features of Student Teaching

The stronger features of the student teaching conponent were the

exposure to real cl-assroom situation and the opportunity for practice

nentioned by twelve of eighteen respondents at Utr{AN. At UNB, the

opportunity to practice teaching before their peers and preparation of

Lesson pJ.ans were cited. Criticizing the video tape of one's own

teaching was also a strong feature.

The weaker features at Ult{AN mentioned was mainly the timing. C1ass

discipline was another which many respondents felt was related to the

timing - end of school year. Two respondents complained about the

location of their schools. Short duration cane up as a weaker feature

in few instances. At UNB evaluation by colleagues was perceived as a

weaker feature. Practice hras also not long enough to cause desired

impact. the experience did not seen to be in a natural/real cl-assroom

setting conposed of actual students.
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Summary

This section generated both general and specific infor¡nation on the

student teaching placenent cornponent of the NTTTP. Near1y all the

respondents in both groups (97%) perceived student teaching placenent

(internship) as a necessary part of NTTTP implementation. Over 94% of

UMAN respondents perceived they met the objectives of the student

teaching component of the NTTTP, while about 85% in UNB felt that they

did not, for not having the opportunity to practice teaching in real

classrooms, as did UNB students. The student teaching experience did

not change the future plans of 72% of the UMAN respondents and that of

85% in UNB, All the same, 85% of the respondents at UNB would prefer a

different experience to what they did; 83% in II'IAN wou]d not.

ALl students at UIIAN and none at UNB had the desired opportunity

for student teaching placement in Canadian public schools. All

variables relating to its necessity, usefulness, applicability, and

relevance to Nigeria were perceived positively by nearly all

respondents. Timing and duration were negativeÌy perceived. Students

perceived student teaching placement as an essential component of NTTTP

inplenentation for exposure to real world teaching situations and as an

opportunity for practice. Adverse policies existed in UNB which

affected the implementation of the student teaching component of the

NTTTP according to the views of 72% of the respondents. Over g0% of the

respondents at UM.AN did not perceive the existence of such adverse

policies or reguJ,ations. All but two respondents in UMAN student taught

in real public school classrooms while UNB respondents practiced

teaching before their colleagues in the university classroom. The

:ìl
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stronger features of these experienced in UMAN were the actual practice

teaching and exposure to the classroom and comnunity. At UNB it was the

very opportunity for peer teaching and preparation of Lesson plans.

Weaker features perceived in ul'IAN were the poor tining and short

duration of the practice placenent, whiLe the total tack of actual

real-life experience and peer evaluation were among those weaker

features perceived in UNB.

Program Thrust and Focus

The B.Ed programs in the two universities were assumed to have

different enphasis based on the specific program goals and objectives as

guided by the separate university poLicies. Therefore, interview items

analysed in this section we¡'e designed to request respondents'views on

the B.Ed degree program's thrust and focus (to work in industry or teach

in the classroom). The itens were based on interviewees' university

education in Canada in relation to their potential work situations in

Nigeria. Tables 28 and 29 summarize the scaled ite¡ns which are

described in this section with the qualitative data which univariate

data are included in Appendix E.05.

Item 5.1: Ready Appllcation of Experiences and Skills in Industrv

Within each group, respondents' opinions were nearj.y equally

divided at UMAN and was split at UNB between agreement and disagreement,

in respect of experiences and skills being nore readily applied in

industry than in the classroom. Item 5.1 in Table 28 shows the

distribution which indicate a high percentage (77% in UMAN and 38% in

UNB) in the undecided category.
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Respondents' comnents revealed that the dual nature (teqhnology

qualification from community colleges, and teacher preparation) through

NTTTP accounted for reasons Ìnany interviewees at both UMAN and UNB felt

their skills were applicable to some extent in both areas. Professional

teacher preparation during the two years caused only four respondents at

UMAN and two at UNB to feel their skilts and experiences r{ere now more

readily applied in teaching than working in industry.

The provision for technical elective courses in their technology

areas in UNB and placement in industrial settings at UMAN caused two

respondents each at UNB and UMAN respectively to feel they could apply

their skills and experiences more in industry. Other factors that

reinforced orientation to industry were interest in practice-oriented

occupation, and type of technology field of specialization.

Items 5.2: Students' ReLative Confidence in Teaching and
Working in Industrv

At UMAN, only 17% and nearly one-half (46%) at UNB were undecided

about having more confidence in teaching than working in industry. As

indicated in rten 5.2 Table 28, 44% at UMAN and 23% in UNB agreed while

39% and 31% respectively disagreed that they had more confidence for

working in industry. Qualitative information revealed that, again,

strong interest in practical occupation and the duaL nature (technology

conponent of the teacher preparation) were responsible for nany

respondentsr feeling they had less confidence to work in industry.

Place¡nent in industry r{as perceived to revive some respondents' interest

for working in industry. Teacher preparation courses and student

teaching placement caused students in TDIAN to perceive they had sone
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confidence in teaching. Lack of exposure to formal work and teaching

experiences created sone uncertainties that sone respondents in UNB had

acquired confÍdence working in neither area. The type of technology

specialization played a part in students' confidence for either industry

work or classroom teaching. Some students felt their teaching, courses

were, as far as they knew, not available in secondary schools in

Nigeria

Item 5.3: Technology Areas and Secondary School Teaching

At UMAN, 61% of the respondents felt their technology areas lent

themselves readily to teaching at the secondary school level in Nigeria.

Only 38% at UNB felt in a simiÌar way. WhiLe 33% disagreed in Ul'lAN more

than one-half (54%) disagreed at UNB, apparently believing that their

technology areas do not lend themselves to teaching at that level.

Table 28 Item 5.3 illustrates the conparative frequency counts and

percentages in each category. A x2 test used for further analysis

showed no significant differences in the opinions betwen the groups. The

result in Table E-19 of Appendix E reveals a x2 value of 1.561 (df=2) at

P < .4582 probability level

Uncertainty about availability of equipnent especial.ly in computer

and a few other technology areas in Nigerian secondary schools accounted

for either indecision or desire among respondents to teach at a hÍgher

than secondary school leveL. Five students in UNB (38%) and five

(28%) in llt{AN stated their technology areas Lent themselves more to

teaching at a level higher than the secondary school. Six respondents

at UNB and four at LI,IAN saw their technology areas ]ending themselves

readily to teaching at the secondary school level. Some respondents
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also felt the related arts/science areas of their technology were

readily teachable at secondary school level.

Item 5.4: Equal Aoplicability of Skills and Knowledee in
Schoo] as in Industry

While 561; of respondents at UMAN disagreed that the skills and

knowledge gained in the B.Ed program were equally applicable in school

as in industry, an al.most equaì percentage, 54%, agreed in UNB. Item

5.4 in Table 28 shows the category frequencies'counts and conparative

percentages in both groups. A x2 test result produced a value of 1.304

(df = 2) at P < .5209 probability leveL to reveal an insignificant

difference between the groups' opinions. The result is presented in

Table E-20 of Appendix E.

Item 5.5: Occupational Advantage Due to Dual-Focus NTTTP Preparation

Many respondents, 83% in UMAN and 92.31% in UNB felt they had

occupational advantage in Nigeria as vocational teachers due to the dual

focus of the industry/school B.Ed preparation. The conmon agreement

produced a combined category percentage of 83.87% agreeing with only

9.68% disagreeing in both groups, as shown in Table 29. The reasons

given were similar in both groups. The advantage resulted from the

usuaL nature of their B.Ed degree in vocational education. Students can

work either in industry and/or in teaching. Sone iespondents did not

know the job market in Nigeria to really assess the occupational

advantage they might have. Two respondents one each from the two groups

felt their education in overseas setting might give them greater

recognition socially and in terms of competence than those who did

sinilar program in Nigeria.
rla
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Item 5.6: Adeguacy of B.Ed Preparation for Industry and for Teaching

Interviewees were asked to conment on how adequately the NTTTP

prepared then for work in industry/business/Iabour, and teaching in

Nigeria. Over two-thirds of the respondents at UIIAN and eight at UNB

felt their preparation for industry/business,/labour was adequate.

Reasons included knowledge enrichment in the technology areas and the

benefits of practice attachment components cited in UMAN. Related

courses in nanagement, supervision and study of industry were also

mentioned at UMAN. Increased knowLedge in technical areas through the

technical electives courses, and awareness of problens with, and safety

of equipnents were the reasons offered by a majority of the students at

UNB. Participants who felt the preparation was inadequate in UMAN gave

theÍr reasons to include -Iack of adequate preparatory courses in the

technology areas, déspite their two or three year programs of

technologicaL training in community colleges. Both groups felt the

enphasis was more in professional teacher preparation than for work in

industries.

All the eighteen respondents at UMAN and eight at UNB felt the

NTTTP prepared them adequately for teaching in classroom. Reasons

provided by LIì{AN respondents included experience and skills to inprove

teaching nethods, clarify misconceptions and the opportunity they had to

learn fron the views of practicing teachers and experts through student

teaching. Sone UNB respondents said education courses helped to provide

skilÌs in, and methods for, teaching. Again, the lack of practice

experience was mentioned by many at UNB.
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Su¡nnary

Opinions within groups were nearly equally divided at UIIAN (39% and

44%) and at UNB (318 respectively) between agreement and disagreement in

respect of experiences and skills being nore readily applled in industry

than in the cLassroom. At IJMAN, only 17% and nearly one-haLf (46%) at

UNB were undecided about having ¡nore confidence in teaching than working

in industry. The analysis of this item showed that 44% at UMAN and 23%

in UNB agreed, while 39% and 31% respectively disagreed that they had

more confidence working in industry. The dual nature of the NTTTP

preparation (teacher education emphasis with technological education)

was perceived to be the prinary cause of indecisions and uncertainty

aong respondents.

At UMAN, 61% of the respondents felt their technology areas lent

themselves to teaching at the secondary school level while 54% at UNB

felt the opposite. Many respondents, 82% in L[{AN and 92% in UNB, felt

they had an occupational advantage in Nigeria as vocational teachers due

to the dual focus of the industry/school B.Ed degree preparation. Over

two thirds of the respondents at Utr'fAN and eight of the thirteen

respondents in UNB felt their preparation for ¡rork in industry/business/

labour was adeguate. Also, all the respondents in UI{AN and, again,

eight respondents in UNB felt the NTTTP prepared them adequately as well

for teachÍng in the cl.assroom, which may not necessarily be at the

secondary school level.
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Overseas Training Concerns

The section on "Overseas Training Concerns" solicited interviewees'

views on the concerns of overseas education as relates to the contracted

technical teacher training program. Table 30 summarizes the results of

interviewees' responses. These data are analysed and described in this

part of the chapter.

Items 6.1.1 - 6.7.2: Grouo Studv Overseas

Agreenent and disagreement were common between the two groups with

respect to the items on group study overseas. At UMAN, 73% of

respondents and 62% at UNB felt studying as a group was very

comfortabl"e. Also, the same respective per.centages in UM.AN and UNB

disagreed that studying as a group limited their interaction with other

students. These response category frequencies and percentages are shown

in Items 6,1.1 and 6.1.2 of Table 30. In both groups, a total of 68%

felt in these respective ways.

Studying as a group appeared to have pronoted unity among the

respondents according to 67% of interviewees at UMAN and 69% at

UNB. Fifteen respondents at UMAN (83%) and nine at UNB (69%) felt

studying as a group should be encouraged. Table 30 Items 6.1.3 and

6.1.4 show the comparative frequency counts and category percentages on

these itens.

Item 6.2: Faculty Members Structuring Relevant LearninE Experiences

MarginaLly, respondents disagreed that faculty members who

"understand your culture appeared to be able to structure Learning

experiences that have direct relevance to your needs in Nigeria". Only
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33% at UMAN and 15% at UNB agreed, rryhile 56% and

disagreed. There was a large percentage (31%) at

category, while 11% remained undecided at UMAN.

The concerns regarding problens in overseas

education and how these could be alleviated were

students surveyed.

151

54%, respectively,

UNB Ín the undecided

technical teacher

suggested by the

Item 6.3: Technological Concerns

Technological differences between Nigeria and Canada appear to be a

major concern of many respondents. The availability of facilities,
technological absolescence, transfer and application of skilLs and

knowledge, and the problems of irrelevancy due to Canadian content in

various courses were the nost often cited concerns. In order of

decreasing percentage, means of alleviation of the specified concerns a

need for adequate entry and re-entry orientations to prepare students

for technological and cul.tural differences. Respondents al.so return to
visit family, and understand prevailing econo¡nic situations, as well as

get acquainted with occupational information prior to graduation.

To minimize obsolescence, promote relevance of skills and

knowledge, suggested neans incl.uded studying in fields that are readily

applicable at home. Other measures suggested to alleviate sone of these

problems included related courses on Nigerian issues, and comparative

studies through flexibility in course assignnents.

ïtem 6.4: Sqlf-Pe¡ceived Need re Transfer of Skills and Knowl edse

Respondentsr self-perceived needs in terms of transfer of skjtls
and knowledge are again associated with technological confl.ict. About
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two-thirds of the students interviewed stated perceived needs to include

lack of adequate laboratories, workshops and teaching aids and the

challenge of relating learning to Nigerian situation, as welf as

remaining current in one's professional fields. Apparent cultural
concerns included application of theories and methods based on Canadian

content to NigerÍan settings, and providing examples familiar to

students in Nigeria. Inplementation of new ideas was identified as a

concern. Lack of expertise regarding equipment repairs, and lack of

resources to function optimally were also identified as needs of the

respondents.

Summary

As perceived by an equal percentage of respondents (6g%) in the two

groups, it was found in this section that studying as a group from one

country in canadian training sites overseas was confortable; it did not

linit clientele's interaction with other Canadian university students,

but instead, group study promoted unity among Nigerians. over

three-quarters (77%) of the respondents felt that group study overseas

should be encouraged.

Instructors were not available who understood recent Nigerian

situations and helped students structure relevant courses as perceived

by 55% of the total respondents in the two groups. Besides, respondents

perceived that the NTTTP did not have enough curricular flexibitity to

allow the inclusion of Nigerian content to neutralize the Canadian

culture-based content in the B.Ed degree program theories and methods.

Also, there was no roon for limited specialization in engineering

technology areas and program fields to emphasize skills required in
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Nigerian job narkets. The result was serÍous concerns and potential

problems in transferring and applying the skills Iearnt throuþh NTTTP.

concerns that related to transfer and application of knowledge and

skills, and the relevance,/obsolescence of technological skills were

identified ¡rith some suggested remedies.

Professional Goals

This part of the analysis presents the results from Section ? of

the interview schedule which requested respondents' views on thejr

"professional goals" as these might have been affected by the NTTTP

experiences.

Item 7. 1 : Importance of B. Ed Degree

Interviewees' responses to the statement that the B.Ed program is

important to their long term profession showed a common agreement

between the two groups. A combined percentage of agreenent was 849.ó

in both groups , 94? at Ul'fAN and 69% at UNB, Only one respondent

at lll'lAN and three (23%) at UNB disagreed with the statement. Table

31 ilLustrates this resuLt.

Item 7.2: Preference for B.Tech Degree

Given the option, all (97X) of the NTTTP students interviewed

would prefer a degree in their own respective technology areas to the

B.Ed degree. Table 32 Item 7.2 illustrates this resuLt.

Analysis of qualitative infornation reveaLed that, even though the

B.Ed degree is inportant to over four-fifths of respondents, they would

prefer the technology degrees for various reasons. The most frequently
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TABLE 33

MEAN RATING OF

UPON B.ED
II{MEDIATE PLANS
GRADUATION

Options Regarding Immediate Plans UMAN

MEAN SCORE

UNB BOTH UMAN/UNB

Seek employment

Seek employment

Further studies
area

Further studies

Further studies

Nigeria

Canada

technology

in Education

in another fieLd

in

in

tn

2 .44

4.88

2.22

2.94

2.50

2.69

4.70

1 .54

2.54

4.81

1 .94

2.83

2.77

2.69

3.23

*
Options were

A mean (x) score of x
option.

rated from 1-nost
< 2.50 was chosen

to S-least preferred.
ficant group preferred

preferred
for signi
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stated reasons were interest, Iove of practical work and preference for

industry. Buitding on prÍor educational qualification, closeness to a

technology degree, shorter time, and systenatic progression were other

reasons. several respondents indicated that B.Tech would be more

challenging content-wise, worthwhile professionally, and carry greater

recognition. Besides, for a few of the respondents, it would 1ead to

greater career options, more specialization in the technological field,
better pay, and they could still teach at col.lege level.

Item 7.3: Reasons for Accepting NTTTp Award

More than one-half of those interviewed at both institutions

indicated that they needed a university degree, the type

notwithstanding. Another major reason cited by about twelve students

was the convenience a scholarship provided when financia] constraints

limited their opportunities for further education. A stepping stone to

other professions, opportunity to gain more technology courses, and to

escape from problens at home were some of the other reasons cited.

Item 7.3.1 : Fulfillment of Students' Own Objectives

As shown in Item 7.3.1 Table 32, over g0% of the respondents in the

two groups felt they have fulfilled their objective; 89% at lIl'lAN as were

92% at UNB. Acquisition of B.Ed and having additional qualification to
the technology diplona were given as the main reasons respondents felt
they have fulfilled their own objectives.
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Item 7.4: Immediate Plans Upon B.Ed Graduation

Further studies in their technology areas r{ere overall rated nost

preferred (¡ 5 1.9a) by both groups by respondents as shown in Table 33.

That option had a mean score of 1.94. with a mean score of x = 2.s0

required for group preferred option, UMAN respondents showed preference

in the following order. "Further studies in technology area" came first
(2.22). The second preferred option was "seek employment in Nigeria"

(2.44) and the third was "further studies in another field" (2.44). uNB

respondents showed significant preference only in "further studies in

technology technology area" (*.1.s4). t{ith the uNB and the combined

UMAN/UNB group only "further studies in technology area" fell wÍthin the

2.50 mean preference linjt. Seek employnent in Nigeria was narginally

preferred by both groups (2.54) .

em 7.5: NTTTP Alt Initial 0ccu onal Plans

NTTTP appeared to have altered the initia.ì. occupationat pJ.ans of

more than three-quarters of the jnterviewees, as indicated by ?g% at

uì.{AN and 77% at uNB. This result, in Table 32 ltem ?.s, shows some

common agreement among majority within each group.

Analysis of the qualitative responses regarding how students'

initial plans had changed revealed many of the respondents felt that,

with a B.Ed, it was easier to proceed higher up in education than with

the diplona. Twelve respondents felt this way. Also, with the degree

in vocational education and their technology diploma, greater

opportunities existed in other related areas. This was the feeling of

seven interviewees.
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Summary

The analysis in this section has shown that the B.Ed degree

obtained through the NTTTP was important to students' long-term

professional goals as perceived by 94% at tD'fAN and 69% at UNB. However,

given the option, all the interviewees but one (92%), who liked both

degrees equally, ¡rould prefer a degree in their technology areas

(B.Tech) for the social, professional, and occupational advantages the

B.Tech degree carries over the B.Ed degree in Nigeria.

It was also revealed that over 90% of the students had fulfiLled
the objectives for which they accepted the NTTTP award. Analysis also

showed that upon completion of the B.Ed degree, graduates at both

institutions would prefer to do further studies, mostly in thejr

"technology areas" (UMAN: x < 2.22; UNB: x < 1.s4) and in "other fields"
(UMAN: x < 2.50; UNB: x < 3.23) more than in "education"

(UMAN: x < 2.94; UNB: x < 2.69). 0n the whole, the NTTTP altered the

occupational plans of over three-quarters of the clientele.

OccupatÍonal. Teacher Education

In this part of the anarysis respondents' perceptions of their

particular B.Ed degree programs are anaJ.ysed and described. The scaled

responses are sunmarized in Tables 34 and Bb.

Item 8.1: Suitability of B.Ed Programs for Adoption to Nigeria

A total of twenty-nine of the thirty-one interviewees, or 94ts of

UMAN and 92% in UNB felt the teacher program could be adopted with

modifications for technical teacher production in Nigeria. Table 34

Item 8.1 shows this resuLt. Two of the reasons given by respondents
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were: (1) that the graduates could

setting, and (Z) the B.Ed approach

short tine.
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function effectively in a classroom

could produce ¡nore teachers within a

comnendat of B.Ed rams to I erviewees'

A high percentage (B?%) of comnon agreement was also obtained

for both groups, indicating that respondents would apparently recommend

the B.Ed program for their states. see Table 34 Item 8.2 for the

comparative frequencies and percentages. Time efficiency was one of the

reasons respondents cited since their states needed more qualified

technical teachers within a short period. The recommendation would be

contingent upon some flexibitity to pronote relevance by modifying some

contents of program courses to reflect Nigerian situations, and

providing adequate machinery for monitoring program effectiveness and

relevance.

Item 8.3: Conmuni t ]epe NTTTP entele Be a Good Co

Respondents appeared to feel that recruitment of conmunity college

graduates with technology diplonas was a good concept for the teacher

education program according to the responses of 7g% in UMAN and 54% in
UNB' Ite¡n 8.3 Table 34 also shows that 22% of the respondents in UMAN

and 46% in uNB disagreed. A x2 test result revealed a value of 1.9?g

(df = 1) at .1596 probability level for insignificant differences

between the two groups' responses. Table E-21 of Appendix E presents

this statistical test result.

Other reasons for considering then suitable were that there would

continuously be availabre graduates from Nigerian coLleges of



technology. Thus, NTTTP provided a means of

technology education into teaching.
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encouraging recruits with

Item 8.4: Technologv Field: Suitable for NTTTp

A high percentage of respondents, g1% for both groups, felt their
fields of study were suitable for the NTTTp award. Table 34 ltem 8.4

shows that 89% in UITIAN and 69% at UNB indicated they felt that their
technology fields were suitable, while 31% in uNB and 11% in UMAN did

not appear to share that feeling.

There were three primary reasons provided by those who agreed their
fields were suitable. These included their perceived impressions that

Nigeria needed people in those fields which was stated by four

respondents in UNB and one-half of the respondents in llI{AN. Also, an

increasing number felt these technol.ogy graduates had knowledge, and

could pass that on to their students. Besides, a few felt, their fields
of study were important in both academic and technical teaching. Those

who disagreed felt their fields of study lacked the technical content

for hands-on vocational teaching at the secondary school level. These

areas of technology could only be suitable for tertiary (college) level

teaching.

Iten 8.5: Satisfaction With 24-Month Duration

There appeared to be differences as to whether respondents were

satisfied with the 24*schedule for the B.Ed degree program. over

one-half (56x) in ul{AN chose the "yes" category while 628 in uNB chose

the "No" category as shown in Item B.s of Table 34. A x2 statistical
test, with a vaLue of 0.883 (df = 1) at .9479 probabirity level, did not
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show slgnificant differences between the responses of the two groups

(Table E-22) ' Respondents who felt satisfied with the schedule cited
tine efficiency and adequacy for the B.Ed degree for their reasons.

some felt the duration was just enough, saving time, money and other

resources. Those who chose the "No" category mainly felt there was

pressure on students to complete, and there was no holidays for rest.

tem vant es and i sadvanta of the 24-lto h Teacher
Education

Overall, in both groups, advantages of the 24-month schedule cited
included completion of B.Ed degree within a short time. This was

mentioned by nore than half of the total respondents. The second nost

cited advantage was learning to handle stress and pressure.

Organization and pJanning for compìetion dates, an increasing number in

both groups felt, were useful in building work ethics which would in

future lead to high productivity. AIso, the tight schedule enabled them

to study throughout the year, be motivated together, and',stay out of

troubLe". The short duration, a large nunber perceived, maxinized

resource utilization, saving noney to the Niger:'an governnent in fees

and interns' nonthly living allowances.

Both groups of UMAN and UNB students saw some disadvantage with the

24-nonth duration. Expression of quality of degree-related concerns

fro¡n the UNB, probabJ.y indicating they needed nore time to complete what

some referred to as essential conponents of the B.Ed degree program.

The rest of the respondents saw the 24-month duration as too short felt
academic quaJ-ity and B.Ed standards were adversely affected. They

nentioned Lack of mastery of course content and low overall grade point
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average for respondents could be a direct result of the short duration.

There was little choice for interviewees at LMAN in sel.ection of

courses. Major program components like practice placenents were either
rushed or done at the wrong time as perceived by at UMAN, or missing

completely, as those in UNB felt. The tine schedule linited their
opportunities for sociaL and cultural interaction with the communities,

travel or rest.

8.7: Existjng B. Ed Format Modi ation. Eff lVeness
and Suggestions re Modifications

There was colnmon agreenent among najority of respondents in the two

groups that the B.Ed degree progra¡ns that existed were modified for
NTTTP students in the two settings. Iten g.? Table 3s shows that more

than two-thirds of respondents in UMAN, and alL but one in uNB, felt the

programs were nodified.

Ten respondents (63%) in ul,tAN and seven (b4%) in uNB felt the

modifications nade the B.Ed program more to adequatel.y effective.
Interview responses indicated 38% and 4€'¿ in UMAN and UNB, respectively,

felt the B.Ed programs were less effective. Responses also showed

marginal common agreenent to effectiveness of the B.Ed program due to

the ¡nodificatÍons that were affected.

To a greater number of those respondents who felt the B.Ed program

were either more or adequately effective, the activities provided within
the 24-month period see¡ned to be a factor. In t]},lAN the program r4¡as

adequately effective because "they got the exposure to the world of work

and student teaching practice (and) attended the same classes in general

with other canadian B.Ed program students". The modified program was
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offered in less time by "squeezing in more courses without much loss of

quality". students were occupied at all times rcith the use of every

available time for necessary activities. Courses useful to students

were added for program students. Also, the sumner professional. courses

enabled then to nix with and learned from the experience of practicing

teachers.

In LINB the flexibility allowing program students to enhance their
technical knowledge and interact with students in other faculties was

often cited as the case for the adequacy of B.Bd program as a result of

the modifications. In both situations, the naximization of resources

was often nentioned. Al.so, "the nodified courses in UNB brought in the

home situations".

Resondents in both settings who felt the B.Ed program was less

effective cited factors such as keeping program students separate where

courses designed were not very appealing to canadian students. worse

still, these courses were not related to Nigerian situations. This

tended to li¡rit their interaction with other program students. ALso,

specific to UNB, nearJ,y all the program students interviewed felt the

effectiveness of their teacher education program was adversely affected

due to the lack of practice placenents.

In both groups compulsory sumner courses were ¡nentioned. Major

modifications effected on each B.Ed degree progran appeared to have been

different in the two settings. poor student teaching timing was

indicated by eight of eighteen respondents in UMAN. Less time for
practice teaching was cited by five. Two nentioned the inclusion of

work placenent to conpensate for actual work experience which Canadian
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students were required to have as B.Ed requirenents. rn uNB, lack of

student teaching and work placenent internships h¡ere mentioned by nine

of the thirteen respondents. Six cornmended the availability to them of

the engineering electives which Here normally not avairable to B.Ed

progran students. Onìy a few nentioned uncontrol.led flexibility, while

others appreciated the "home situations" reflected in the sunmer courses

exclusively designed for them.

Item 8.8: Suggested Recomnendations to Improve program

suggestions by more than two-thirds of the respondents in both

groups touched primarily on program administratíon. Concern regarding

program administration was foLl.owed by those on aspects of program

curricula adninistration such as desired flexibility for students to

take technical elective courses in their technology areas with some

control on standards and quality of the B.Ed degree; the need for

continuous evaluation and follow up studies, and making provisions for

students' inputs in progran decision making.

In sone specific detail, a majority of respondents felt
administrators should have provided guidelines for progran

inplementation so that university adapts to sponsors' needs and remove

constraints of local political and other policies and regulations. Next

in order of perceived need was effective means of communication between

CBIE and FME, and the universities as weLl as with students to remove

doubts and have students' problems considered before they got out of

controL.

':
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Item 8.9: Statements of Feelings About NTTTp

statements nade by respondents expressing their feelings'about

NTTTP as they knew it covered various aspects and factors of the

program. These aspects included the nature of the progran which a

najority felt was a new, good and worthwhile concept to be encouraged

and explored.

Over half the respondents felt the progran was generally a success,

the jntentions good, and the central aim plausible. The concept of

training technology diploma graduates to teach their technology areas

h¡as a well conceived idea. The only concerns, nearly one half of the

students perceived, were that the shortcomings of the program

implenentation caused it not to meet students'needs, and to fall below

expectations in providing graduates with adeguate preparatjon to teach

their technology areas effectively.

The products of NTTTP, a few respondents felt, could stiIl improve

technical teaching in Nigeria if they returned. These respondents feLt

the students who had worked hard to make the program seemed like a

success, had developed the spirit and perhaps the motivation that would

be useful for their work in future. About one third (eight) of the

graduates, nostly at UNB, fett they were in better positions to teach at

advanced tertiary, not secondary school Levels.

Sunmarv

Both B.Ed degree programs, a najority of the respondents perceived,

could be adapted in Nigeria (94%), and graduates wouLd recommend these

programs to their states (87%) as revealed in the analysis in this

section. It was also reveaLed that UMAN students (zg%) felt, more so
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than those at UNB (s4%), that community college technology graduates

were a suitable clientele for the NTTTP. Similarly, IlIrlAN students (g9%)

felt their technology areas lent themselves more to secondary school

teaching than the UNB group (69%). The analysis revealed that uNB

resporidents felt that their technology areas were more suited to post

secondary teaching.

The B'Ed degree programs were modified in both settings, as was

indicated in the anal.ysis by 72% in UMAN and 92% in uNB. It was

revealed that the inclusion of student teaching, industrial work

placenent, and sumner courses with practice teaching constituted the

major modifications. At UNB, the effective modification was curricular
flexibility' The flexibility alLowed Nigerian content to be included in
program courses. It also enabled clientele to seLect technical elective

courses from engineering fields.
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CHAPTER V

SUM}IARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Purpose of the Study

The major purpose of this study was to identify and describe the

perceptions that Nigerian student teachers held of the Nigerian

Technical Teacher Training Program (NTTTP) in the Faculty of Education

of the university of Manitoba (UMAN) and of the university of New

Brunswick (UNB).

Specific Objectives

specifically, the four objectives that guided this investigation

were:

1 ' To describe the NTTTP student teachers' characteristics with

respect to selected demographic variables.

2. To determine the Nigerian students' perceptions with respect to

the eight selected component areas of NTTTP imp].enentation variables:

(a) aspects of administration,

(b) knowledge and skilts,

(c) industrial work experience,

(d) student teaching experience,

(e) program thrust and focus,

(f) overseas training concerns,

(g) professional goals, and

(h) occupationaL teacher education.

3. To deternine differences existing between the perception of UNB
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and UMAN Nigerian student teachers as listed above in objective 2.

4- To deter¡nÍne strengths and weaknesses of the NTTTp as perceived

by UMAN and UNB students

Research Methodology

The methodological technique used established a framework for the

study which comprised a structural (evaluation) process-outcome

approach, and a theoretical. (perception) perspective. The design

rationale described the situational factors; survey methodological

(descriptive/comparative/evaluative), and data (quantitative and

qualitative) triangulation techniques enployed. Also provided was a

rationale for population selection and sanple identification.

Data Collection

Data was collected through personal, on-site interview with a

163-item, nine-part investigator-designed instrunent. A nine-menber

panel of experts validated the instrument which was also pilot-tested

with five previous NTTTP graduates. A conbined response rate of g4.6

per cent was obtained (N = 31).

Data Analysis

Data collected fro¡n the interview was anarysed in two ways

according to the nature/type of information. Matrix categorization

technique of univariate content analysis was used in analysing

qualitative data to complenent and explain the quantitative

classifications establ.ished by frequency and percentage comparison and

:
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to link inductively derived progran processes to outcomes

Summary of Findings

The findings presented in this section are sumnarized in relation

to the four specific objectives established.

Objective 1

' To describe the NTTTP student teachers' characteristics with
respect to seLected demographic variab_Les.

1. Over 951 of participants were found to be nale.

2. More than three-quarters of the students participating in the

NTTTP effort ranged in age from 25 - 29 years.

3. Students were almost equaliy distributed between Nigeria's

geographica-l north (six states) with 14 students and south (seven

states) with 16 students.

4. The majority of the stude¡rts arrived in canada in 1979.

5. overall, almost three-quarters of the participants had a west

African secondary school certificate (I{ASC) upon arrivaL in canada.

6' Approximately 71% of NTTTP participants graduated in 1983 with

a Community College Diploma.

7. Over two-thirds (72%) of the students at UlrlAN and over one-half

(53%) at UNB did not possess any coJ.lege industrial experience..

8. At the completion of their B.Ed degree an equal nunber of

students expected to work in teaching (44%) as in business,/industry

(44%) .
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Objective 2

To determine the Nigerian student teachers' perceptions with
respect to the eight selected component areas of NTTTp:

(a) aspects of adurinistration,
(b knowledge and skl1ls,
(c) industrial experience,
(d) student teaching experience,
(e) progran thrust and focus,
(f) overseas training concerns,
(g) professional goals, and
(h) occupationaL teacher education,

Admini stration

1. Approximately 50% of the students

disagreed that NTTTP goals and objectives

were made available to participants.

UM.AN and 69% at UNB

program impJ. ementation

at

for

2. Over one-half (56%) of the students at UMAN and only 38% at UNB

indicated receiving adequate advance credits for previous work done.

3. Accommodation and transportation were not perceived to

constitute a serious problem for 78% (74) of ultAN and 23% (3) of UNB

students.

4. One-half (50%) and less than one-third (31%) at UIrÍAN and UNB

respectively feJ.t that program administrators did not nake suffici.ent

efforts to listen to and alLeviate their concerns.

5. Guidance for program structuring and scheduling was perceived

by both groups (UMAN , 67% and UNB , 77%) to be adequate.

6. Approximately 72% (13) of respondents at UMAN and 77% (10) at

UNB felt that students' inputs were not adequately sought and vaLued.

7. Overall, participants felt that the contributions by their

colleagues (90%), instructors in general (93%) and university officials
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(879) were very effective to effective.

8' At both institutions, stightly over one-half (sl.6%) agreed

that CBIE was very effective to effective.

9. The contributions of FME and NHC were perceived to be

ineffective by approximately 848 and 77%, respectively, of the students

at UMAN and UNB.

10. Respondents in both groups (97%) had good to fair relationships

with university officials and colleagues.

11' University coordinators were perceived to have had good to fajr
relationships with participants by approximately g4% of the

respondents.

72. Approximately 75% of the respondents at ul{AN and 62% at UNB

felt their relationship with both NHC and FME were poor.

Knowledge and Skills

1. Overa]I, approxinately 9T% (30) of respondents felt the B.Ed

progran enabled them to be more knowledgeable of the concerns of

education in Canada and not that of Nigeria.

2' Two-thirds (67%) of the respondents at UMAN compared to under

one-third (31%) at UNB felt that the B.Ed program prepared then

adequately for vocational teaching in Nigeria.

3. Over three-quarters (78%) of respondents at UMAN and 62% at UNB

agreed they would like to have courses dealing specificatly with

Nigerian education.

4. Overall, in both groups, 90% of the respondents felt that

academic courses (minor/second teachable) and professional education

courses were very useful and relevant for teaching in Nigeria.
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5 ' Subject development and media courses were named as the nost
useful' while Foundations of Education and provincial school Laws and

school Administration were cited by participants as the least useful.
6' Student teaching and industrial work placement were Iisted as

the most transferable aspects of the B.Ed program at ul{AN while the

least transferable aspects cited were related to Canadian content in
education and academic courses.

7. science and technical electives were cited as the nost

transferabJ.e aspects of the UNB B.Ed. program while the reast

transferabl.e were related sinilarly to canadian content in courses

Industrial Work Experience

1. Over three-quarters (?T%) of the respondents at both

institutions perceived industrial work placement as necessary in their
training.
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2. In both groups, g1% of the respondents did

change in future pJ.ans as a result of the industriaL

compared to the NTTTP.

not perceive a

work experience

3' Majority of ut'tAN students felt industrial placenent enabled

them to acquire skitls for working in industry (62%), appreciate working

in industry (89%), and gain valuable experience not avairable in
classroom (72%). The pracement was further perceived to be enjoyabre

(67%), and usefuL (72%).

4' Approxinately 44% of IDIAN respondents felt the industrial work

experience enabled then to become nore confident teaching in their
technology area while 50t felt it was relevant to their needs as
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vocational teachers in Nigeria.

5. 0ver ?7tt of respondents in both groups felt there were policies

or regulations that adversely affected the inplenentation of NTTTp as

related to work experience.

6. Respondents indicated that the stronger features of the
tl
ì.individual work experience were the practice work for Ulr,lAN, and exposure 'l
,ìr

to the world of ¡rork for both groups 
,l:
:Ì:
.ìì

ìl:

Student Teaching Experience

1. Approximately 97% of all the respondents felt student teaching

practice was necessary to the B.Ed degree program.

2. Future plans of respondents in both groups (UMAN, 7Z%; UNB,

85%) did not change as a result of the student teaching related

experience.

3. Nearly all of the UMAN students indicated they were placed in

public high or technical vocational schooLs; and taught most]y in their
second teachable acadenic areas.

4. The student teaching experience enabLed over 94% of the UMAN

respondents to acquire confidence teaching, 100% to understand classroon

teaching duties, and 83% to become aware of school procedures in the

province.

5' For teaching in Nigeria, 61% of lll'lAN respondents would choose

similar type of school where their placenent occurred i 67? the cLass

level , and 89% the courses they taught.

6 ' The timing of the student teaching experience conponent of the

NTTTP at LlltlAN was perceived as Ínappropriate and the duration as too

short while supervÍsion, evaluation, and reLevance of the student
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teaching experience were perceived as satisfactory.

7. Approximately two-thirds of UÈ{AN students perceived exposure to

real classroom situation and opportunity for practice as the stronger

features of student teaching, while preparation and delivery of lessons

to peers were perceived by UNB participants.

8. Tining and short duration of uìlAN students teaching was

perceived to be a weaker feature of the student teaching experience

while evaluation by peers and length of practice teaching were similarly
perceived at UNB.

Program Thrust and Focus

1 ' Respondents opinions were approxinately equally divided between

agreement (35%) and disagreement (39%) with regards to experiences and

skilrs being readily applied in industry than in the classroon.

2. Approximately 44% of UMAN students and 23% in UNB agreed that

they had more confidence in teaching than for working in industry.

3. Approxirnatery 61% (11) UMAN respondents and 38% (5) of UNB felt

their technical areas lent themselves readily to teaching at the

secondary school. level. in Nigeria.

4. Over 80% of NTTTP students in both groups agreed that they had

occupational advantage as vocational teachers due to the dual focus of

the industry/school B.Ed preparation.

5. Nearly two-thirds (8) of the respondents at UMAN felt their
preparation was adequate for work in business/industry/labour (BIL) and

for teaching.

6. At uuAN, al.L the respondents (18) and over two-thirds (13) felt

their B.Ed preparation for teaching and for BIL respectively was
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adequate.

Overseas Training Concerns

1. over two-thirds of all respondents (69%) felt that studying as

a group from one country was "very comfortable", did not timit their

interaction with other campus students and it pronoted unity anong them

(Nigerians ) .

2. Over three-quarters (72%) of respondents agreed

as a group from one country should be encouraged.

3. One-hal.f (55%) of all respondents (31) disagreed

members who understand their culture appeared to be able

learnÍng experience relevant to their needs in Nigeria.

that studying

that faculty

to structure

4. The availability of facilities in Nigeria, technological

obsolescence, transfer and appljcation of acquired skills and knowledge

at home, and the problems of irrel.evancy due to canadian content in

various courses hlere technological concerns nost often cited.

5. About two-thirds of the students interviewed stated perceived

technological needs to include lack of adequate laboratories, work shops

and teaching aids, and the challenge of relating learning to Nigerian

situations as wefl. as remaining current in one's professional fields.

6. Apparent cultural concerns included application of theories and

nethods based on canadian content to Nigerian settings and providing

examples familiar to students in Nigeria.

Professional Goal.s

1. Over 94% of respondents at UMAN and 69% at UNB felt the B.Ed

degree was very important to their long term professional goals.
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2. Nearly all (97r) of

in their technology areas to

3. The two main reasons

NTTTP award were:

778

the NTTTP respondents would prefer a degree

the B.Ed degree.

cited by respondents for accepting the

i) the need for a university degree, the type notwithstanding; and

ii) the convenience a scholarship provided when financial

constraints Iimited their opportunity for further education.

4. Approximately, 90% of the respondents in the two groups felt
they had fulfilled their objectives for accepting the NTTTp

schoì.arships.

5. Both groups conbined rated "further studies in technology area"

as the nost preferred option (i = r.94) while "seek employment in

canada" was the least preferred option (i = ¿.al) of their inmediate

plans upon B.Ed graduation.

6. Over 7?% of the respondents indicated that the overall NTTTP

experiences altered some of their initial occupational plans.

0ccupational Teacher Education

1. Over 94% of respondents at both institutions felt the teacher

education program could be adopted with modifications for technical

teacher training in Nigeria.

2. A high percentage (87%) of all respondents indicated they would

recommend the B.Ed program for their states.

3' Overall 80% of respondents felt their fields of study were

suitable for the NTTTP award.

4. Èlore than two-thirds of respondents in UIr,lAN and alL but one jn

UNB felt the B.Ed programs were modified.
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Objective 3

To determine differences existing between the perceptions of uNB
and IIIÍAN Nigerian student teachers as Listed in objective 2.
Sone areas where differences were revealed included:

Aspects of Administration

1. Fifty per cent of the

UNB indicated the individual B

2. Sixty-one per cent of

received adequate information

felt the opposite.

3. UMAN participants (56%) felt

CBiE while about 85% at UNB indicated

rel ationship .

Knowledge and Skills

1. Sixty-nine per cent of the

felt the B.Ed program enabled them

concerns of education in Nigeria.

3. Significant differences were

perceived relevance and usefulness of

English language courses for teaching

and UNB agreeing.

students at UMAN compared to g% only at

.Ed progran drawn up satisfied them.

the students at UMAN fett they had

to guide their program while BS% at UNB

they had poor

they had good

relationship with

to fair

students at UNB and only 22% at

to be more knowìedgeable of the

found to occur with respect to the

both technicaL electiveè and

in Nigeria with UMAN disagreeing

UMAN

2. Approximateìy 39% of the respondents at UMAN and 62% at uNB

agreed that instructors pernitted assigned projects to refl.ect Nigerian

content.
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Industrial Work Experience

1. Approxlmately 72% of respondents at UI{A,N and only 23f at UNB

agreed that they met the objectives of the related work component of

NTTTP.

2. Only 1lf at LIMAN and over two-thirds (69%) at UNB felt a

different industry work-reLated experiences woul.d have been preferred.

3. More than 94% (17) of Ulr{AN respondents indicated they were

placed in industry while 92% (12) participants at UNB said they were not

placed in industries.

Student Teaching Experience

1. Approximately 94% of UII{AN and only 15% of UNB students felt

they met the objectives for the student teaching conponent of NTTTP

through the experience they had.

2. A different student teaching - related experiences would have

been preferred by 85ts of UNB students and by only 17% of UMAN.

3. Nearly three-quarters (72%) of UMAN respondents indicated that

no policies adversely affected the implenentation of the student

teaching component while 92% of UNB respondents felt such policies and

regulations were present.

Program Thrust and Focus

1. t{hiIe over one-half, 56*, of respondents at UMAN disagreed that

the skills and knowledge gained in the B.Ed program were equally

applicable in school as in industry about 54% agreed in UNB.
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Occupational Teacher Education

1. UIíAN (56%) felt they were

program schedule while 62% at UNB

satisfied with the 24-nonth B.Ed

felt they were not.

Objective 4

To deternine strengths and weaknesses
UMAN and UNB student teachers.

of the NTTTP as perceived by

The following are the major perceived strengths and weaknesses of

NTTTP revealed by the findings of this study in the areas of:

Administration

1. University resources for program inplementation were perceived

to be very adequate by both groups of students.

2. Lack of direct involvement in NTTTP inplementation, and

ineffective comnunication with students by the Nigerian Federal Ministry

of Education and Nigerian High Conmission in Canada were perceived by

student participants.

3. Over 72% of the student participants in both groups felt

students inputs in decision making regarding program implementation were

neither sought nor valued,

Knowledee and Skills

1. Over 90* of the students in both groups perceived acadenic

courses (minor/second teachable) and professional education courses to

be very usefuL and relevant for teaching in Nigeria.

2. Over 90% of UNB students felt technical electives and English

Language courses were useful and relevant to teaching in Nigeria.
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3. Over

electives and

relevant.

one-half of the students

English Language courses

at UMAN felt

were not very

both technical

useful and

Industry $lork Experience

1. The strong. -eatures of the industry work pìacenent at UNB

cited were:

(a) the practice,

(b) exposure to the world of work and related

(c) working with and getting to know people.

2. In UNB exposure to industry through visits

mentioned by more than one-half of the students as

of their industry-related experience.

technology fieId, and

and observations was

the stronger features

3. Lack of payments or renumeration to UI{AN student participants

were cited as the prinary ¡¡eakness of the work-related experiences.

4' Lack of formal industry placement, briefness of the industry

visits, and the unrelatedness of sone of the industries visited were

mentioned by UNB as weaknesses of the experience.

Student Teaching Experience

1. The stronger features of the student teaching experience cited

by UMAN students were the exposure to real classroom situation and the

opportunity for student teaching practice.

2. The opportunity to nicroteach, practice teaching before their

peers, and preparation of Lesson plans were the stronger features cited

by UNB respondents.

3. The weaker features of the student teaching placement at UMAN

¡
:i

tll
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were the poor timing and short duration.

4. At UNB, the lack of formal classroom placement for practice

teaching and evaluation by peers were considered as u,eaker features and

the practice (peer teaching) uras not long enough to cause desired

impacts.

Program Thrust and Focus

1. Over two-thirds of the respondents at Ul'fAN fel.t the preparation

for business,/industry/labour (BIL) was adequate.

2. Over one-half of the respondents at UNB felt the preparation

for business/industry/labour was adequate.

3. All the LIMAN participants felt the NTTTP prepared then

adequately for teaching in the classroom.

4. Over one-half of the UNB participants felt the NTTTP prepared

them adequately for teaching in the classroom.

0ccupational Teacher Education

1. Approximately 56% of LDIAN respondents indicated that they were

satisfied with the 24-month schedule for the B.Ed program due primarily

to resource efficiency.

2. About 62% of respondents at UNB felt they were not satisfied

with the 24-month schedu.Ie, with 23% stating the period was too J.ong

for the B.Ed preparation while 39t cited stress due to the intensity.

3. In the combined UMAN/UNB groups 62% reported that the intensive

24-r¡onth B.Ed teacher training program rrras satisfactory and enabled then

to complete the B.Ed degree within a short time.

:ìì

iìi
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Conclusions

Fron the analysis of data and findings of this study it coutd be

concluded in part that:

1. NTTTP students strongJ.y supported the need for availabiLity of

program implementation guidelines and the direct involvement of Nigerian

Federal lttinistry of Education, Nigerian High Commission and when

feasible Nigerian universities, in overseas program impì.ementation.

2. There was a high concensus for a need to involve student

participants in program decision making and for a more effective

seLection of potential program student participants.

3. There was dissatisfaction among UNB participants with regards

to the adequacy of advance credits awarded for previous work conpleted

prior to NTTTP registration.

4. There was consensus concerning the need

courses which could provide a basis for students

for

to

Nigerian related

link Canadian

training to Nigerian situations.

5. While there was agreement that the UMAN B.Ed program prepared

participants relatively more adequately for vocational teaching in

secondary schooL, UNB program prepared them more for post-secondary

teaching or training in industry.

6. Though a large number of students indicated that their initial

occupational plans had changed due to the overal.l NTTTP preparation, a

substantial number of the respondents felt the change was due to neither

student teaching nor industry work experiences.

7. While no significant difference was obtained in the percentages

of graduates who opted for classroom teaching, students at tll'lAN tended
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to report a greater inclination towards secondary school teaching.

8. though a substantial nunber of NTTTP students indicated that

they felt the 24-month B.Ed degree program hras resource-efficient and

satisfactory a sizeable nunber of the respondents indicated that it was

too intensive and stressful.

9. Evidence showed a vital need for industry work and student

teaching (school internship) placements for B.Ed preparation, and also

indicated that a number of policies, regulations, and factors adversely

affected their inpJ.ementation in various ways.

10. Although all the students interviewed indicated that they

achieved the objectives for which they accepted the NTTTP award, only a

minority would accept teaching as a career, or be available for teaching

on graduation from NTTTP; a greater nunber pJ.an to further studies

primarily in technology areas or work in industries.

11. Though a substantial number of respondents felt the B.Ed

(vocationaì) degree was inportant to their long tern professionaJ. goals

and that they had occupational advantage as vocational teachers due to

its dual focus, almost all respondents indicated a preference for a

degree in their technology areas.

72. General agreement among respondents indicated that ¡cith

appropriate modifications, the B.Ed degree programs in both universities

were suitable for accel.erated vocational teacher preparation in

Nigeria.

13. It was revealed that comnunity college graduates ldere a

suitable clienteLe for the B.Ed degree teacher education program and

that the judgenents of these student participants on the adequacy of
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NTTTP preparation for vocational teaching in Nigeria were based, at the

time, on limlted previous experience or training ln teacher education in

Nigerian context.

Recomnendat ions

Based on the analysis and interpretation of data from the study

the Nigerian student teachers perceptions of the Nigerian technical

teacher training program (NTTTP) in the two participating Canadian

universities, the following series of recommendations are provided.

is proposed in respect of:

NTTTP Improvement

1. That ¡nore effective screening of applicants for overseas

training program be carried out to maximize the potential for attainment

of intended purpose of the program.

2. That more effective communication and closer relationships be

established with the students in the process of program implementation

by the sponsor's agents, Nigerian Federal Ministry of Education and the

Nigeria High Cornmission in Canada, and by the program administrator, the

Canadian Bureau for International Education.

3. That a designated coordinator be appointed and identified to

the students at each university to coordinate the programs activities

and related infornation dissemination.

4. That there be direct and active involvement of Nigerian Federal

llinistry of Education and Nigeria High Commission or any other

designated Nigerian government representative Ín progran planning and

implenentation.

of

It
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5. That lnputs from students as adults be sought and incorporated

in program planning and inplenentation.

6. That equivalent of thirty (30) credit hours of ninimun advance

standing be awarded for previous work conpleted at the comnunity college

and for appropriate work experience as well as discourage extra academic

load in addition to that required for B.Ed degree graduation.

7. That there be less Canadian culture-based content in theory

courses, and more enphasis be given to Education Methods courses while

making opportunity available to incorporate Nigerian related courses to

participants during training overseas.

8. That, in implementing the B,Ed degree program there should be a

reduction of work placenent and technology electives to increase the

components of student teaching and second teachable academic area.

9. That independent directed studies focusing on the concerns of

transfer and application in Nigeria of related technological knowJ.edge

acquired in Canada be nade available to participating students as part

of their B.Ed degree curriculum.

10. That opportunities be made available for participants to

undertake during training short tern practice placement or experiences

in Nigeria so as to have contacts with hone conditions and fa¡nilies.

Alternatively, on return, orientation or supervised internships be

provided prior to fornal teaching appointnrent.

11. That opportunities be made available for Nigerian university

education professors to be involved in planning and inplenentation of

international education programs.

72. That given the adninistrative concerns revealed in this study,
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and that lnternational technical education continue to constitute an

important part of Nigerian education system, the Federal government of

Nigeria should train a suitable cadre of officers within the various

ninistries of education and the universities specially for the

nanagement of international education programs.

Further Studies

1. That a follow-up study of NTTTP students currently studying in

graduate programs in Canada should be conducted to determine the current

participants' perceptions of the Canadian teacher preparation.

2. That, to build a body of avaiLabLe data in international

contracted education, this study be replicated with:

i) other foreign students participating in similar prograns in

Canada, and

ii) NTTTP students in the United States of America.

3. That in Canada, in order to increase the relevance of their

studies abroad for developing nations' students, a study be carried out

which examines the feasibility of a university-based flexible curricul.a

aJ.lowing the inclusion of foreign students hone infornation and

permitting limited specialization in technology areas when designing

foreign students' education curricula.

4. That studies be carried out to determine suitable guldelines

for place¡nent of foreign students in Canadian work settings and

institutions so as to naxinize learning experiences and benefits to

both interns and enployers.

5. That follow-up and conparative studies of NTTTP graduates at

work in Nigeria be done so as to assess the effectiveness of the
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Canadian teacher preparatÍon.

6. That exploratory studies be carried out to deternÍne the

feasibility of and derive principles for the involvement of Nigerian

universities in planning and implenenting international education

programs.

7. That, given the acute need of vocationa.L teachers in Nigeria

and the production Level of Nigerian technology colleges, feasibility

studies be conducted regarding the recruitment of Nigerian technology

college graduates with Ordinary National Diploma (OND) for accelerated

bi-foci teacher education within 24-nonths employing nodified B.Ed

degree program formats of the NTTTP.
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Appendix A

This appendix contaÍns a sample correspondence regarding

information for the study. The sanple is a later correspondence.

EarLier correspondence of similar nature were written to different

related agencies which included Nigerian Federal Ministry of Education

in Lagos, the Canadian Bureau for International Education (Ottawa), and

the Nigerian High Conmissions or Embassies in Ottawa, Canada; London,

England and New York, USA.
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TT{E UNIVERSITY OF M^NIT(I|^

lJendy l{orton
Progran Admlnlstr¡tor
Canadlan Bure¡u for

InteEnttlonel Educttlon
l4l l¡urler St. lJest
OTTAIJA, Ontarlo
rlP 5J3

Dear lJendy:

RE: NTÎTP Evaluation - Infonnatlon
re Strted PEoBrem Goals

thank you im,îenrely for your cooperation ln supplylng neetled informatlon
requested so fer.

I have not been ¡ble to find the Etated goals or objectives of the Ntgerlar,
Technical Teacher Trainlng Prograrn (NTTTP) ln any of the docunents from
your offlce rnd other aources revieeed so far. Goals ¡+d objectlves of the
protr¡url provlde the basls for this study shich ettenpts to assess the
strengths and reaknesEes of the present NTTTP lmpleroentation for future
pEogran Lmprovenent.

Hy ettempt to corne by thls lnfogrnatlon durlng, rny vlalt to ottasa failed
because the dir€ctor, Floyd Tuzo, Has too busy to trant ny acheduled
lnten'tes. All efforts I aade to reschedule ¡nother lntervler¡ r¡lth him
f¡lled during ny eeek's stty ln Ottana. And, Roger Charles, uho ¡ttended
to Ìe ln hle pltce, nould not provicle thls tnform¿tion.

Ît¡e lnfornatlon here l¡ that Hhlch gulded CBIE/F}IE to select the teo
unlvcrsttlee r¡¡d thelr p¡rtlcular B.Ed. paotrans. It ls hopecl that ¡uch
lnfornatlon rlll be contrlned ln the CBIE/FTE contr¡ct tutdellnes or tn th€1r
GrrllcE correspondence prlor to Aprlt 1982 r¡hen the PEoBren uaE rpproved.

A¡ u¡u¡l¡ I count on your u¡u¡l coopea¡tlon to 3et thlt lnfornatiot¡ es

toon rE poralble.

Yourç - p lncerely,
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B. N. E¡uf.



Appendix B

Appendix B is a format of the University of Manitoba B.Ed degree

program approach which was utilized for the Nigerian Technical Teacher

Training Program implementation. RequÍred credit hours of work for B.Ed

graduation are specified for each section and/or course.
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. ÎABLE I

AtIERNATIvE YOCAÎIONAL ÎEACHER EDUCAÎIoN PROGRAII (AvlEP)

CREDII HOURS REQUIRED BT nED RIVER CoHI{UHITT CoLLEGE

3330

30 credlt hours
traneferred froo
approved ÈYo year
Ècchnical tralnlng
coapleted at other
InstlÈut1on.

822-8204 Educatlonal
Teatlng and Evaluatlon 3

B?2-8206
Educatlonal PsycholoBY 3

823-Er03
Audlo Vleual Educatlon 3

823-8201 0rganizlng
IndusÈrlal Educatlon
Facllltles .r

B23-E2OZ Prfnclples of
Industrlal Educatlon

823-E203 Course
Developoent in
Industrtal Educatlon

824-T030 Relat,ed
Tcchnlcal and School
Erperlence Prograo

823-8105 General
Tcachlng llcthods I

823-8205 Gcncral
leachlnq ìlethod¡ II

B2 3 -830 t
Independcnt Study

823-8302
Indcpcndent Study

9

'3

3

(3)

(3)

(Optlonal - by arrangeoenÈ )



ÎABLE II

ALÎERNATIYE YOCATIONAL ÎEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAI{ (AVTE)

cREDrl HoURS nEQUTRED
FACULTY

UNIYERSITT OF I{ANITOBA
EDUCATION

BÏ
OF

63

Soclal Foundatlons Educatlon

SchooI Orlanizatlon

Enrllsh Co¡posltlon

Vocational Educatlon (6 credits)
(select tuo ll2 courses froo llst )

8l .20s
8r .208
8t.217
8l .309

PlannÍng and HanaBeoent
Probleos and lrends
BusfneBs and Induscrlal EnterPrlses
Principles and ilethods of CooperatlYe
lJork ucat 10n

3

3
3
3

One courseg for the aecond teachfnR area

Vocatlonal Educetfon ( t2 credlts )
(select tppropriate block)

Health Occupatlon BIock

8l.2ll
81.399

Health Educ¡t1on
Independcnt Probleo

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
6

8l .209 Outdoor Educatlon
ElccÈ Educatlonal Courae

1r¡de & Tcchnlcal Block

El.3l0 Technlcal ElccÈ1ve
8t.3rl lechnlcel ElectlYe
81.312 Technical Electlve
81.313 lechnlcal Electlve

Related OccupaÈlons Block
(coooerclal itt, food tervlcegr Gosoêtology)

8t .399 Indepcndent Problen
81.405 l{edla ProducÈ1on

Elcct Educatlon Courcea



nlcatlong

Gcneral Learninn D1sabl

Vocatlonaf Educttlon (ó credltc)

LaboraÈory l{ethods for Studentg
v1Èh Special Neede

uDer vl slon of Yocat loUalllg-q-atlon
8l . ôrx

El .3XT

cadeolc courBe for Eecond tqaç¡-Ln

Elect elther one additlonal acadeofc course
1n second Èeachable or one oethods course
1n the second teachabl-g---q¡-9.9

Possible aress for tecond teachable subJecÈs:

Art
Geroan
l{usic
French
HistorY
Engl 1sh
Agrlculture
Life Sciences
Ukralnlan
Span 1s h
Sc lences
l{atheoatics
Thea tre
Geog ra ph y
Cooputer Science
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Appendix C

The University of New Brunswick specialÌy desígned individually

structured NTTTP (B.Ed) program format utjlized for implenentatÍon of

the Nigerian Technicaì Teacher Training Program is incLuded. The format

as shown served to guide the advisor and students on structuring the

B.Ed degree program experiences.



TABLE III

PROGRAI{ FORI{AT
B.ED INDUSTRIAL YOCATIONAL PAÎTERN

Student No

A.

STUDENT

FACULTT ADVISOR

Arts/Sclence ( 30-36 cr. hrs. )
I llath or tpproved Alternatlve
(ó cr. hrs. )

I Sclcnce or aPProved alternaÈive
(6 cr. hrs.)

Plus t8-2¿ cr. hrs.

CO}IPLETED
Seselon- Date Credlt

B. Educarlon (¿8 Èo 54 cr. hrs.)
BDUC 1003-0rlcntaÈ1on to Teachlng

lO04-Introductlon to Teachfng
200¿-Ch1ld Devc loPoent
2005-Applled Learnlng
t Asceasoent

3004-Socl¡1, PhlloeoPhical
¿ Hiacorlcal Foundatlonc
3005-Adaln. & LcgaI

Foundat 1 on s
EDCI t 2t¿-Co¡aunlcarlons

I 2 I 5-Co¡¡un lcat lons
EDV0 3975-Tcachlng IrduBt'rlal

Educ¡tlon
EDVO 4977-Ctrriculu¡ Dev. ln

Indutt,r lt t Educat f on
EDVO ¿980-Induetrl¡I Yocatlon
-/ Pt¿ctlcuE

ftu" 2 othcrg
Educat,lon ( t2

1n Yocatlonal
cr. hrs . )



).

c. lcchnical Speclalty (VPTO 30 cr.
lrade Coopetency

hrs. )

lcchnlcal Optlons

lOTAL 138

IIOTE: The dffference betveen the nunber of credlt hours
alloved in the trade conpeEency and uork
experlence area and the oaxiaun credlts alloned
for the technlcal specialty Eust be oade uP vÍÈh
technÍcal option courses. 

,\



Appendix D

This appendix contains the complete data collection instrument.

includes a cover letter for the instrument. The instrument was

developed by the investigator through exploratory interviews with six

program officials and four former program students (NTTTP graduates),

then in this M.Ed program in the UnÍversity of Manitoba and through

review of program docunents and professional literature.

It



Dear Nigerian colleague:

l"fy nare is Bonlface N. Eh¡k. Like all of ycn:, I !ænt thrcqgh tle Nigerian Tedmlcal
Teacþr Traintrg Prog¡ær (ìrfflP). I believe tt¡at æ Fartfcfpants, r.e all ha,¡e concerns
abcn¡t ad suggestlors for tle imçnorerent of thls fcgræ to ÍEet tte trajnfu€ reeds of
student teachers. Such fmçnorsrents rvlll increase tle direct berefits to frtrure fograt
str¡dent teachers as i¡dfvidrul s ad as a grqlp ad i¡rcre¿se trderstandirg abo.rt gog, an
partners. By talcirg prt fn tte s-rrrey ycn¡ are ccntrihrtirg fargely to uake thls shrrdy a
success. tre study fs designed to collect aú. a,:øJ-yze sh¡dent teacl¡ersr perceptions of
tte B.Fd Frogrer in yotr setÈirgs in effort to impnore tte effectiveress of future I'ITIIP
offerirgs.

This srwey I{IIL }ût IDNTIIY IIIE qJESIICN\IAIRE W SIUDENTS Ml'ß CR NJMBER.

To obfain as uuch inforrnation as pssfble frcm tle analysis of tte viers gtven in tþ
qæstionnaire, I w"i1l relate yurr opinions to ycÂrr sitr¡atiors ad to yurr field of shrdy.
Tterefore, I vnlld be grateful should yar goride tte ínforrnation reqrested in this s.rwey
intewie¿ cn ymr bcþro-rd, yot¡r trainirg, ad e<prisrces of tte NTIIP in yotrr settir€.
Tte srvey is a structured prsonal intewiew betr.een you ad tte irvestigator at your
cor¡¡enie¡rt tînp.

YüJ ARE FREE TO WTIHDRAI^J FROM T}IE SII]DY AT ¡Ù{Y TD€.

The intervis^r takes abart cre tnur, deperdirg cn your interest ad i¡teraction. I
wil-t'Dake the results of this strrrrey ar¡ailable to all of yrm r^fp are interested. In that
resFct, yru can ccntact nE ry:

I) Phore: (204) 774402 (HcnE) or (204) 474-8215 (office¡
2) Address: P.0. Box 2741, L,Iirmipeg, Ihr-itoba R-æ 483

OR

3) Leave yu.rr t'nre nrnber
OR

4) Your nae ad address (in Canada or Nigeria)

Thanh pr
Yotr colleague

B.N. Ehik
INIM5/IEI^T SGIEDI.ILE FWM

Yqr rvill be available for tþ intervisr at aboc an/pn on
ard I \.d11 frnne to confirm ¡þis tinp ad date.

Yq:r næe is
contact yur þ:

Ptpre:

(eJtter first or ]¡s¡ n¡¡p). I c¿n

Address:
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lltAN #

I'NB #

D¡SINUCTi.OI{S M. SIRIJCruRED INIER\TTEI,J

D{S'IRUCTTOS:

A 118t of etåterøÉs related to )rur bckgrûrrd rd erperierrces fn Èr Nfgerla Teclnical
lbacher Îråfnfug hqrm (MITP) tn Csrda fs l¡rclrrted fn thts q.pstfcnnaire. ple¿se respord to
all etaterænts æ tprestly æ pesfble. Yor çfnlas iútl b a valuable cfirtrlh¡tion to È¡i6
ettdy.

Yol hs\te thfs qræstfør¡aire wlth yul for reference. I ÌrlIL red each ståtæ¡t. please
tell æ ùfch of fu e"rtul" *p*,"o w., ¡""t æ"t *p*tr . !!p cr.ars

crn SIROÌ$Ly
åCRm (SA) Èo SIRO¡GLY DISffiEE (g), es folLqs:

SA = STR0IGLY ffi,EE
A - ÆREE

U = uliDECIÞ
D - DISÆRE

SD = SIROIGLY DISÁCREE

SCTTCN I: ADMINISTRÆICN

Tt¡-is æction cn ProgrõD úúnistration gives yru tle çporttnlty to react to tle deqr-ncy of tle
s'lr¡l ni st¡¿$ve pno,rlsiors durirg NIIIP f-lplsgÌtatlon.

STdIE¡fr\'T

l.l NI|IP goals rd objectives for progræ irylæ¡tation rere nwle e\rallable
!6 n't 1 Frticfpants.

I.2 Yo,¡ recefved dequate dvsrce credits for parlols rork dme.

1.3 tE B.Ed. Frogræ ùa,n r.p for yu¡ sattsfied )¡cr.E Frceptlqs of NIIF
for rpcatlcnal t€aclEr dr¡catlcn.

1.4 l*cn prqræ eaçeriences rære porl.led ln ære tlran cre ættirg, >æu tBd
no ærious problen wtth pr.r æccuodatlon rd træsportaticn.

1.5 hqræ er+r'rnfstretor€ Íwle s.rfffcfent dfort to lJsten to rd allarlate
8tr.r¡lpntrs Fr€ræ oÍþetrts.

1.6 Æeqr¡a¡e gufdsrEe rns ar¡allable to guide pr tn Frogræ
Brrrturfrg/scHulfug.

1.7 In èctslsr EkJrg regardfug prqtæ l4leuentatfør:

- Sh-dentsr fnnts rere deqr-ntely ær.Eht.
- Sh.dentsr tnnts rær€ valrnd.

ffimMÐ\T

SAAUDÐ

SAAUDSD

SAAUDS

SAAUDÐ

SAAUDSD

Si{AUDÐ

SAAUDÐ
SAAUDS
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1.8 $eclfy tle n¡nber of credft totrrs you recefired for prevla:s rork dcne.

1.8.1 Dtd ytr¡ have dequate fnforr¡atfcn to grdde yarr ¡rcgræ?

1.8.2 If lcu rsræred ìb", rùrat ddfttonal fnforrnatlon dfd yur reed?

Yes lto

1.8.3 l*þ, ln 1u:r çintør, uas in a positfon to E]€ tlut l¡formatlon a\raflable?

1.9 EValtnte tle conÈrlbrtfors (effectf\reress/lreJfectiveress) of eæh of tlese 4encies in
attalîlr€ tle prog:ræ's goals ad objectlves.

Very Effective Effective Ir¡eJfective

t.9.1 Ya:r colleagr-es

I.9.2 InsÈructors fn gereral

1.9.3 lJnlversity officlals

t.9.4 6rE

I.9.5 Mgerian Hlgh frnm{ssiør

t.9.6 Nþerian Federal ìftn-isrry
of Edr¡cation

I.9.7 OtÞr gents (specify)

I.tO Assess prcgran-sndent relatiorships wlth tle foltodrg Frr€rem particípants (good/poor).

Good Fafr Foor
l.l0.l Yo-r collægræs

1.10.2 InsÈn¡ctors in gereral

t. 10. 3 thfrrersfry (c¡llege) cærdl¡racors

1.10.4 CBIE offtclals

1.10.5 Nfgerlan tllgh Gd.ssicn

1.10.6 Fl€ offidals

1.10.7 O¡tcr relat€d €en¡6

l.ll Ocmnsrrts/&Egesticns m tlE fssLes of cnrærrs to )æ1,¡ rdth respct to ÈtE d¡inistratfcn
of thfs prqra.
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SECfiCN 2: lQùI,{1ffi8 A,lD SKILIS

ltrls æctlon ermlres tul ¡ur prcefve tle releva¡ne d tle progrære æadpqrr.c content rd
professlonal *üfs to )u.E Bltuatltrr.

2.1.I -enables )u¡ b bmre lechtfedgeable of tle corrcerrs d drretlm ln Cr¡ada SAAUDS

2.I.2 - erables )u¡ to þ mre ¡cu.tfedgeable d tþ concerrs of edratlon l¡r

STATÐ8ÌI

2.1 lte B.&1. çr€ræ prortded æadæfc lcwledge that:

Nfgeria

2.1.3 - prepares 1ul dequtely for \Dcational t€echfug in Nlgerla

2.2 D¡rifg yilr ralnfug ya: u:Id tsr¡e ttked to tsr¡e coJrses ¡þ¡ ¿le¡l¡
specfff¡¡l ly rdth Nlgertan sdrra¡io¡.

2.3 InsÈnrctorË prmttted asslgned projects to reflect Nfgerian content ff

ÆRmmll

SAAUDÐ

SAAUDÐ

SAAUDÐ

SAAUDÐ

SAAUDSD
SAAUDS
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD
SAAUDÐ

2.4

2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.4
2.4.5

2.5

2.5.r
2.5.2

2.6

2.6.1
2.6.2

2.7
2.7.r

etud€nts æ èsfred.

Drrirg yolr rajnlrg, cq¡rses fn tle foltorlrg areas rËre ræry r¡eful a-d
relevanÈ for teachfrg ln Nigeria:

- æ¿demic cq¡reês (nfror/secord teact¡able)
- professional (ed'catlon currses)
- teclrúca1 efectives
- English )arguage
- otter (specify)

Gfve tle naes of tle tso cqrses 1n yu-r B.Ed. pogræ rñ1ch rære tle mst rreful for
tp.ctrf¡g ln Nlgerla.

dve tle r¡æs of tle no cûlraes tn prr B.Ed. prqræ whfch rære tle lcacE tseful for
teachlrg fn Nfgerla.

I;lst tle æpects d f¡u.r B.el. pogræ e<perierrces.
Þbst tre¡sferable to Nlgerian rcrk s1Èr¡atlør:

2.7.2

2.8 Ædlttonal crrn'Fnts m tle relerrdEe of tle prog'rants rrlgtic lanùedge ard related
aldlls to )ur ¡prk sftr¡atfm fn NfSerIå.
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SECIICN 3: IIü.]SIRTAL T{RK ÐORIEII]E

It¡ls æctføl ællcfts ¡urr vlas rd.th regard to rprk ecperterrce tñfch p, D¿Ð¡ or my rot haue
been placed fn tle lrdrntry or H fr¡c-Lass related ecprferrces.

SfAfÐ@.II

3.1 l¡¡116¡¡{¡ì ¡prk pl¡cer*rt (fnternshtp) for pactlcal erperterrce
Es rncessary for ¡u.rr B.Ed. Fr€ran.

3.1.1 lùaÈ are yurr reasors?

ÆRm@lÎ

SAAUDÐ

3.I.2 Þscrfbe rtrat yul rl{d for frd,rsey reLated erperlerrce ccrrporg'¡t of MITp.

3.2

3.3

Ycr¡ æt tle objectir¡es for tle related r¡crk cmponent of NIIIP b/ tiE
ecti\rltles of thts e<perierre.

Yo.¡r frture plars teve chãged as a result of this lrdustr¡rclated

Yes ìto

rork ørperlerrce.

3.3.1 State yurr re¿¡sons.

3.4

3.4.1 htrv?

A dlfferent ecperlørce dter tÌ¡an rtnt yul dfd ru.úd have been
preferable in yarr situatiø¡. SAAUDS

3.5 !Ère yn¡ Cåced fn lrd¡stry for rprk e<perferrce?

3.5.1 Specffy tle lrdr¡srry )ûl rpre ptâced

Yes No

f, rEsPoiüD ID rHE Elr.ü{itü ITÐ4S t,
l,oNly IF ìrLt rdRE Him IN INDuSrRyt

3.6 the l¡dustrfal practtcal erperterrce enabled )rqt to:

3.6.1 - æqrdre skllls for rærldrg fn lrdustry
3.6.2 - Þcsnp mre ccnfldent Èeactrftg fn yur teclnotcgy area
3.6.3 - 4rpreciate rorldrg fn frdustry
3.6.4 - gêln r¡alrrhle erperience rot arra.llable fn t]E ¡le6s¡s6¡¡

SAAUDÐ
S{AUDÐ
SAAUDS
SAAUDSD
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3.7 lte lrdustrlal ezrperierrce lne:

3.7.1 - enJopbte
3.7.2 -usefrd SAAUDÐ
3.7.3 - relevãr ro )u¡r reeds as I \Dcerronat rpqcler fn Nigerla i Î T 3 3
3.9 lt¡aÈ ere yu:r cptniors regarding lrdustr¡-reJaÈed þrk ecperterrce cûupüEnt of ÉE NIIIPfn terus of :

t1ni¡g
D.raË1on

EValuatlcn ÌbÈH
Relevance to vocar@
Otters (specffy¡

r-
f, FOR ALL reSPONDüVISÊ

3.10 lère tlere any prf.cfes or regulatfq¡s tlnt dversely affected tÌ¡ef-qlgæ¡rtatfon of NIIrp es rer¡tes to f¡xrtstrí¡'r op"a*""2
3'10'l rf yu'rr respcnse fs "yes", eû.rerate ad crunpnt cn tìree arch pollcles ad regulatory

f æÈors.

Factors Ccrrnpnt

3.ll t¡ refrectfon, r*nt especÈs'of the frdusE¡related eçerierrce rære tle:
3.ll.l Strcrger featu¡es

Yes No

3.I1.2 tËaker feah:res

SCTTCN 4: SIT]DE{I TEACHIIü Ð{PERIE}ICE (SCHæL INIETû,¡SHIP)

rn tìls æctlon )ur wlll glve ¡urr vters rd.Èh respect to tÌre student teæhing e<perience of tteNrrIP as obtaÍEd ln prr ltrlversfry rûrfch ru, r"y or Ey rþt tsve ben Crå in sctool æ6irgfor teæhtrg.

4.1 sn¡derrt teecÌrftg prrætice Es rEcessary for t}lls B.Ed. teac=r Fr€ra. yes

4.1.I l*¡at are 1ur reasors?

Irb
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4.2 Yq¡ æt tle obJectlves for tle Bh¡d€nt teschfug ccrûpm€nÈ of NIIIP
throgh thfs ecperterrce 1ut tnd.

4.2.1 Br,¿

Yes l,¡o

1..3

4.3.1

Yq-r frctre C.ens teee chsged as a result of thts e<perferne.

Gtve reasons for lurr reapo{Ee.

Yes No

lr.4

4.4.1

A dlffersrt ocpertence ru¡ld tgve ben preferable ln yulr sftuatlon. Yes l.¡)

rJh/

4.5

4.6

Did yru har¡e an qportunlÈy for s-rpenrfsed str¡Cent tescÌtjr€ Frætice? Yes tb

If grr €rrsrr€r fs 1æs, sFcify tle scÌþol level )tq't sodert ta¡ght.

f, RESPOND 10 IIIE rcLI-ChIIIS NÐ{S T,

I, OÈÌLY IF Ï]TJ SIUMIT-TAUG¡TT IN SCHMLÊ

SIATEMD¡T

4.6 Te student teachfr€ acperierne enabled ycr.r to:

4.6.1 - æguire crnf{derce for teaclrJrg ln a cl¡ssrm
4.6.2 - trderstad ùcfes of cl¿ssrm teaclpr
4.6.3 - heccue a¡are of BcÌÞo1 pocedures 1n tle polJrce
4.6.4 - lryrore yur teæhirg Ekltls
4.6.5 - r¡derstad ÈeættfuB dsnards mre tìan prwtatsly

4.7 te teaclirg erperlace ræs:

4.7.1 - enjoyable
4.7 .2 - Eeful

4.8 ltor teæÌrfrg fn Nlgeria, pt rnrld lil<e to choce a
g{m{ 1 ¿¡';

4.8.1 - Ë)"e of EclDoI (Vocatfq¡al/Acadenrc lìigh Sctrcl or 0ollege)
4.8.2 - ¡l¡qs þvsl
4.8.3 - cû¡ree 1nt ta¡ght

4.9 tûst æe ¡ur vl-es regardfrg su.¡dent teechfrg experierrce
ccrycrent of tte NIIF 1n teræ of :

iCGmmT

SAAUDS
SAAUDSD
SAAUDS
SAAUDSD
SAAUDSD

SAAUD$
SAAUDS

SAAUDÐ
SAAUDS
SAAUDÐ

flrdrg4.9.I
4.9.2
4.9.3

Dlratløt
$4ewfsfat
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B¡ah¡atlon4.9.4

4.9.5
4.9.6

þlevrne to yurr reeds
Gtere (epdfy)

[ rcR A,L ESPOIWIßI
U

4.10 lþre tlere my pll-eIes or regulatlcr¡s tl¡at affected tte
tqlærÈattq¡ of tle student teæhtrg cry€nent of NIIIP.

Yes No

4.10.I If ¡rcu srgræred ")re6", €rr¡¡srete sd calg¡t cn tlree mfn po[ctes cr regulatory fac¡e¡".

Factor Ocrm'srt

4.12 tthat did ycu do for the sÈudent teaching erperierne ccnpors¡t of tle NIIIP?

4.13 ûr reflectlon, sÈaÈe tle æpects of ¡n:r student t€æhftg related æÈfvities *r-ich tære
tte:

(a) Strøger feanres

(b) Iëaker featr:res

SECTION 5: PRæR¡¡'1 1HRUST A,lD ÐCLIS

ltris æction æqæ6Ès yo:r vtes m tle tlrrrst sd foo¡s (to rmrk fn lrdstry or teachi¡g) of
your tnfversity edrratlon fn Calada fn reLetlon to )'u¡r ptentlâl rork sfn¡ation.

gTAIÐfr.TI

5.1 Yo.rr erperfences ad sldlts are rr*t mre readily epplted io ftdu"[.y
thm 1n tle cloesrm.

Cqænt crl )'u-g: ratll'g

ÆRtrMntÏ

S{AUDS

ì
I Yql tsr¡e mre confLdelrc rût fn teaùfrg Énn rorldrg fn lrdr.retry.5.2

Cæ¡rt m )u-E ratfug

SAAUDÐ
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Yq¡r teclnology eres lerds 1tælf readlly to tescÌrfug at æctrdåry
Bcfnol Level fn lü.gerfa.

Cousrt tn turr ratfrg

SAAUDÐ

5.4

5.5

fre *lils rd lcwle{ge gafned fn t}E B.Frl. çr€rm æe equalty
aplLcable tn æÌæ1 æ fn lrdustry.

As a rpcatfonal teælpr, dæs tþ focrs (to trdustry cr teachlrg) ln
¡rctr B.Ed. Fogra prorlde ),u¡ rr æcrryetlonal dvantage ln Nigerla?

Glve reasors.

SAAUDÐ

Yes llo

5.6 ftment m tpr¡ deqtntely tte NIfiP prepares yru for rprk fn:

5.6.1 lrdustry/hrsi¡ess/labqr

5.6.2 fUdd¡g ln cl¡ssrmr

SECIIC|ì 6: O/ffiSEAS TRAINIIG (DllffiNS

thls æcÈfon æl1cits yorr vtas m tle corrcrrrs of lnternational dration as iË Frtairs to
ccntræted teclnical Èeecler eduatlon.

SI{TD8II

6.1 Strrdylr€ as I grq¡p frcm cre cûntry:

6.1.1 - rcs \¡ery ccnfortable
6.I.2 - lrrr'{t€d yo-r fnteractlon d.Èh ottnr eh¡dents
6.1.3 - pr@ted mfry ærg )lur
6.L.4 - stn¡ld b ernorraged

6.2 Farlty mùers rtp r¡derstad yu.rr cu]ttre +æered to b ôle to
Btructure leárnflg erprtences that tsr¡e direct relevstce to )u¡r rÉeds

6.3

fnlügerla. SAAUDS

IJst tlree d p-r greatest cornerns r€gardûg problsnc ln o¡erseas tectNnicål edrrrtlon
a¡d rpte tnr tley csr Þ elle\rlated.

Corrcern l,bens of Alle\dåtfst

ÆRÐ{ÐIT

SAAUDS
SAAUDÐ
SAAUDÐ
SAAUDSD
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I*¡at ere lurr rejor ælfçrceived reds æ tley relate to )u¡r o¡eraeas teacter rainirg
1n terus of transfer of ddlls ød lcrxledge.

SECIIOI'i 7: PROFESSICML (DALS

Ttris æctlon reqrÞsts yorr vlgs m )u'r professicnal goals as ttey nay tsr¡e ber¡ affected þ
tte NTIIP erperlences.

STAITME}íT

7.1 The B.Ed. degree obtafned thro-gh thfs prcgræ is r,ery lryortmt to
your lorg term professiæal goals.

7.2 6ve¡ the çElon, yur ruûd prefer a degree in yu:r teclnolog'y erea to
ttE B.Ed.

l*ry?

ffitÞtn'lr

SAAUDS

Yes lb

7.3 t*nt rss yu.rr min t€ason for æceptlrg tle NTIIP se¡ard?

7.3.I tbve 1ur fuifltled tlat objectfve?

7.4 lJpon cupletton of this pogrm (B.Ed. grduatlør) yq¡ pl¡n to:
(nate tte qtlons frcn I - m6t preferred to 5 - teast preferred)

Yes ¡ùl

Seek qtoyænt ln Nlgerta
Seek eryloyuent in Cæada

F\rtter sh¡dies ln Teclnolqy area
F\rtter sh:dies fn Edrrcatlør

7.5 Ibs NTIIP ecperlerrces altered æy d >rcur l¡rfttal æapational pLans? Yes l.b

Elaborate cn F¡r reÊpofls€.
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SECÎICN 8: @C[]P,4f,IOiAL TEIOIR ÐLJCÀTI0N

ltrls æction æe.ks lurr vtas cfi tlE occr.rtatlonel (vocatføral/l¡dusÈrLal) teaclpr edm¡ticn
(n.Ea.¡ pr€ræ fn ¡urr ætÈtrg.

8.r Ihfs teedrer dr¡catlon Frqtæ csr b dcpted wfth mdlflceticn to
acceleraÈe tle prodr-ctldr of teclrrtcal tee¡lers 1n Nfgerta.

Reasss:

Yes No

8.2 Ycu rurld reccr@d Èhls B.Ed. pr€ræ for yorr state.

lftat are yurr reasors?

Sqggested mdfftcatior¡s yo.r rulld cø¡sfder:

8.3 Is recruluænt orf or¡nnrrr-Lry college gradtrates td.th a diplcna a good
ccrrcept for thjs r¡ocacior¡al teader ducrtiqr ¡nogram?

State ya-rr reasons.

Yes No

8.4 Yq¡r ffeld of sndy ls
traidrg for rpcational

GÏ.ve reasors.

gdtable for tle NTm sr,¡a¡d *rfch rss focrsed m
t€clnicel teættirg. Yes No

8.5 âre yur satisfled wtth tte 24'ænth e#ule for thfs B.Ed. pqrm? Yes

lùry?

l.¡o

8.6 I¡hat dvætages ad dlsãlvæteges do ¡u.r æe 1n thfs 24'ænth teæher drrcation?

Ádvantages Dl,sedvantages
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tias tlE B.Ed. prqræ mdified for NIIIP str.&nt teaclers tn 1ur settlrg? Yes

the ædlficaÈÍon æde tle B.&1. progrm:

mre effectlve adeqrntely effectlve less effectlve

tblt

l*¡at rære tÞse @dlflcations?

Hake ccrmrts regardirg tlese mdiflcaÈlons.

8.8 S¡ggBst reccnnprrl¡tiors to lqroue tle pr6ræ:

8.9 Ìblce a ståtsænt ln cre paragr4h erpressirg yotrr feehrgs abo.¡t tle NIITP In Canda, as

¡rur lo*r ft.

SECTTCìì 9: SIUF,IT CH,AMC|ERLSTICS

TtL/a
9.1
9.2

9.3
9.4
9.5

9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9

9.10

&olptfon erpected after B.Ed. gtadtntfon
&cupatlon after grdrntlcn frcm cc¡nnqlly college in Cãtada

ÈorFation bfore ccrúrg to Canada

Ol tÞge l¡¡l¡rst¡{el erprierne (spclfy lrdustry)
Canadia¡ cotlege/tniversity qr.¡a[f icatlon attafned
(t erore NITIP reglstratlon) Ye¿¡

Canadian college/trrtversfty frcn rtttch 5nr grdtnted
Æadgn{q qrnllficatton r-pcn ærlval ln Cmadâ
Ye¿r of srlval fn Cmada
E.eld of study fn B.Bl. çrogræ: Ì'laJor

Secsd teactrabte/nl¡pr (ff ary)
State (of ortg:l¡r fn lü-gerfa)

D-ratlon
D-ration

9.ll Áge rarge (fn >æa¡:s) z _2È24 _2>29
9.12 Sel<: l.fale FEnale

_S-34 _3'3 _40 sd rp

L

Ê

t
ß

I
Ê

1l

TTANK TU.] FB. ITIA TNß A'ID @ERANON!



Àppendix E

This is a six-part appendix (8.01 - 8.06) containing chi-
square (x2) results and applicable univariate information
fór some selected items where differences (not necessarily
statistical) secured between the two groups of respondents.
Appendix 8.01 contains data from 'Àspects of Administra-
tión' , 8.02 on 'Knowledge and SkiIIs', 8.03 'Industrial work
Experience' and 8.04 'Student Teaching Experience'. The
other two parts are 8.05, containing data relating to Pro-
grâm Thrust and Focus, and 8.06, on Occupational Teacher Ed-
ucation.

Àppend i x

8.01

Àspects of Administration

X2 TEST OF ÀGREEMENT TO
GOÀLS AND OBJECTIVES

-5-

GROUPS S./À,/À U D/SD

uMÀN 44.44 5.56 50.00

UNB .l 5.38 1s.38 69.23

x2 (2, N = 31) = 3.210, p <= 0.2008

TÀBLE 1

PERCEIVED ÀVAILÀBItITY OF NTTTP
TO ÀLL PROGRÀM PÀRTICIPANTS.

TÀBLE 2

TEST OF RECEIPT OF ADEQUÀTE ÀDVÀNCE CREDITS FOR PREVIOUS
WORK DONE.

¡z

GROUPS S/A/À U D/SD

IJMÀN 55.56 1l.l1 33.33

UNB 38.46 38,46 I 5. 38

'it2 (2, N = 31 ) = 0.883, Þ <= 0.641 1

Specify the number of credit hours you received for previous
work done.

01 - 30 Credit hours. 01 - 21 Credit hours.
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02-
03-
04-
0s-
06-
07-
08-
09-
10 -
11 -
12-
13 -
14 -
15 -
16 -
17-

Nit.
One year.
One year.
9+30 Credit hours
One year.
One year.
3 Credit hours.
One year.
One year.
30 Credit hours.
One year.
30 Credit hours.
30 Credit hours.
Ni1.
One year.
One year.

02
03
04
05
06
07
OB

09
10
11
12
I3

TABTE 3

TEST OF B.ED PROGRÀM SATISFYING RESPONDENTS PERCEPTIONS
OF NTTTP FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCÀTION.

2 l Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred
2.1 Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred
21 Cred

y2

hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.
hours.

GROITPS

x2 (2, N = 31) = 6.287, P <= .0431

18 - NiI.
TÀBIE &T8

X2 TEST OF STUDENT HAVING ADEOUATE INFORHÀTION TO GUIDE HIS
PROGRAM.

s/^/^

s0.00

7 -69

I

TABLE 4

X2 TEST OF HÀVING NO SERIOUS PROBLEH WITH ÀCCOMODÀTION AND
TRÀNSPORTATION WHEN PROGRAM EXPERIBNCES WERE OFFERED IN MORE

THAN ONE SETTING.

11.11

1s.38

D,/sD

GROUPS YES NO.

wAN 61.11 38.89

UNB 1 5.38 84.62

X2 (1, N = 31) = 6.482, p <= .0109

38.89

76.92

GROUPS S/À/A U D/SD

utfÀN 77.78 5.56 16.67

F.0. 1

01 -

02-

t<2 (2, N = 31) = 9.149, p <= 0.0103

Yes.

No. I wanted to know if it is possible to register for
some courses in technology area. There eras no suffi-
cient information. No reason for denial to register
for these courses.

03 - No.
He re
know
got

I did not get any information until I got here.
too, my name was omitted, I would have liked to
erhat it, (the program) was going to be. I only

a Letter that I have a scholarship.

04-
05-
06-
07-

Yes.

Yes.

Yes

No. I would like some kind of orientation as regards
the program itself. What it was going to be like. the
nature of what (courses) I was supposed to be taking in
my area of studies.

08 - Yes.

09 - Yes.

10 - Yes.

11 - No. I would have Iiked relevancy to Nigerian education
of some of the courses I took especially at the Univer-
sity.
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12 - No. I would have Iiked to have information on the limi-
tations and choice of courses to take.

13 - Yes.

14 - Yes.

15 - No. In my case I did not know what I was to do and I
was not able to take sone courses because I was not
aware of prerequisites required.

16 - Yes.

17 - Yes.

18 - No. In terms of being student, there are many things
that happened which took students unalrares. MostJ.y,
CBIE representative tried to avoid students he worked
with, failed to get or give information because of this
avoidance.

09: UNB

01 - No. If objectives were made known I would be in a bet-
ter position to work towards the stated objeclives.

02 - No. I would have liked information on the program pri-
or to registration. Information for selection of cour-
ses because some courses nere nandatory, and some stu-
dents have hads problems of credit reduction due to
that misunderstanding (of taking wrong courses.)

03 - No. Information on program description, duration and
the required coursework prior to coming into the pro-
gram.

04 - No. Guidiance on core/elective program courses. Some
electives were not allocated to my area of speciality.
Information on the program : Vocational Bducation it-
self, because vocational education is not what I am do-
ìng. Lack of informabion created misunderstanding on
the vocational education itself.

05 - Yes.

06 - No. The ains, goals and objectives as welL as struc-
ture of the program should have been stated precisely
to students prior to registration. During implimenta-

10

tion in the University, the objectives should have been
available and the students always reminded of them.

No. Information regarding technical vocational Educa-
tion. what courses exactly should a student take to
qualify for the degree. Most peopJ.e are going to work
in their own field, it would have been good they had a
sound base. Às it is, the value of the degree doès not
meet the technical needs for the education that Nigeri-
ans e¡ant. Misconceptions about the nature of the
training itself.
Yes.

No. The information on the needs of the program, In-
formation reLated to the area of speciality not just
the credit hours.

No. Information on course organization/structuring.
Information on procedures and credit for admission.
Information regarding entiblemenbs and allowances.

No. Information on the nature of the program in gener-
aI and the kind of ai.ternatives and options you had in
terms of electives and core program.

No. I needed to know exactly what the program was
about.
The letter stated Technical Teacher Training Program.
The content in Vocational. Technical was different from
what I expected. One with vocational education in Can-
ada and with ours is different. !,re cannot work here
rdith the vocational degree we have.

No. I would like bo know the number of courses from
t.he areas required for graduation. A lot of us have
extra courses we did not need as graduation require-
ment. Many of us would have graduated by now if only
we knew exactl.y Hhat courses r.rere required and which
were optional.

Who in your opinion was in a position to make that in-
formation available?

07-

08-
09-

.o-

11 -

12-

13 -



F.0. 1

01 -

or_

03 -

04-
05-
06-
07-
08-
09-
't0 -

1.t -

12-
13 -
14 -

15 -

16 -

17-
,u 

_

.1 "08:

NiI.

Program coordinator.
CBI E.

CBI E.

Nii.
Nit.

NiL.

university. The coordinator.

Ni1.

Ni l.
Ni I.
Probably the coordinator at
assume he probably knows the

The Universiby coordinator.

Ni t.
Ni1.

Program Coordinator.

NiI.

NiI.

11

Program Coordinator
CBIE : Who is also the administrative agent

the University
objectives of the

09: UNB

01 - cBrE.
- The coordinator. when I don't

can I really tell who should do

02 - Program Coordinator.

03 - cBrE.

04 - CBrE.
- University Coordinator of programs.

05 - Nil.

06 - cBrE.
- The Coordinator,

because I
program.

07 - CBIE: Should knor¿ what the University has.
- FME: Should know through the process of continuous

evaluation. After each semester or so, the Hinistry of
Education should ask the students what they do whether
it meets their needs.

- Ni I.

- Information during orientation to the University and
the program

- Prior to admission.

- cBIE: The program administrator.
- vocational Education Department should have given a

structured guidelines and taken time to explain the
program to the administrators and students.

- CBIE office.

- The Nigerian FltE through CBIE.
- The structure of the program e.g. teaching method. Spe-

ciality area and subjects e.g. Canadian law. Depart-
ment of vocational Education: information on practical
work and teaching experience. I am limiled because of
the kind of courses I took.

08

09

10

know the guidelines how
what ?

11

12

12

TABTE 6

¡(2 TEST OF ASSESSED PROGRÀM-STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS WITH CBIE
OFFICIALS ÀS PROGRÀM PARTICIPÀNTS.

GROUPS GOOD FAIR POOR

I.JHÀN s.56 38.89 s5.56

rrNB 23.08 61 .54 15.38

x2 (2, N = 31) = 5.742, p <= 0.0566



13 - The academic and program coordinators.

08: IJMÀN

01 - Instead of restricting students to particular technical
eLectives, they should allow students sone freedom.

- They should consider inflation rate in regarding stu-
dents'stipends.

- They should consider students opinions in making deci-
sions. They seem to throw away students' suggestions
and nake their o¡rn decisions.

02 - First, I would like a structure whereby a student's
problem could be listened to and alleviated.

- There should be some means formed for consideration of
sincere financial problems of students.

03 - All future participants of this program including stu-
dents should be required to write an annual report to
FME.

- High Comnission should get involved.
- Detailed information should be provided to students re-

garding the program. the duties of their coordinator
and their responsibiLities to FME, and up to date per-
fornances of each program student.

- In the report students should write what happens about
the program. A continuous evaluation shoul.d be provid-
ed. Students should be the ones to write annual re-
ports on the program.

04 - There should have been an on-going evaluation of the
program by FME/Nigerian High Commission.

- Up titl now I do not understand Lhe functions and ef-
fectiveness of "Nigerian Project Office" in the Univer-
sity, that is, what it is or does.

05 - Some information seemed to have been hidden. Students
were not usually given an opportunity to have an input.
There was only a one-way informatìon flow.

06 - There was poor public relations of administrators to
students.

13 14

- They are doing proper work of selling this program. I
do not know the benefits of this program. !,Ie are just
doing it.

07 - Generally, I think the administration was very poor.
The planning was poor. It seems the program was always
experimental throughout the two years.

08 - Nigeria can do well wi[hout these middlemen, e.9. the
"Nigerian Project office." If the group came from Ni-
geria provide adequate information.

09 - CBIE should relate more to students and seek students
opinions individually to sample interest of students.

10 - I would think that there shoul.d be more flexibility
with regards to individual courses (choice of, and num-
ber of years) within the program. It looked pretty
rigid añd a take-it-or-Ieave-it kind of situation.

11 - Nigerian FME were not effective in telling us what we
were to do even being given the Nigerian "PoJ.icy on Ed-
ucation." It makes me question what the purpose of the
program was, whether we lrere being used as a means for
people to enrich their accounbs in SWISS BANK.

- If we were here for a purpose, at least someone shoui.d
have told us of that purpose, and that might even make
us feel good as being part of a nobl.e plan to produce
vocational teachers for Nigeria within a certain period
of time.

12 - Program should be more flexible so that students could
take enough courses in their major (specialty areas.)

- courses seemed to have been dupLicated. Education
courses could have been done only at RRCC during the
summer nhile the regular academic year is spent on
courses in our technical area.

13 - Program could have been reinforced if they were to seek
students opinion before making decisions that effect
studenbs.

- FME completely defeated the purpose of the program.
The purpose was to provide technical teachers and the
FME has not even cared to know if any one of us is
here, nor what we are doing nor what we are going to be
doing, whether we are qualified or even available on
graduation, for that job they expect us to do.

15 - The program was poorLy administered. Students were not
regarded as people. They were not consulted on deci-
sion making in matters that affect them. I am not sure
our Federal government vras interested in the program
hence they have not come to see even how the program is
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run. If this program is to continue, the Embassy must
be involved. The money part of ib must be contracted
by the Nigerian Embassy (High Commission). They should
be empowered to see how students fare and monitor them.
Since we cane into the program they have not asked stu-
dents again how they feel.

16 - The Administrabion does not seem to be honest. They do
not noÈify students of what they want to do. They de-
sign activities and throw it on students with no cñoice
or alternatives.

17 - Poor and ineffective communication on the part of the
University Administrators as well. as the Department.

18 - It seems to me as if CBIE rushed to select students
without adequate assessment. of students' interest and
capabilities regarding work load. Most students fel.t
very much alienated by CBIE which is actually a body
responsible for their program implementation and hencé
their weLfare in Canada.

09: UNB

01 - The program was administered very poorly ât the same
time they (administrators) kept certain things secret
from us and also treated us like objects. There was no
flexibiJ.ity for students' input to program administra-
tion.

02 - Certain things nere not open, It seems as if something
was hidden from us. Until almost my graduation from
this program I did not . know who my program coordinator
was to go for informabion. There always seemed to be a
conflict between the officers in this prograrn.

03 - The administrabion was fairly good. Some students came
on State scholarship but many ended up returning with-
out their degrees. Some ended up marrying here to make
ends meet. Here in the program students Þrere guaran-
teed financially unl.ess they blew the chance them-
selves.

04 - The channel chain or heirarchy of command is not good.
In terms of porrer it seems the department is trying to
sell itself. It does not consult students but CBIE
seems to accept the recommendation without assessing
them. CBIE should have the final say in aIl matters of
the program thab affect students after due consultation
wirh FHE.

16

- Federal covernment (of Uigeria) should have been more
involved in the monitoring especially Hhen we go back
home. They pay the scholarship fee and yet they do not
know what you do, e.g. fake qualification. FME shoutd
account for students in the program.

- The program was not administered to expectation.
Àvailability of criteria and standards indicated in
leve1s and options of students' courses were not en-
forced in any way. These have resulted in some lower
standards.

05

06

07 - FME made the agreement but they have no relationships
with the students under the contract âgreenent in a way
that they know how the program should be inproved to
meet the needs of the country. Many students have re-
turned from Nigeria but program Àdministrators have
not sought their contribution regarding their home
situatioñ to shape the program focuõ and órientation.

08 - The program was not really welI defined. Vocational
education is rea1Iy about being in the trades. The
Iack of definition affected my attitude eowards NTTTP
generally. I think I am doing technical education in-
stead of vocational which is less in theoreticaL base
than technical and technology. l.fy notion of vocational
education is wood work, carpentry, automechanic or oth-
er workshop trades. I like the flexibility allowed me
to take other courses in my area of specialty.

09 - The program was effective. But when there is a change
in government many things are effected in one way or
the other.

10 - There r¡as â complete lack of information about the pro-
gram. GoaLs were never available nor explained. In-
structors in vocational. industrial education were good
and engineering did not seem to like student teachers
taking courses in their areas. I do not think that in
this University the department of vocational education
knew exactly r{hat CBÍE wanted them to do, that is if
CBIE knew what they wanted either. If the Department
were to know what CBIE wanted at least my advisor was
quite capable and could have provided me needed infor-
mation.

11 - The administration was inadequate, not weII planned.
Information not adequately provided to the students re-
garding the program and students' expectations and
practices.

l2 - CB|E/FME should for future program interview students
in order to structure their programs to reflect both
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the students concerns and program goals. In this case
it was not done.
They should survey and assess the curriculum to see
that it meets the program's objectives, i.e. what Nige-
ria society needs. If you want to t.rain Lawyers, you
do not use the legaI secretaries' curriculum.

The program administration was fair. But they could
have done better if they had taken time to listen to
students. I{e felt we shouLd have done more courses
from our own area of specialty. Provide course infor-
mation adequately so thât a student is not told midway
that his/her course is not accepted e.g. in the way
provided in bhe universiby catalogue.

13 -

Àppend i x' Kì

8.02

Knowledge and SkiLls

TÀBLE 7

PROGRAM ENABLING STUDENT
THE CONCERNS OF EDUCÀTION

X2 TEST OF B.ED
KNOWLEDGEABLE OF

GROUPS S,/A,/À U D,/SD

uMÀN 22.22 1 
.l 

. 1 
.l 66.67

UNB 69.23 30.77

X2 TEST OF

x,2 (2, N = 311 = 7.307, p <= 0.0259

TABLE 8

B.ED PREPÀRING STUDENT ÀDEQUÀTELY FOR VOCÀTIONÀL
TEACHING IN NIGERIA.

TO BE MORE
IN NIGERIA.

ADATIDQ

UHÀN

rINR

Give the names of the two courses
!,ere the most useful for teaching

01 - Cooperative education.

_ 18 _

c /t /t

x2 12, N = 3.1 ) = 3.963, p <= 0.1378

66 .67

1tì - 77

5. 56

15_18

n /cn

27 .78

51_85

in your B.Ed program which
in Nigeria,



TÀBLE 9

X2 TEST OF INSTRUCTORS PBRMITTING ASSIGNED PROJECTS TO
REFLECT NIGERIÀN CONTENT IF STUDENT SO DESIRED.

GROUPS

iJMÀN

UNB

)<2 (2, N = 311 = 2.389, p <= 0.3029

TÀBLE 10

X2 TEST OF THE PERCEIVED USEFULNESS ÀND RELEVÀNCE OF

TECHNICAL ETECTIVE COURSES FOR TEACHING IN NIGERIÀ.

s/n /x

38.89

61 .54

27 .78

7 .69

GROUPS S/À/À U D/SD

IJMAN 33.33 16.67 50.00

x,2 (2, N = 31) = 11.493, p <= 0.0032

TÀBLE 1-I

X2 TEST OF THE PERCEIVED USEFULNESS ÀND RELEVANCE OF ENGLISH
LÀNGUÀGE COURSE FOR TEÀCHING IN NIGERIA.

19

D/SD

33.33

30.77

- Subject Development and Evaluation.

03 - Mathematics.
- Industrial safety. Industrial relations.

04 - IcBt (Individualized Competency Based Learning,)
- Àudio visual development.

05 - Microbeaching.
- Àudio visual development,

06 - rcBL.
- Subject development and evaluation.

07 - Computer Science.
- Subject development and evaluation,

08 - Mathematics.
- Study of industry.

09 - School organization.

x2 (2, N = 31) = 10.839, p <= 0.0044

- Study of industry.

02 - l,lathematics courses.

tJl'tAN

IINB

33.33

92 -31

11.11

- Subject development and evaluation.

- organic chemistry.
- Subject development and evaluation.

- Media Production,
- supervision (ideas in leadership.)

10

50.00

7 .69

11

12

20

General Instructional Method.
Subject deveì.opment and evaluation.

Chemi st ry.
Subject development and evaluation.

13

14

15

School Organization,
Study of Industry.

Madia Production.
- Subject development and evaluation.

16 - rcBL,
- Subject Development and Evaluation.

17 - Àudio visual Àids.
- General Instructional materials.

18 - High technology. Information Gathering and Processing.
- Preparing visual. aids. ICBL.

09: UNB



01 - Curriculum Development.
- Evaluation and Mearurement.

- Counseling.
- Psychology.

- Teaching Mebhods.
- Laboratory Organizationr/Management.

- Environmental Ecology.
- PIant Physiology. Population BioIogy.

02

03

04

05 - FIuid Mechanics.
- Hydraulics.

- CounseJ.ing.
- Learning Disabil

06

07 - Psychology 1000.
- Lesson Preparation. Teaching Methods.

08 - Àpplication of Computers in Education.
- Teaching Mebhodology.

09 - Preparing Instructional Àids.
- Individualized Learning.

10 - Teaching Method.
- Child Development.

1l - Measurement and Evaluation.
- Child Development.

12 - Teaching in Nigeria.
- Lab Management and Safety.

13 - General Techniques of Instruction.
- Teaching Industrial Education.

- Industriai. Lab Organization and Management.

ity: handicapped.

2',!

Give the names of the two courses in your B.Ed which
nere the least useful for leaching in Nigeria.

08: UHÀN

01 - Safety in Industry
- Education Foundation

22

02 - School Organization.
- English Composition.

03 - English.
- SociaI Foundations.

04 - Social Eoundation of Education in Canada.
- Principles of Business Education

05 - Social Foundations.
- Àdministration of education in Canada.

06 - rcBL.
- Social Foundations

07 - School Organization.
- Social Foundation.

08 - Industrial Relations.
- History and Foundation of vocational Education.

09 - None.

10 - ICBL. Not a technique I would like implemented. Ie
requires a certain degree of discipline that is not yet
available in Nigeria.

- Instructional Methods.

1.1 - Industrial Relations.
- N/A.

12 - IndustriaL Relations.
- Foundation of Education.

13 - English Composition.
- Inéustrial Relations / saf.eEy,

14 - English 4.091. I did not learn anything new or improve
my working skills except get a low grade.

- Social Foundation of Education.

15 - English Composition.
- Cooperative Education.

16 - Indusbrial Design.
- Industrial Relations.

17 - Social Foundation of Education.
- ICBL.

.18 - Industrial Relations.
- Communications.



09: UNB

01

02

03

04

05

Canadian Educational Law.
- N/^.

Education Law in New Brunswick.
Organic Chemistry.

N/A.

Calendar Geography.
Mass Media Àpplication.

Field Studies.
N/A.

Safety as was taught here.
Study of Canadian Industry as groups.

English Language (1st year. )
Counsel ing.

School Law and School Organization.
N/A.

School Àdministration and SchooI Larr.
Child Development.

Shop Management and Organization (Don't want to be a
teacher. )
Education 1004: HeaIth and Interpersonal Relations: Too
simplistic.

N/A. There were choices and flexibility.
New Brunswick School Law and Àdministration.
History of Education: No mention of places like Àfrica
or Nigeriaf except North Àmerica and Burope.

Industry visits to Canadian Industries.
Introduction to Teaching.

o'_

or_

ou:

or_

10 -

11 -

,r_

13 -

23 24

01 - Relating Industry to school and nork programs.
- Cooperative education program components.

02 - Mabhematics concepts.
- Audio visual aid preparation.

03 - Cooperative Education.
- Industrial safety.

04 - Practice Teaching in school.
- N/A,

05 - Teaching experience.
- N/A.

06 - Computer concepts.
- Microteaching techniques.

07 - Teaching Mebhods.
- Development of programs and courses.

08 - Industrial practice.
- Teaching practice.

09 - SÈudent teaching.
- tndustrial Training.

10 - Teaching experience aspect: Àcademic courses.
- work experience.

1.1 - Development of audio visual. Break the trend of lecture
method of teaching.

- N/^.

12 - Teaching methods: Microteaching, Developing programs.
- N/A.

13 - Instructional methods.
- Program and subject development.

14 - Practice teaching (invol.ves classroom management.)
- Psychology of learning (people are people everywhere.)

15 - Teaching techniques/methods.
- N/À.

16 - Individualized ).earning concepts.
- Development of programs.

.17 - Student teaching practice.
- Work placement.

18 - Audio visuaL bechniques and methods.
- Information gathering and processing.

List the aspects of your B.Ed program experiences most
transferable to your Nigerian work situations.

08: Uì{ÀN



- Subject development

09: UNB

01 - Child developments Psychology.
- Good technical workmanship! reports.

02 - Instructional Material development aid preparation.
- Lesson planning.

03 - Preparation of teaching materials.
- Classroom management and child psychology.

04 - Industrial fiel.d trips.
- N/A.

05 - Most aspecbs are transferable.

06 - Individualized Instruction package preparation.
- vlater drilling and oil extraction techniques.

07 - Teaching methods: If teachers had applied that in high
school, I would have done better.

- Seminar: Problems, aid trends in Canada.

0B - Àudio visual aid development. Production of teaching
materials.

- Media.

09 - FLuid mechanics,
- Thermodynamics of machines

10 - Safety aspects of school shops and job settings.
- Understanding Individual differences among students.

11 - Curriculum development.
- Instruction design. Individualized learning.

12 - Student - teacher interaction and relationship,
- Àetieudes towards work. Àccountability is taught and

is regarded to be high and useful.
-13 - Electronics courses.

- Counseling courses.

List the aspects of your B.Ed degree program experi-
ences least transferable to Nigerian situations,

and evaluation.

25

OB: IJMÀN

01

02

03

04

05

06

The strict relationships of foundation courses to Cana-
dian situations.

Industrial design.
English composition component.

School organization keyed to Canadian content.

Industrial placement because I did not do any work due
to union regulation.

University Education courses, not the minor area.

ICBL not yet ready for use in Nigeria.
Industrial design.

07

08

09

10

11

- MentaI Retardation.
- Education Foundation Courses e.g. SociaI Foundations.

- Classroom management and school laws of Canada.
- IcBL aspects as programs: Nigeria students r¿i1l beat

the system,

- Some aspects of Geography of Canada and U.S.A.

- ICBL.
- Study of Industry.

- ICBL: Too expensive for our present state of develop-
ment.

- The Canadian content in social foundations.

- Canadian Content: Industrial Relations
- Study of Industry.

- Managing SchooI facilities.

- Relationship between teacher and student, SchooI Iaws
and school descipline.

- I,linnipeg General strike and such contents in Industrial
Relations. - Indusbrial Design.

- Nil.
- Development and History of Canadian organized Labour.

26

12

13

14

15

16

17

1B



- Subject development

09: UNB

01 - Child development3 Psychology.
- Good technical workmanship: reports.

- Instructional Material deveJ.opment aid preparation.
- Lesson planning.

- Preparation of teaching materials,
- Classroom management and child psychology.

- Industrial field trips.
- N/A.

- Most aspects are transferable.

- Individualized Instruction package preparation.
- water drilling and oil extraction techniques.

- Teaching methods: If teachers had applied that in high
school, I would have done better.

- Seminar: Problems, aid trends in Canada.

- Àudio visual aid deve).opment. Production of teaching
mat.erials.

- Media.

- FIuid mechanics.
- Thermodynamics of machines.

- Safety aspects of school shops and job settings.
- Understanding Individual differences among students.

- Curriculum developmenÈ.
- Instruction design, Individualized Iearning.

- Student - teacher interaction and relationship.
- Attitudes tovrards work. Àccountabiliby is baught and

is regarded to be high and useful.

- Electronics courses.
- Counseling courses.

List the aspects of your B.Ed degree program experi-
ences least transferable bo Nigerian situations.

02

and evaluation.

03

04

05

06

07

08

25

09

10

11

12

26

08: UMAN

The stricb relabionships of foundation courses to Cana-
dian situations.

Industrial design.
English composition component.

School organization keyed to Canadian content.

IndustriaL placement because I did not do any work due
to un ion regulat ion.

University Education courses, not the minor area.

ICBL not yet ready for use in Nigeria,
Industrial design.

Mental Retardation.
Education Foundation courses e.g. SociaI Foundations.

Clâssroom management and schoo] Iaws of Canada.
ICBL aspects as proqrams: Nigeria students will beat
the system.

Some aspects of Geography of Canada and U.S.A.

ICBt.
Study of Industry.

ICBL3 Too expensive for our present state of develop-
ment.

The Canadian content in social foundations.

Canadian Conbent: Industrial Relations
Study of Industry.

Managing School facilities.
Relationship between teacher and studenb, School Laws
and school descipline.

I{innipeg General strike and such contents in Industrial
Relations. - Industrial Design.

Nit.

Development and History of Canadian organized Labour.

13

01 -

or_

03-
04-

05-
06-

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

't6

17

18
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09: UNB

- Canadian school laws.

- Computer courses for application in Education.
- Business and studies in Canadian Industries.

- Communication which vras just comprehension.

- winter related specimens in Ecology lab.

- Don' t know.

- New Brunswick school law ED 3 5.
- Money and Banking.

- Seminar: Problems and Trends. Instructor pick problems
for discussion. Students shoul.d pick their problems.

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08 - Compucer aided Instrution,

09 - Counseling and Guidance Psychology.
- Special Education.

10 - School adninistration course (should not be compuLso-
rv. )

-11 - Economic courses 1000.
- Business courses B.A. 1203.

12 - Discipline in general. None noticeable in school be-
cause of school laws. Teachers are disarmed.

13 - Nit.

Àdditional comments on the relevance of the programs
academic knowledge and related skiIIs to work situ-
ations in Nigeria.

O8: IJMÀN

01 - My technology courses, I think I can apply readily.
Most of them are relevant,

02 - Some courses were good to guide setting up programs and
developing courses in one's area.

03-
28

While most of the courses are not directly related to
Nigeria situations, it is up to individual students to
relate their experience to Nigeria situations.

Adequate.

Yes, for Àdministration purposes and decision making
situations regarding work p1ace.

As a teacher and as of now I know better Public Rela-
tions and people in general and adminstrative knowhow.
Instructors should allow students to take courses of
their inLerest in their technology area.

The courses were good but could be improved to permit
Nigerian situations.

Most are what we can adapt and implement. we are ex-
posed to how they do jobs for other countries. e.g.
Tune (orient or expose) students to job markets añd
productivity.

SkilIs and knowledge will enabte effective and better
teaching of the technical field not general content.

The Chemistry aspects are purely academic and applica-
ble in aIl. situations.

You can only see the relevance of the courses if one is
able to ãpply the skil1s having acquired the knowledge.
My duty will be to implement them to suit the social
and economic situâtion in Nigeria not verbatum transfer
e.g. The professor did this so let me do that too,
everything can not be the same.

I appreciated r¿hat I learned in my second teachable
area. I have acquired knowledge in specific, weIJ. de-
manded areas: Nutrition and guality control.

Most are relevant. But we still have to select nhat
will appJ.y when we get there.

The courses in general were relevant. A few of them
$rere not, such as English 4.091 and education 116.101.
Screen and modify some courses,

The courses were biased towards Canadian context. you
have to really restructure and apply them to meet Nige-
rian needs. If you carry knowledge Iike school manage-
ment to home situation, it will not work.

It is relevant. I think I can use it to cause some im-
pact on Nigerian situation.

04-
05-

06-

07-

08-

09-

10 -

.1 1 -

12-

13 -

14 -

f 5 -

t6 -



17 - Moderately relevant. Individuals need to adapt and
reLate their ski1ls and knowledge to Nigerian situ-
ation.

18 - Àcademic knowledge may be relevant but there should be
part of this progran which should be devoted to prepar-
ing studenLs parbicularly to areas that are suited Lo
their specific needs in Nigerian situâtion. They did
not seek fron students or relevant authority to know
what should deserve greater attention.

09: UNB

01 - There should be more emphasis on Nigerian education
situation and setting.

02 - f have developed in me a concern for improvement of Ni-
gerian education. I have come to identify and develop
a personal philosophy of life. These may not have come
frorn the courses in vocational education.

03 - The courses taken have reinforced my college technology
area, opens up more opportunity for me. Ànd now I can
understand how to teach some of the subject area it-
self .

04 - In terms of electives they help broaden my vier,rs and
knowledge of how human beings and their activities
could be detrimental to humanity and the environment,
stimulate concerns on ego system.

05 - we should try to interact with other Canadian students
to learn more and to be able to apply the knowledge as
they do.

06 - I gain from most of the courses. But I lack teaching
experience .for classroom work.

07 - Give us opportunity and skill to effect changes.

08 - Must be modified to suie Nigerian needs. That it is
successful in Canada may not mean it sill be successful
in Nigeria.

09 - Skills and knowledge are relevant and should be left
where they are.

10 - Most of them are relevant. The only problem will be
frustration if you could not find audio visual equip-
ment to use.

29

l1 -

l2-

30

In general they were suitable. They relate appropri-
ately to my area. I had an expanded and considerãb1e
knowledge in methods of communicating knowledge.

There was no course that dealt ltith educational or work
situâEions in Nigeria say through guest speakers or Ni-
gerian officials. Issues and trends in education in
Nigeria e.g. through such courses like Probl.em and
Trends in Vocational education should have reflected
situations in Nigeria in reLation to Canadian situ-
ation.

Some of the courses wiII be useful to Canadians but
they are not courses we should have to take.

13 -



Àppend i x

8.03

Industrial work Experience

Describe what you did for the industry-related experience
component of NTTTP.

08: LJMAN

01 - I worked with the reorganization of the industry atversatile, then ¡viEh another company in the manufaètur-
ing department in preventative mãinlainance.

02 - Field and land survey. Sonre municipality design.

03 - 6-week work placenent with BIRD construction; site vis-
its, Job coordination and estimating.

04 - I rearranged/l.abel electronic components in their stor-
age compartment, slobted and identified the component.
Work observation. M;05 - I worked in Canadian Forest
Services and saw how it operated which was very rele-
vant to the courses at the University.

06 - I was placed in the production Laboratory where I did
brouble shoobing of supply and troubl.e cãrds to deter-
mine workability (of comþonents/equipment) before as-
sembly.

07 - Manual labour such as moving machine parts and working
with computers.

08 - I did electrical and mechanical design drafting. I
worked on the switch gears.

09 - I was a technical assistant for Department of agricul-ture in l.linnipeg.

10 - I carried out chemical analysis using various chemical
instrument including automatlc absorbeion.

- 31 -

32

- I worked in the architectural. firm, I did basicIayout. I saw how the firm operated and treâted
guests.

- Quality controL. Checks of drugs and pharmaceuticals
pesticides and liquid detergents.

- I worked in the chemical- laboratory to analyse several
samples of ore like copper, iron and gold.

- I worked in the laboratory in a meat industry. Qualitycontrol in meat. Food laboratory and packaging.

- I got a general overview of the industry. Hostly ob-
servation and some hands-on work exþerience, - two
places: quality control and IndustriaJ. engineering.

- I did some surveying and tracement of townships and
property J.ine survey.

- I worked at Bristol. Aerospace in caLliberation of ma-
chine.

- I worked in. hospital in area that related to my tech-
nology specialization,

O9: UNB

- Nothing practical. None in the industry.

- Werlt on field trips. we did not really go to many use-
ful places. To begin with, how man| -industriås 

are
there in Fredericton.

- Field trips. visited a couple of industries. Students
helped to choose the sites for visits.

- Field trips to industries to see how techniques are be-
ing appì.ied in actual work situations.

- Field trip. I don't think I learned much from that,
- visited industries. strote â report on the visit.
- Industry tour. visiting industries. people explained

the aspects of organization.

- Industry visics.

t1

12

13

14

t5

16

17

18

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08
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09 - we worked in University laboratories. visited
industries.

10 - I.]e did not do anything other than the tour to industri-
aI sites which were organized to neet the interest of agroup rather than individuals.

11 - Field trips which we visited several industries.
12 - Went on industrial visits and tour. Go around plants

and later write reports.

TÀBLE &T3O

X2 TEST OF STUDENT AGREEMENT I^¡ITH MEETING THE OBJECTTVES FOR
THE RELÀTED I.IORK COMPONENT OF' NTTTP BY THE ÀCTIVITTES OF THE

EXPERIENCE HE HÀD.

X2(r, N = 31) = 7.000, p <= 0.0069

TÀBLE 1 2

X2 TEST oF PERCEIVED CHANGE oF FUTURE PLANS Às A RESULT oF
THE INDUSTRIÀL/REtÀTED WORK EXPERTENCE.

. 
GROUPS YES NO.

uMÀN 72,22 27,78

UNB 23.08 76.92

GROUPS YES NO.

rJl.fAN 11.11 88.89

UNB 23.08 69.23

X2(r, N = 3f) = ?.??, p <= ?.??

13 - Visit to industry on1y.

34

Your future plans have changed as a result of thisindustry-related work experieñce, State your reasons,

0B: tiMÀN

01

02

03

- No. The idea was good but the duration was not enough.I did nob learn much fróm it. Time was too short.

- No. we should have had some courses in our technology
area that reinforces and relates the skii.Is and knowÍl
edge to t.he industry pLacements.

- No. I have had previous experience as a teacher before
coming to the University. I have also worked in otherindustries, so that a iew weeks could not chãnge any-
thing in me.

- No. I did not experience hands-on work. My futureplans ãre independent of items 3 (experience iñ indus-try) and 2 (the objectives) above.

04

05 - No.
rdill
try.

06 - Yes.
than

07 - No.
that
asa

I do not know Hhether this industrial experience
take me from classroom and push me to thè indus-

I became more interested in my technical area
before that placement.

I do not think the purpose was met in the senseI felt that I Has taken advantage of or I was used
labourer.

08 - No. I saw the experience âs part of the NTTTp total
experience, a necessary part of the program.

09 - No. Because I can gain employment in future with my
present qualif ications.

- No. The placement did not have any effect on my pro-
fessional goaIs.

10

11 - Yes. I lras very impressed by the entire layout, im-
proved communications. If I teach or own an-office, Iwill emphasize open office for communication purposes.

12 - No. The placement could not have changed any plans be-
cause I had known, and made up nry mind on wñat I wasgoing to do which is work in meãicãl area.
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13 - No. I still want to do r.rhat I planned to do. It
tended to reinforce my opinion about what I have to do.

14 - No. It reinforced my interest in working or teachingin Industry.

15 - No. _. B/C, I stitl intend to do r¿hat t had set for (my
mind) to do since my high school. My tife 1ong goai
stiII holds. I .stiII want to go intó an enginéeiingfield. I do not intend to go inÈo teaching noú. Miqhl
be after several years of industrial work, Riqht now t
have no energy and interest for teaching unJ.esõ I had a
Ph.D to teach at the university so tñat I have less
hassle (trouble from student dis¿ipline.)

'16 - No. Because I_am still going to continue in my line.I had an unfulfilled experience and a waste of time inthat place. I did all what I had done previously dur-
ing my college placement.

17 - No. It reinforced my position (decision) to teach in
the vocational area.

18 - No. It was in the area for which I was trained. It
was satisfying but did not influence me in any direc-tion.

09: UNB

0.1 - Can't decide. No comment because I was not placed inIndustry. This does not apply to me.

02 - No. The experiences were not related to my case.

03 - Yes. By seeing someone through industrial visits do
something, -even when you do nót actually do the work,
you can still learn. It made me decidè that I wiIIstill use industrial experience because it is a forn ofmoLivation. It brings students closer to the practi-
tioners so that they want to idenbify with thèm (the
workers. )

36

- No. I.te just went to admire what others were doing andnot to take part in doing them.

- Yes. Because I may work in the industry and may be ina position to do the same explanation. The Èour is
what can be feasible for teacher training (education.)

- No. Because it did not give me the real practice. you
can,describe a process but se also need to perform itto be accepted. Seeing people do things is ñot really
the same as you participating in the process.

- Yes. I have a lot of flexibility because I can work in
the industry and at the same time I can te¿rch in the
technical schools.

- No. It did not effect me either way.

- No. Because it was only observabte trips. I did not
indulge in or involve in any kind of learning and prac-
tice experience in terms of practical work.

- No: I did not gain anything there. I saw how indus-trial work are carried out. I did not have any hands-
on experience.

- No. I _am particularly interested in working rather
than visiting. I would like to do this with or withoutpay. The practical experience is what I deserve. One
cannot have practicaJ. experience through visits.

06

04 - No. we are surposed
r+ould have been more
school shops to see how
out.

05 - No. Because the field
change my mind because

07

08

09

10

11

12

t3

to be vocational teachers. It
relevant to be ât, and visit
the processes are being carried

trips was
of an hour's

so short. I cannot
visit to industry.

TABLE 1 3

TEST OF PREFERENCE TN STUDENT'S SITUÀTION
EXPERIBNCE OTHER THÀN WHÀT STUDENT DID

INDUSTRY-RELÀTED EXPERI ENCE. )

x2

I,JHAN

UNB

¡2

11.t1

69.23

N = 31) = 11.138, p <= 0.0038

OFA
( FoR

22.22

7 .69

DI FFERENT
THE

66 .67

23.08
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A different experience other than rdhat you did would
have been preferable in your situation. why?

08: LJMÀN

01 - I disagree (o). The placement was good but the time
lras too short.

02 - | agree (e). Instead of placement in the industry, we
would have taken some industry related courses in our
technical area. The individuaÌ experience Has the same
kind of thing I did in college.

03 - I disagree (D). Becâuse that is the area (fieId) of my
interest.

04 - I disagree (D). Because industry work is useful and
necessa ry.

05 - I am undecided (U), I need to be in work situation to
know actually how useful this was to ne.

06 - I disagree (D). More time for the work would have been
preferred,

07 - I strongly disagree (SD). I needed experience in the
technology area I studied in instead of loading and off
loading labour.

08 - I am undecided (U). I don't think I have any other
thing to compare with. I don,t know which othei thing
would have been useful.

09 - I disagree (U). Because I think the knovledge t gained
from the experience is important. I wouLd not have
gained that knowledge otherwise.

10 - I an undecided (U). It would not have mattered to me.

11 - I disagree (O). Because I think the industrial attach-
ment.was very relevant to the program,

12 - I disagree (D). It was strongly related to the Bio-
chemical area which is related to the core courses
which I need for my sLudies e.g. to courses like Molec-
uIa BioLogy (DNÀ) substitution.

13 - I disagree (n). Other than stay home for holidays, I
would like anything e1se.

14 -

15 -

38

I disagree (D). I don't think there is any other
experience such as taking courses (in the technolcgy
area) would have been useful at all.
t disagree (D). Because we are technologists in the
process of being converted to teachers. If I finally
teach, I have to know what is going on in the industry.
I am not (simply) an academic teacher.

I disagree (D). But (however) I gained nothing new nor
received pay for what I did.

I am undecided (U). I cannot think of any other option
that nould be suitabl.e in the circumstance.

t disagree (D). It benefited me. It is related to
what I will do back at home.

09: UNB

f strongly agree (SA). I would even volunteer to do
actual work for experience. I did volunteer to do this
but I was denied the opporbunity to do so.

I strongly agree (Se). Get to take part in actual
prac t ice.

I disagree (D). The experience provides information on
a range of career choices since this stage of our
schooling (education) is stii.I a searchiñg one (9
stage) not to be fixed.

I strongly agree (Se). An experience say in actual. in-
dust ry.

I am undecidea (U). I never had the experience and so
cannot tel.l whether it would be useful or not.

I strongly agree (se). To Iet us in there (the indus-
tries) to use our hands to do work ourselves.

I disagree (D). I think bhat there is nothing else we
needed. we are teachers not engineers.

I agree (A). Because what we did was not adequate.

(undecided). If there is any other thing avaiJ.abLe
that would heLp (be useful. to) the students Iike place-
ments in the industry to work for a few months.

15 -

17-

18 -

01 -

02-

03-

04-

05-

06-

07-

08-
09-
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10 - I sbrongly agree (SÀ). Letting me work in my area of
specialty.

11 - I strongly agree (S¡). As a programmer I would have
been more interested in computer application in educa-
tion like being placed in a school where computer as-
sisted J.earning is done.

12-Istronglya

Mere going there to watch in a fraction of a minute
what people do did not produce any good outcome. I
would have liked to have at least a week's experience
in my field to see how things are done in that particu-
Iar industry. with or r¿ithout payment, the experience
is importanl in the long run.

13 - I strongly agree (SA). Same as above (that is his res-
ponce to item 3.3.1. re 9(13)) Which reads: I am par-
ticularly interested in working rather than visiting.
I would like to do this with or without pay. The prac-
tical experience is what I desire. One cannot have

I strongly agree (Sa). Because if I had got into indus-
trial work situation it would have oiven me what to dô.tuation it would have given me what to do.

TABLE 1 4

X2 TEST oF STUDENTS BEING PLÀCED IN INDUSTRY FoR f^¡oRK

EXPERI ENCE.

GROUPS YES NO.

IJMÀN 94.44 5.56

UNB 7 .69 92. 3 1

x2(1, N = 31) = 23.330, p <= 0.0001

practice experience through visies.

40

01 - Yes. Versatile Farm Equipment and Flyer Bus Company.
both in tlinnipeg.

02

03

04

05

06

0'l

OB

09

10

If you answered y€s, specify the industry r{ith which
you were placed,

O8: TJMÀN

- Yes. City of tlinnipeg Works Division, Transcona,

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
ies.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
gan.

Yes.

Yes.

Bird Construction Company.

Pulse Engineering Limited.

Canadian Forest Services, Vlinnipeg.

Sperry Univac Computer Defence Systems, winnipeg.

Burroughs Business Machines.

Federal Pioneer Electric Company.

Manitoba Àgriculture.

Manitoba Provincial Technical Chemical Laborator-

Àcoy Pãrtnership ÀrchitecturaL Firm.

R.W. Packaging Pharmaceutical Company.

W.M. Word Technical Provincial Laboratory on Lo-

Canada Packers Limited.

Motor Coach Industries.

11

12

t3

14 -

t5 -

16 -

l7-
t8 -

Yes. Department of Highways, Manitoba.

Yes. Bristol Àerospace in winnipeg.

Yes. St, Boniface General Hospital X-Ray Laboratory,
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E. 04

Student Teaching Experience

AII respondents specified NO for PLACEMENT and N/a for TypE

TÀBLE 1 5

x2 TEST MEETING oBJEcTIVEs FoR THE STUDENT TEÀCHING
COMPONENT OF NTTTP.

uMÀN 94.44 5.56

UNB 1 5. 38 84.62

X2 (r, N = 3i) = 19.9g6, p (= 0.0001

OF INDUSTRY. vou met the objectives for the student teach_ing elenent of NTTTe through Éf," 
""pãriÀnce 

you had. How?

08: tillÀN

01 - Yes. Because I taught for al.nost three weeks and triedvarious teaching methods to see the one thai ";;k;ãbest.

02 - Yes. Sbudent teaching was a prerequisite to graduation
and ir save me opporÈuniry rõ meeË ri¿s åna'i[;õi;_derstand their cLassroom béhavior.

42

03 - Yes. . I taught. I had first hand experience with thestudents. Based on my experience, I èould make a com_parison bet¡leen our syètem-and theirs here.

04 - Yes because I could apply myself in a classroom set_ting. I was expose¿ Éö i¡e êtructure of curriculum inrny area in mathematics in the whole school.

05 - Yes. By the experience I had.

06 - Yes. I was able to . teach my course successful.ly.Without anybody evaluating me, at 1east I know i å^able to do satisfactorily. -

07 - No. The length of time lras not enough,

08 - Yes. I implemented. what I learned in classroom muchmore experimentally/practically than simul.ation ú;;äon what we learn in class, -

09 - Yes. _ I. acquired new knowledge and experience whichwilI facilitare/improve my teacñinq skiltã, - -- -'--"

'10 - Yes. I acguired.the practical skills of teaching whichcan only be obtained by doing rather than by ,"uãinq.-'

-41 -

11 - Yes. If I evaluate myself I vras not too poor. I triedto implement the theoiies I had learned. -

- Yes. I had the teaching experience which made me con_fident to teach anytime ln tñe future. Even if I-b;_
come a medicat doðtor r wirj. sriii-iin¿ ci,nu lð õo-iothe classroom to do some presentations ln my fieia,-anãI will. be deemed gualified to do so not only å. 

"nacademician but êrs a professional in both '(";;";;teaching and medicine. )

- Yes, Because t noted the areas ¡shere I made mistakesto.improve in case r happen to teach "g"in.--¡ly iããËËr:ating teacher helped to-guide me.

- Yes. I was able to prepare a lesson and teach iL.

12

13

'14

t5 -

16 -

17-

1B -

Yes.
how

Yes.
last

By the mere fact of_being in.the classroom seeingthings work sas Ok (adequaÉe) in my uiÀn.

-.Because I taught practically everyday for thefive weeks.

Yes. Because I felt. I .accomplished the intended goalwhich was to sâtisfactorily sludent-teacn in cfassioãmsituation.

Yes. As far as it relates to student teaching.
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09: UNB

- No. It was phoney. Not reaL.

- No. I did not participate in student teaching.

- Yes, Às long as rre are not going to teach here nor be
registered and licenced here. we are going back home.
To teach our colleagues/ ourselves who understand our
culture made the criticism and the evaluation much re-
Iated and valid and more so r{e aLl were at the same
Ievel.

01

02

03

04 - No. It was not Long enough. tnternship like the rest
of Canadian students. You learn more. Hix with bhe
community. Learn about them. It adds to your total
experience.

05 - No. I did not gain anything from it. Teaching intern-
ship is universal. That is where FME failed. They
have their requirements but they did not want to know
whether the students met .the requirements to be the
teachers they count upon. In Nigeria you cannot teach
unless there is a shortage of teachers until you have a
teaching certificate.

06 - No. We lrere not exposed to bhe actual teaching envi-
ronment. Instructor used student-evaluation (method)
to evaluate us.

07 - No. Because when you teach (your coì.).eagues) those
with the same qualification with you, the way they try
to manage the situation with you is not like teaching
other (younger) sbudents in your reaL classroom.

08 - No, Because the experience uas not (like) pracbising
and playing the real Iife assumption of teacher's role
and performing duties in terms of student - teacher re-
Lationship.

09 - Yes. You faced the class as a whoLe, and the class as-
sesses your performance.

10 - No. We taught within our group. problem of disci-
pJ.ine. I did not have a first hand experience on how
t.o handle a problem student. All. teaching and research
naterials were easily available which is not so in the
school seLting.

1l - No. In most of teaching situations the make up was not
unique. Colleagues were not interested in what you

44

were teaching. The experience did not provide the real
life situation that required the participation of stu-
dents. You taught âny aspect of your field. I baught
programming. Only about 2 or 3 people who are aLso in
the computer field asked questions. Evaluation was aI-
most impossible. You can not really assess a teacher
in bhat (situacion.) It was hard to get honest opinion
of your student, student-evaluation was not valid.
No. Because I did not teach in a real school setbing.

No. We did not hâve t.he intership.

12-
13 -

TABLE '1 6

X2 TEST OF PERCEIVED PREFERENCE IN THEIR SITUÀTIoN
DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE OTHER THAN I47HAT STUDENTS DID

STUDENT TEÀCHING COHPONENT OF NTTTP.

GROUPS YES NO.

rrMAN 16.67 83.33

UNB 84.62 1 5.38

x2 (2, N = 31) = 1a.072, p <= 0.0002

À different experience would have been preferabJ.e in
your situation. Why?

01 - No. Like, if we are going to be teachers, it is good to
experience what it is like to teach to get some prac-
Lice between studying and your going ouL to do the ac-
tual teaching.

No, This was better than the industrial. experience.

Yes. I r¿ou1d have liked to be placed in a technical
college where I could teach in my technical area, oth-
erwise I niIl feel under-utilized if I just have to
teach mathematics. why did I need (have) the technical
area them?

02-
03-

FOR À
FOR
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- No. The experience satisfied my expectations. I met my
objectives.

- No. Because we needed the teaching experience to relate
theory to real classroom sieuation.

- No. Because this is vocational education I have been in
indusbry. Ib is nice to be in classroom aIso. Doing
something else r{ilL defeat the purpose.

- No. I believe in student teaching for teachers but the
duration should have been longer.

- No. Because you actually have to be in that classroom
setbing to do justice to the profession (professional
training) if you are going to be a teacher.

- No. I liked the experience. Nothing eì.se would have
been preferable.

04

05

06

07

08

09

10 - No, Because it would not have made any difference in
terms of my professional job (goal).

11 - No. Because I have learned to practicaLize what I stud-
ied.

- No. Because any other experience would not tie in with
our plans and the goals of the Teacher Training pro-
9ram.

- No. To be a teacher you have t'o try theories out and
that was the only opportunity for this (us).

- No. If I am going to be a teacher at the end of all
this, nothing else can substitute for the practice
teaching experience.

12

t3

14

15 - Yes. I nould have instead liked to work in industry at
a particular project.

16 - No. There is no other place I can get that interaction
with the students and no one can Èake that experience
from me.

- No. Because I think student teaching is vital to the
pr09ran.

- No. I r¿ill be a teacher and have not decided otherwise.

09: UNB
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01 - Yes. Because a formal teaching practice would have been
bhe right thing like the 4-month student internship
that others do.

02 - Yes. VIouJ.d prefer to have teaching practice.

03 - No. Since I had learned to stand up and talked before
others, it will not take me too long to master the
techniques of communication to communicate (share) my
ideas.

04 - Yes. The actual involvement (participation) in the in-
ternship program was no there.

05 - Yes. I r¿ould have preferred student internship to have
it in New Brunswick so that I know what I am going into
in teaching.

06 - Yes. Formal teaching pratice experience in a classroom
where I have actual student-true/ceaL, or actual evalu-
ation that makes me feel. I arn now passing through a
formal testing time that must require me put on efforts
to succeed.

07 - Yes. It would mean teaching realstudents in the actual
teaching environment.

08 - Yes. ÀctuaI student teaching experience.

09 - Yes. Because I sould be able to see clearly what is
needed as a teacher.

10 - yes. Require school placement. See actual students, not
a group I have been working together. }Je would Learn
some (points) techniques from experienced teachers.

-11 - No, Our classmates made up our cJ.ass population. Àmount
of teaching all.owed Has not sufficient. It r¿as an arti-
ficial" type of experience, environment and setting.

12 - Yes. It should have been the real practicaJ. teaching
even without pay.

13 - Yes. Àttach us to industrial sett.ing for practice rath-
er thân school experience. If your answer was yes to
having the opportunity for placement, specify the
school leveI you student-taught:

17

18

01 - Grade 11 and 12

02 - Grade 7,8,10 and 12

Machine Shop.

Mathematics.
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TÀBLE 1 7

TEST OF STUDENT HÀVING OPPORTUNITY FOR SUPERVISED STUDENT
TEÀCHING PRÀCTICE.

x2

GROUPS YES NO.

IJMÀN 94 .44 5 . 56

UNB --. -- 1 00.00

x2 (1, N = 31) = 27.187, p <= 0.0001

03 - Grade 9,10,11, and 12

04 - Grade 9,11, and 12

05 - Grade 'l 1 and 12

06 - Grade 11 and 12

07 - Grade 10 and 11

08 - Grade 10 and 11

09 - Grade 10,11 and 12

10 - Grade 11 and 12

11 - Grade 10,11 and I2

12 - Grade 11 and 12

L3 - Grade 10 and 11

14 - Grade 11 and '12

ence:Phy.Cem.Bio.

15 - Grade 10,11 and 12

15 - Grade 10,11 and l2

17 - Grade .l 0, 1 1 and .l 
2

18 - Grade I0 and 12
tively.

Mathematics.

Mathemat ics.

Geography.

Computer Science.

Electronics.

Math. and Physics.

Geography.

Organic Chemistry.

Drafting.

Chernistry.

Chemistry.

GeneraL Sci-

Drafting, Eng. Concepts.

Mathematics.

Mathemat ics.

Gen.Sc. and Bio. Respec-
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No respondent in UNB specified pl.acement in public

TABLE 18

X2 TEST oF PERCETVED EXISTENCE oF PoLIcIEs oR REGULATIoNs
THAT EFFECTED THE IMPLIMENTÀTION OF THE STUDENT TEACHING

COMPONENT OF NTTTP.

x2 (1, N = 31) = 10.782, p <= 0.0010

school classroom. If your response to the existence of
adverse policies in regulations was 'yes' , enumerate
and comment on three main regulatory policies or fac-
tors.

GROUPS

33.33

01

02

03

04

05

06

- No.

- No.

- No.

- No.

- No.

- Yes. Restriction due to the fact that we were temporary
i n t.he school .

2.31

NCt -

66 .67

7

07 - Yes, Government PoIicy. Interns were not paid. This
wouJ.d help improve student teaching in general.

08 - Yes, Contract PoIicy. Irregular fiming. CouId carry out
student teaching practice at other time.

09 - No.

10 - No.

11 - No.
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12 - No.

13 - Yes, University policy. The timing and arrangement for
placenent for that period Has poor.

14 - No.

15 - No.

'l 6 - No.

17 - No.

18 - Yes. Contract Provision: performing duties under iIIe-gal conditions and we were not awaie of that situation
( immigration regulation?)

01 - Yes, Immigration. They shouJ.d allow students to beplaced in schools.

02 - Yes. Time limitation. perhaps adminisbration could have
accomodated this if they thought it was important.

03 - Yes. University policy. we srere told we did not need it
since we were not going to teach in New Brunswick.

04 - Yes. Program Policy: Two year duration which the uni-
versity could not be able to include student beachingin their schedule. They would make us spend longei
t ime.

05 - Yes. Cultural Communication-which may be difficult,
CBIE/FME requirement did not incLude s'tudent teaching.
The terms of contract r{ere not examined properly.

06 - Yes. University policy. They are training foreigners.
The paper is useless in Canada.

07 - Yes. School PoJ.icy or Decision not to include or make
an effort to provide the opportunity. My VISA says stu-
dents nay not take up paid not-paid employment iñ Cana-da. ÀÌso, we may run into problems teãching because of
the lack of previous practical experience.

08 - University Policy. Did not allow students to take cer-tification courses that qualify us to enter classroom
here to teach, provincial Law - Does not permit those
from outside of Canada (province) to teach in their own
schools because there are some courses we the foreign-ers, did not take.

09-
50

Yes. Time limitation. Courses were jammed together to
fill up time. Culture limitation Canãdian kids may not
be happy with Nigerian teaching. It would be recommend-
ed that student teachers go back to teach in Nigeria.

No. I am not aware of any regulation and hâve not
thought about it.
(Yes, I think so) Probably the authorities thought we
were not to be certified by Ner.l Brunssick.

Yes. Maybe University Regulation- No. provision in the
contract for this as far as I know pressed for actual
student practice. Provincial J.aw. Employment law. Dis-placing workers.

Yes..Immigration. Lack of CBIE and Department of Educa-
tion/University negotiation for that. This falLs back
To FME.

10 -

1.t -

12-

13 -
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8.05

Program Thrust and Focus

TÀBLE 19

X2 TEST OF TEcHNoLoGY ÀREÀ LENDING ITSELF
TEÄCHING AT SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL IN

GROUPS S,/À,/A U D/SD

ulrAN 6'l .11 5.56 33.33

UNB 38.46 7.69 53.85

1<2 (2, N = 31) = 1.561, p <= 0.4582

Your technology area lends itself to teaching ab the secon-
dary schooJ. Ievel in Nigeria. Comment on your rating.

08: UMAN

01 - I agree (A). Most of the thingss like machine shop are
applicable in ltigerian secondary school situations.

02 - 1 agree (a). In Nigeria, we need to improve the munici-
pal. services roads so I feel civil technology lends it-
self to teaching at high school level especially some
aspects of road maintenance and construction. My tech-
nology area could be used for teaching in school or
working in the industry.

03 - I disagree (o). Because such programs are not avail-
able. It may be included in the new scheme.

- 51 -

READTLY TO
NIGERIA.
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04 - I agree (À). This area should be taught suitâbly at
this level. Àpply visuals t.o teach and expJ.ain.

05 - t agree (e). Host courses are related in environmental
planning for teaching at that level.

06 - I am undecided (U). It is more applicable at technicaJ./
trade school or polytechnics.

07 - t.lith electronics background coupled with the teaching
principles I could pass on these concepts in electronl
ics.

08 - I agree (e). Within my technology program I have sub-jects like mathematics and physics that can be taught
at that level. Technical schools are mostly appropriate
for this area.

09 - I disagree (D). Even though the skiIIs and know).edge
were pertinent, they do not have agriculture at thãt
IeveI. It is done at college of Àgriculture.

10 - I strongly agree (SÀ). It is non-academic oriented
which is universal and can be applicable anywhere in
the worId.

11 - I agree (À). I feel I am competent !¡ith the Iitt]e I
know.

'12 - I disagree (o). It is most appl.icable in a technology
College; to teach at secondary school level wil1 be a
waste of my technology skills. In the technology
school, they wiII get everything out of me.

13 - I strongly agree (s¡). They do chemistry in Nigerian
secondary schools.

14 - I agree (e). Secondary school or may be higher. Most of
the courses at technology level are not appropriate for
secondary school. Any institution higher than secondary
school would be a good change (chance?).

15 - I agree (À). From secondary school upwards. It is a
flexibi.e area ranging from chemistry, physics to mathe-
matics.

16 - I disagree (D). I don't see any school. at that level
teaching surveying.

17 - I disagree (D). I do not think the technology program
prepared me to be an efficient teacher as such.
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18 - I disagree (o). Hot at secondary school level. There isa special school where x-ray is taught.

09: UNB

I am undecided (U). It is an important ârea but the
necessary components of computer system wiII be hard toobtain in Nigeria. If I get a position as instructor inindustry, it r{i1I be applicable.

I agree (A). I can teach technical drawing and building
sc i ence .

t agree (A). I can teach in the area of sciences likephysics, chemistry, biology or mathematics.

t- disagree (D). The core program is somebhing higherthan the level of secondary schools. It is morÃ 
"p[ro-priate for me to teach at èollege of technology th;; in

secondary school.

0.t -

02-

03-

04-

05-

06-

07-

08-

09-

10 -

ll -

I disagree
only place
lege.

I agree (¡). We have a content base to function at thatleveI.

I strongly agree (Se). The content is available becausethe teacher has adequate knowledge to teach that.
I am undecided (U). Computers are not available at the
seondary but school levelsould be readily teachable atthe college Level.

I strongly agree (SÀ). Because of the technical.electives taken at the university and experience inteaching.

I sbrongly disagree (SD). Forestry is not offered in
secondary school. May consider agriculture but that isnot the same.

I disagree (D). The level of programming I have done
and.experienced could be better utllized ín higher 1ev-eI institution like colleges or universities Énan iÀc-
ondary schools.

(D). I.Iith civil engineering technology, theI can be very useful is the community coj.-

54

12 - \ disagree (o). The main core of my technology program
is not offered in secondary schooi. Relatãå .oui.ui
J.ike Physics and Mathematicé are what I can teach atthe secondary school level. The college practicaì. com-
ponent was not a component of the B.Ed. program.

13 - I disagree (D). Most courses I took at the communitycollege were not advanced enough for a high school levlel. One r¿ith a B.SC. (first degree) in Che area of spe-cialty is the only satisfactoiy gualification to teåchat secondary school level. In secondary school, thetheoreticaL aspects of my technoJ.ogy is emphasized

TABLE &X2 TEST OF SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE GÀINED IN THE B.ED
PROGRÀM BEING EQUÀLLY APPLICÀBLE IN SCHOOL AS IN INDUSTRY.

IjHAN

UNB

whil.e the college is practice - oriented.

X2 (2, N = 3.1 ) = 1.304, p <= 0.5209

33.33

53. B5

.t1.11

7 .69

55.55

38-46



eppendix k

8.06

Occupational Teacher

TABLE 21

TEST OF RECRUITMENT OF COI,IMUNITY
GOOD CONCEPT FOR THIS TEACHER

X2

rJl"tÀN 77 .78 22.22

UNB 53.85 46. .t 
4

x2 (2, N = 31) = 1.9?9, p <= 0.1596

Is the recruitment of community college graduates with dip_Ioma being/not being a good concept- fõr this *,o""lionåf
teacher education program? State your reasons.

08: UHÀN

01 -Yes. They have a knowledge of their own field. Here theyare to acguire methodoLogies to deliver bhe knowledgelto get industry involved in education to structur" pío:
grams and courses.

02 - Yes. The technol.ogy are_practice-oriented as opposed tothe theoretical university work. They have thä-practi_cal Hork experience, So they have lãss time to gradu_
ate.

Educa t i on

COTLEGE DIPLOMÀ BEING
EDUCÀTION PROGRÀM.

56

- yes. They have a knowledge of their own areas of tech-
nology and with a B.Ed. They can teach in this area. It
sho.uld be a rule (must) to have a B.Tech. and/or diplo-
ma/degree to come into the program. Then those who have
the B.Ed. would be more effective both in industry andin school.

- No. They need more time to develop confidence and com-petence in their vocational fieldi if they are to be
ef fective instructors.

- Yes. tt gives them the quaJ.ification to teach their vo-
cational areas. Usually many people are afraid of going
into classroom beaching. wó ãre-not afraid 

"ny,norã.
- yes. Student teachers have a suitable background intheir vocational areas. They are here to acquiíe teach-ing.skitls. They shouì.d be-given adeguate practice ex-perience in teaching and industrial -pLacements 

before
they are ai.Iowed to enter the program.

- I".. It is less expensive for the tero years in the col-lege. They have diversified backgrounds.

- Yes. They have the academic background (preparation) to
enable them to complete the B.Ed. for teãching.

- Yes. They have a background in their fieLd of interest
which gives them a sound basis for success when theyenter the program,

04

03 - Yes. It provides opportuniey for a B.Ed.skiIls. But no because fresh graduates doindustrial practical experiencã.

_55_

05

06

07

08

09

t0

11 - No. They do not have enough work experience. I thoughtI would be able to take courses in my area.

12 - Yes. I feel they have the basic skiIIs required forthis program. They have the technol.ogicaJ. backing ofthis teacher training program. If I ðid not havé my
diploma, I would not have ãnything to teach in particu:
Iar. It is a good feeling for a Èeacher to masier his-
subject area in order to have adequate control of his
c lass ,

13- Yes. They have some background already in related tech-
nology areas. Training for them theiefore is less ex-pensive than for those who do not,

and
not

teac h i ng
have the

14 - Yes. The teacher education is supposed to provide av-Yes. The teacher education
enue for the technologists
knowledge they have acquirei
academic qualif ication, yes.

enue for the technologists

15 - No. If I am looking at vocationat high schools, I would
say it shoutd be tradesmen e.g. paclfic vocational In-

academic qual
red.

to impart to others the
In terms of technical and
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stituLe graduates (journeymen). Technologists are
nostly theorists. In school ce rush to complete course
rork, in industry acquire experience and practice.
yes. They are knorledgeable in their technical fields
and nou Èhey are to acquire teaching skills in order to
transfer their knoíledge to the future generation.

Yes. The vocational area requires a technical backing
unless there is some in the university. I think they
have this background.

No. Those eith diploma are not the only gualified. High
school ]eavers are also qualified. Some student ¡rith
college diploma may not be interested in Eeaching.

09: UNB

16 -

1't -

18 -

01 - No. The ray the program is structured is geared tosards
those sho have had both teaching and industrial experi-
ence. College graduates tend to have hope of going to
vork in industry or continue in school.

02 - Yes. Bub the bime is too long. Nigeria has rasted too
much noney in the program. They should only acquire
methodologies nor teaching their technology areas
{chich vould be rithin a shorter tine).

03 - Yes. Because it is very hard/difficult
rith these various backgrounds except
of technoloqy.

0{ - No. you have a feeling of being above vocational educa-
tion. They should have recruited vocational tóachers
fron Nigeria into the program,

05 - Yes. They have the basic knowledge of what technology
is all about and rith sufficient knorledge in teachiñg
Èhey can be good teachers in their oyn fields.

06 - Yes. the proqram is for vocational teachers and the
students have the technical knowledge. Government saves
money in not having Èo train from the scratch.

07 - No, There are people rho came from High school (Grade
12) or less and they spend the sane tlme for the same
number of credit hours.

5B

- No. If you Hant to have capable vocational teachers,
you need people with experience in teaching or Hork in
industry not those straight from college.

- Yes. The way the program is arranged (structured) en-
ables students to extend knowledge in their fiel.d and
to gain knowledge in education program.

- No. They need practical experience actively employed in
their own field for a certain number of yeais to be
suitable candidates for this program.

- Yes. They have college diplomas. ÀII the graduates re-
ally need are methods to communicater/apply their knowl-
edge.

- Yes, They have the necessary technical background. They
need a progran bhat eill give them methods to communi-
cate that knorledge rhile at the same time strengthen
their bases of knorledge in that field.

- No. l¡¡asting more time. l{ore dif f icult f or the student.
Students should go right from high school into univer-
sity vocational teacher program.

08

09

t0

to get Nigerians
in these coÌleges

11

12

l3

TÀBLE E.6I

X2 TEST oF PERCEIVED sÀTIsFÀcTIoN I.JITH THE 24 - HoNTH
SCHEDULE FOR THE B.ED PROGRAI.I.

N2 (2, N = 31) = 0.883, p <= 0.3473

Are you satisfied ,þith the 24_month schedule for this
B . Ed program? f{hy ?

08: LJHÀN

GROUPS

ut'tÀN

UNB

YES

55.56

38.46

01 - No
on

02 - No. No. break. f.le need some holidays/rest.

It shoul.d last for more yeârs, Great pressure is put
students.

NO.

44 .44

6l.s4



03 - Yes. I would not want to spend any more than two years
for B. Ed. after my college diplona.

- Yes. I couLd handle it even though it was vwery demand-
ing.

04

05 - Yes. Gives me a degree in a short duration of tirne, I
hope to get a job Hith it.

06 - Yes. I am able to go out on time.

07 - No. Very hard on the studenbs. no rest.

08 - No. Too tight. Coping with problem is very strenuous.

09 - No. Students like anyone else need a break from academ-ic activiti ies for non-academic concerns.

10 - Yes. Because it limits the time students have to spendfor school.ing and saves money for the sponsor (gouèrn-
ment). The t*o years gives ètudents an òpportuníty for
a degree.

ll - Yes. It sas good to keep me busy. I like being busy.

l2 - Yes. I really Hanted to get the hell out of this place.

13 - Yes. But it nas intensive and no holidays.

14 - Yes. Saves time, money and resources.

15 - No. The courses rrere too intensive. Some of the courses
rrould have been eliminated for us. Some would not help
us as students trained for rrork in Nigeria. Besideó
sorne rere duplicated.

16 - Yes. I ïas able to accompLish chat I Has supposed to
do.

17 - No. Not satisfied. Too demanding on students.

18 - No. Too hasty. No flexible conditions. B.Ed. is not a
two year program per se.

09: UNB

01 - No. Four years compressed to tso. It vas too concen-
trated Hhich was too hard on the students. That program
could have been run in a shorter time effectively ifthe irrelevant and unnecessary courses were eliminaIed.
Industrial.placement and student teaching rould take/
occupy their slots. Due to the concentrãtion we coul'd
not digest r¿hat we had to learn,

- No. Time consuming. Money Hasted. Hethodology only
r.ould take less. The extra time ras for money oñiy.

- Yes. If it Here more than two years it sould not be
good.

- No. The program is too condensed. No interships. There
is no need for such a program ïhere there is ño tine to
maximize experiences.

- No. _But it has provided me $ith some of the knorledge I
need to be a teacher. I could use it for further educa-
t ion.

- No. Too intensive.

- Yes. I think there is no other uays to do an adeguate
program like this in less than tro yeårs.

- Yes. Saves Nigeria money. Cost effectiveness. But it
uas a very busy schedule for students.

- No. It should be longer to reduce the cork load during
the sunmer and inCercession.

- No. Too much to absord rithin a short period of time.

Yes. Given that se are not involved in practice intern-
ship ne did not need any longer time. Besides thatperiod helps to accelerate the rate of mass production
of quali fied teachers.

- Y9.. It made it possible to complete the program in a
shorter period.

- No. It is a saste of time for one vrho has gone through
a technology program for three years.

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

t0

11-

12

13



vJhat advantages and disadvantages do you see in this24-month teacher education?

O8: [,JHÀN

01 - Complete a B.Ed. requiremettt in less number of years.
Too intensive (croeded). We seem to leave out some
things in some subjects.

02 - Limited the period from 48 to 24 months. The way the
program rras organized was not just suitable. I felt
something Has Hrong sonerhere.

03 - Forced students t.o Iearn organization (time budgeting),
set goals, structure oHn program to meet tirnelines.
Structure Has too rigid. Too little room for flexibili-
ty.

04 - Teaches me to handle pressure and stress that may yield
high productivity. Teaches the importance of adequate
scheduling and supervision. Time is too short. Inade-
guate monitoring of the program. Lack of mastery of
content. Had no time to allor the ideas to sink in.

05 - Got a B.Ed. in a short time. Time Has adequate. Too
short a time regarding health reasons. very limited
tine to socialize. No students input.

06 - Àble to study throughout the year' l'lotivated together
as a group. Promoted hard Hork in the program. Not
enough tine to socialize. No opportunity to travel.

07 - Saves a lot of money: Iiving allowance and tees.
Produce more teachers uithin a short tine. Not enough
time to master the course content. Everything iras
crashed. No breathing time for student Eeaching.

08 - Complete progran early. Gives the idea of what it takes
to push for specified timeline. l.le now know flhat burnt
out is. t{hen one knows hotr to Hork hard, it is good.
No opportunity to see beyond school work. Social activ-
ities cut to minimum. There sas time frame to fight.
Student Leaching at awksard time, and shorter duration.

09 - Pernitted achievement of technical knowledqe. Àcquired
B.Ed. in a short time. overloading academic work in
the short duration.

10 - Saves students time in geCting a degree. Saves money
for government. Rigid. Too short for some students.

1l - I am kept busy. I am not bored. As a foreign student, I
cannot eork in Canada and I had no money to travel. Got
a degree through early completion. 9torn out after

school year. Not enough time to digest content. It
boils down to just conpleting credit hours for the de-
gree,

It allowed me to complete this program and think of the
next step. For us foreign students, it allowed us to
stay out of societal probLems. Gave ne somethinq to do
during the summer when I had no money for anything or
to run around. Course overload. Very little could be
mastered and learned within the period. Very stressful.

B.Ed. completed in short period. Àllowed opportunity to
apply in real situation rhat theories I had learned.
Some courses eere relevarit. Used examples and made
references I Has not famil.iar Hith. Linited somehor,
not complete choice to take certain courses. No oppor-
tunity to work at own pace.

Time saving to student for a degree, to sponsor for
qualified (trained) personnel. Saved money money to the
sponsor I woul.d raLher be pressured the ray I eas. For
108 credit hours it would have cost more if it rere for
three years. llosb of the courses in the program seened
rushed because of the time constraints e.9. 4 weeks for
student teaching which should at least be to six. Lack
of details in most of the courses. Time of scheduling
the practice placement e.9. teaching in ApriI to June
causèd us ho go to classroorn a¿ aboub the examination
time.

Complete degree in a short tine. Saves students fron
recãiuing Ihe litcle allowance of $510 despite in-
creased èost of Iiving. Too intensive. Sometimes bor-
i ng.

cot the job done. Àccomplished rhat they thought I
Houl.d not. Too intensive. No holidays. My idea ras
that I Hould still be doing some courses in engineering
program.

Caused students to Hork hard. It Has competitive. Too
intensive. Did not alloí students time for anything
else other than book rork.

NiI (no advantages) ' Does not take student differences
into account. Program components and activities were
provided in a hasty fashion which meant they rere just
content rith carrying them out and cared ¡nore for the
process and not the quality of the product. I am not
saying you can get a product r¿ithout the process but
thã piocess should lay a good foundation. The program
*as very rushed and þrocess-centred. Àre the adminis-
trabion satisfied ïith the product ot the proqram and

l2-
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Ehe quality of the product is Hhat matters to Nigeria
the sponsor. gle defined the 24 months and that was it.

09: UNB

01 - The duration Has long enough to cover the program re-
quirements adequately with both practices. l,tay have
caused some deterioratioon of the techinicaì. knowledge
in the technical area and the profession.

02 - Nil. Lack of teaching practice, Lack of industrial.
placement.

03 - Short duration to complete a degree guickly. No time
to rest. We kept going to school. Could not function
reII rhen you are in school all the time.

04 - EarIy graduation provided time to plan for further
studies. Being condensed, it al.Iowed me to complete the
requirements. Too sLressful. Lack of adeguabe knowl-
edge because of the condensed nature of Èhe program.

05 - Gave me the idea of hor I could plan my future. provide
adequate foundations. The program schedule ras too
tight. tt did not give sufficient time to get adequate
knorledge in the technical area in two years.

06 - Obtain a B.Ed.in a short time. overload of eork to
students. Did not allor time for social and cultural
interaction Hith the community. All rork and no play
nrakes Jack a dull boy.

07 - Gained teaching techniques. Fast track B.Ed. Program
saves rnoney to government. Too much perssure. Stress-
ful. Some courses had no stðndard. Sbudents took vhat-
ever courses they r¿anted just to get the required cred-
it hours for a degree, that's all.

08 - Cosb efficiency for the B,Ed. Too mãny irrelevant
courses.Should have been one year after B.Ed. and In-
dustrial experience perhaps.

09 - Complete B.Ed. in 2 years instead of 4 years. There
Has greater courseload than regular students would
take.

10 - Opportunity to acquire self esteem: the B.Ed. degree
còñcentratãd on the important part. Too intense,/
stressful. Grade-oriented credit hours rather than

knowì.edge mastery oriented, Acquisition of knowledge
was adversely af fected.

l1 - Short duration tor B.Ed. Gave students adequate expo-
sure to teaching thei r f ield of special izat ion. Did
not provide for internship in either work or teaching.

12 - Ít kept students busy for l1 of 12 months yearly bo
complète program in a shorter time. Great stress im-
posed on students because they felt they had to get all
done within 24 months. Inadequate provision for book
allorance. l{e went through 2 years in one year. Summer
ehould have complete book allowance.

13 - Got a degree in a university. waste of time to most
students. It was Iike confusion set in for most of us

I

01 -

02-

Suggest recornrnendations to improve the program.

0B: UHAN

Get rid of intermediåns Iike coordinators and adminis-
traeive agents. Deal directly rith the students to re-
duce cost.

I will Iike to see our governrnent conduct a follor up
study. Coordinators should provide adeguate informa-
tion to dtudents. Lend more helping hands to student's
in probì.ems by providing some funds to those studenbs
rho are in real need Iihe moving from one accomodation
Lo another. Students should have the option to visit
Nigeria for holidays, and cost paid for by sponsor not
sstudents.

Change the time for student teaching. Students should
be allored to take courses in their orn area of tech-
nology specialty.

Extend entire program period by one year. Carry oub a

nore effective industrial experience not a rushed one
in terms of organization and placenent.

Nigerian governrnent in futre should follor up the pro-
gram implementation.

CBIE and FllE should communicate effectively betHeen
each other and Hith students so that ve have adequate
information: Right norr I do not knos rhat else I am do-
ing in the immediate fuLure.

Remove unrelated relevant courses Iike SociaI Founda-
tions of Education and School Organization. Extend stu-
dent teaching period. Orient students properly at the
beginning of Lhe program. Give allorance for students'
i nput s.

03-

04-

05-

06-

07-
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08 - Length of program should be extended to accomodate
student differences. Increase ì.iving allowance so that
students can at least travel outside of Canada. Improve
administration and deat directly with students. ÀIlow
students to take at least an elective in their areas.

- Increase the duration to make it longer. Students major
and specialization should be the technology area.

- Provide nore flexibitity to sstudents in terms of their
choices in course selection. One does not have to take
courses and electives simply because the structure of
the progran mandates it. That affects students grades
adversely.

- Allon fl.exibility to permit greater and e,ider field of
studies (selection). Sit down Hith students and find
out rhat each student sould Iike to do, structure the
program and then help hin,/her choose courses according-
ty. Do not treat students like kids as these adminis-
trators like to do- "HasÈer and boy" relationship, no
input from sbudents,

- llake sure that students admitted to this program are
actually those cho reaIIy rdish to be technical. teachers
before he,/she is accepteã in for this program.

- The program should have continuous monitoring and eval-
uation from tine to time to see uhat should be done
differently.

- Allor ånd encourage students to use courses from their
area of technology to fill the place for the reguired
second teachable as it stands nohr. They should not be
limited to other academic areas. The B.Bd. should be
seen as an education to acguire the methodology of
teach i ng.

- Revien the program management. The administrative agen-
cy should cork rith the education attache in the Nige-
rian High Commission. There shouLd be students input
for pragram review. Carry out on-going evaluation. Or
strucLure an individually sponsored program managed by
Nigerian high Comnission not an agency contracted pro-
gram. If I go to Immigration Hith a letter from the
High Commission I yould have greater respect. The FME
should have active and not dornant roole in the admin-
istration. We felt Iike being dumped (forgotten) here,
We should train for degree in Technology area.

09
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Provide students Hith more options in the electives to
make program a bit flexible.

Both countries should examine the available programs in
Canada and match reguest from Nigeria to come up with a

well designed program Hith nell defined goals and ob-
jectives óf what Nigerian r,ants, so that students do
ñot have to pass through these conflicts in career
choices and plànning. The idea rras good bub bhe imple-
mêntabion ras very bad'

09: UNB

Give more advance credit for what r¡ork students have
completed already. Provide teaching practice and indus-
triâl experience.

glould not accept UNB for this teacher training because
of the lack of practice experience in both teaching ðnd
industry.

Provide student counsel ing on course select ion and
schedul ing.

ÀtI B.Ed. programs should be centred on shoprork like
welding, metal work and Plumbing.

We should have had a straight B.Sc. (s.tech.) s. Ed.
pro9ram.

Provide alternatíves technical electives of equal qual-
ity and strength.

Ensure that the university sdapts to the needs of the
country that enters inbo a contract ïith them not to
delete ite¡ns because of local politics.

Include student teachinq and industrial placement ïe
should go through B.Tech. and then go for education de-
gree (cãrtification course) for one year.

AIIon students to practice in Nigeria to see if Canadi-
an education is useful.

increase monthly alLowance and Iuggaqe allorance to
cover transportation of at least books home. CBIE
should commuñicate with the students on students prob-
lems and difficulties before the last decision is made

on sending sLudent home.

16 - There should be more student consultation. We are
experimental group. It yiII take about 5 to 10 years
find out hor best to run the program.
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ll - Give students internships training..

12. I think from academic point of view, industrial place-
nent and practical student teaching are vital cornpo-
nents of tËe program even if they are for a short time
(durat.ion ) .

13 - We should 9o through the same program as do Canadian
and Kenyons students.

Hake a statencnt in one paragraph exressing your feel-
ings about the N't'fTp progiam in ðanada as yõu'know it.

08 s tjl,titN

0l - In general, the program nas good. It needs improvernent
in [tre way the program is administered. Most of the de-
cisions vãre made rithout taking the interest of the
students involved into consideration e.g. students aI-
Iorance ônd cost of living.

02 - I will like toséê our governnenL fololon up and evalu-
ate the progran continuouslY.

03 - The program is like a neï concept developing which
shoulã be improved with tine. Many other departments
should be encòuraged to work in conjunction Hith.Educa-
tion Faculty so ahat sbudents gain more in their area
of specialty. These departments should be informed and
be part of such arrangements.

04 - It ras alright. It is rdorth it in the sense that I have
a B. Ed.

05 - It is a "junk" proqrarn. Due Lo how the program was

structured, it did no¿ meet the students' needs regard-
ing teaching in their technical fietd. It did not give
¡ne additional information in my fieId.

06 - As it is non, it has limited use for Nigeria only the
technical area is good. We can only adapt about half of
the courseeork to our area. Teaching methodology ras
alr ight.

07 - I{as good. Has a lot of room for improvements.

08 - it was a success because the students involved made it
a success.

09 - OveraIl, I think the program r.as successful. IÈ should
meet the teechnical education needs for Nigeria. It was

cel.l administered.

10 -

11 -

It Has a very rewarding experience highty recommended
to the student and to bhe government.

It Has very stressful because of the kind of traininq
which was quite different from Hhat I was used to. Sec-
ondly, it was not erhat I intended to do at this partic-
ular bime. I rras not motivated.

I think it is a "reap off" against Nigerian government
by the contract agents. They are not giving Nigeria its
money's rorth. Students ïere not paid tor íhat our uork
is work.

It Has a good and worthwhile experience but it Has en-
ergy-sapping because of its intensity.

The NTTTP was a HelI conceived idea of training and en-
couraging technologists to teach in their area. But the
purpose of that program was defeated by the FllE because-the-nuE does nol seem to have a plan for nor does it
care rhether or not the student teachers teach at aII.
FHE does not keep account of, nor monitor student stud-
ies, return to Nigeria or anything else.

From management point of vien, it was a massive or co-
lossaI naàte of nigerian resources. The expenditure eas
not accoounCed for and students in generaL felt neg-
lected most of the time. In fact, as far as the admin-
istration of the program is concerned, it uas another
business venture for CBIE, the universiEies and other
administrators.

The system itself had sone good intenbions, but the tray
CBIE implemented Ehe program ras not reasonable.

Very rorthwhile. I do not care what the pluses or mi-
nuses ¡rere, I t¡ould do it over again.

NTTTP Has a Haste of time for the students and a saste
of money for the government ehat sponsored it in that
it did ñot reflect the true needs of the students, did
not plan for, recognize or emphasize the true needs of
Nigeria and cill not even account for it.
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09: UNB

0l - There was a good thouqht and concept behind it- but cas
ill i.mplemented. I have been prepared to teach but I do
not know nhat I am going to teach.

02 - tt was alright, but would have been better if there vas
a careful planning and monitoring of the program' No

one seened to think of that from the Nigerian end'

03 - The program was good. t'le have been priviÌeged to-get
aray-ri[h very mãny things. Yo! can drop out of a

coulse if it becomes unbearably difficult'

04 - It ías a mistake. It sas too urgently conceived and
poorly implemented. I feel in the future more time
änoufã be spent in analysing the advantages and disad-
vantages, the pros and cons of the program.

05 - The major (central) aim is really good. The way the
prograñ vas handled expecially .by the Federal ministry
öf gducation reduced its effectiveness.

06 - It Has an expensive way of giving us the paper which in
itself carried no quaIitY.

07 - The progran in general ïas a success. The students
niqhi nõt have gõt nhat the Nigerians back home Hanted
bu[ they have dãveloped the spirit and perhaps, the mo-

tivatioá to modify their learninq skills so that they
can improve technical teaching. The money Nigeria spent
for the program Has not a uaste if students return
home.

08 - If He were given the chance to do a B.Tech., it could
have been ilõne successfully in one or two years in Ni-
geria.

09 - Let the Nigerian students come home and work in their
area of s[ecialty to see if the government benefits
from the brogram or not. If the government does not
benefit, they should cancel the proqram.

l0 - The general intention of the program Has good, but. it
cas óoorly nanaged by CBIE as the. contract agency be-
causè if i:ney hád told the university what they eranted,
the universitY vould have done it.

11 - 9lith the removal of internships, there was something
important missing. But I think the proqram Has very
beneficial to me in the sense that I not only get a de-

gree in Education (B.Ed.) but t am in a better position
ñow to teach at advanced level due to the fact that I
have gained advanced knowledge considerably in my area
of specialty.

I think the concept of the technical teacher program
,"i õãoa. But I ihink the organization, coordination
and Éhe administration of the program and in terms of
curriculum Here not adequately done.

I feel that the program ïas a failure in that they
ieened to train thä wionq set of people because most of
us do not seem to consider teaching as a career'
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